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A meeting of Cabinet will be held in Committee Room 1 - East Pallant House on Tuesday 1 
December 2015 at 9.30 am

MEMBERS: Mr A Dignum (Chairman), Mrs E Lintill (Vice-Chairman), Mr R Barrow, 
Mr B Finch, Mrs P Hardwick, Mrs G Keegan and Mrs S Taylor

AGENDA
Part 1

1  Minutes (Pages 1 - 10)
To approve as a correct record the minutes of the Cabinet meeting held on 3 
November 2015.

2  Urgent Items 
Chairman to announce any urgent items which due to special circumstances are to 
be dealt with under agenda item 18(b).

3  Declarations of Interests 
Members and officers are reminded to make any declarations of disclosable 
pecuniary, personal and/or prejudicial interests they may have in respect of 
matters on the agenda for this meeting.

4  Public Question Time 
Questions submitted by members of the public in writing by noon on the previous 
working day (for a period up to 15 minutes).

RECOMMENDATIONS TO COUNCIL

5  Corporate Plan Annual Review (Pages 11 - 20)
Further to minute 701 of 6 January 2015, to recommend the Council to approve 
the revised Corporate Plan for 2015-2018.

6  Financial Strategy and Plan 2016/17 (Pages 21 - 39)
To recommend the Council to update the its financial strategy and action plan to 
help guide the management of the Council’s finances during a period of 
diminishing resources, and to build upon the work already achieved in this area in 
previous years.

7  Chichester Market (Pages 40 - 49)
Further to minute 736 of 3 March 2015, to consider the recommendations of the 
Traders Market Task and Finish Group on the future of the Traders Chichester 
Market, and to recommend to the Council a retendering of the traders market 
licence, including a one year trial on Wednesday of a market in the pedestrian 
precinct. 

8  Chichester Site Allocation: Consultation Draft  Development Plan Document 

Public Document Pack



(DPD) (Pages 50 - 104)
To consider in the light of recommendations from the Development Plan and 
Infrastructure Panel and to recommend the Council to approve for consultation, the 
draft Chichester Site Allocation Development Plan Document.

9  Making the Southbourne Parish Neighbourhood Plan (Pages 105 - 106)
To recommend the Council to make the Southbourne Parish Neighbourhood Plan 
part of the Development Plan for Chichester District.

KEY DECISIONS

10  Fishbourne Parish Neighbourhood Plan (Pages 107 - 116)
To publish the Decision Statement and agree that the Fishbourne Parish 
Neighbourhood Plan should proceed to referendum. 

11  Electric vehicle charging in the Council's car parks (Pages 117 - 121)
To approve bids to The Office for Low Emission Vehicles (OLEV) to enable the 
installation of electric vehicle charging points (EVCPs) in selected District Council 
owned car parks, and to make budget provision for match funding. 

12  Determination of the Council Tax Base for 2016-2017 (Pages 122 - 132)
To set the taxbase for the 2016/17 financial year and agree grants to parish 
councils.

OTHER DECISIONS

13  Review of Street Trading controls in Chichester City Centre (Pages 133 - 138)
To pass a formal resolution seeking the potential variation of the designation of 
Crane Street and part of St Martins Street, Chichester from ‘prohibited streets’ to 
‘consent streets’ in order to enable the introduction into these streets of diverse 
shopping facilities such as a monthly art market (Crane Street) and retail 
merchandising units (St Martins Street). 

14  Methods of Income Collection (Pages 139 - 143)
To encourage the District Council’s customers to pay by methods other than 
cheques. 

15  Chichester Wellbeing (Pages 144 - 153)
To authorise funding from reserves, pending confirmation of funding from West 
Sussex County Council Public Health, in order to ensure continuation in 2016/17 of 
the Chichester Wellbeing Service.

16  Financial Monitoring 2015-16 (Pages 154 - 178)
The purpose of this report is to assist the Cabinet in monitoring its 2015-16 
revenue and capital budgets, and to take any necessary action in order to comply 
with the Council’s Financial Regulations.

17  Chichester District Car Parking Forum 
Further to minute 62 of 6 October 2015, to appoint the following District Council 
representatives to the Chichester District Car Parking Forum:-

Chichester: Tony Dignum
Selsey/Witterings: John Connor
Midhurst: Steve Morley
Petworth: Eileen Lintill
Bosham: Penny Plant



18  Consideration of any late items as follows: 
a) Items added to the agenda papers and made available for public inspection
b) Items which the chairman has agreed should be taken as matters of 

urgency by reason of special circumstances to be reported at the meeting
19  Exclusion of the Press and Public 

The Cabinet is asked to consider in respect of the following item whether the 
public, including the press, should be excluded from the meeting on the grounds of 
exemption under Parts I to 7 of Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972, 
as indicated against the item and because, in all the circumstances of the case, 
the public interest in maintaining the exemption of that information outweighs the 
public interest in disclosing the information. The reports dealt with under this 
part of the agenda are attached for members of the Council and senior 
officers only (salmon paper).

20  Development Site, The Grange, Midhurst (Pages 179 - 187)
Further to minute 468 of 3 September 2013, this report provides an update on the 
disposal of the Grange development site.  Further to the exchange of contracts 
with a developer, there have been significant changes in the foodstore market 
resulting in a change to the terms offered for the site.  It is now recommended that 
Cabinet consider the revised bids for the site and determine on which basis the 
disposal of the site is to proceed.

NOTES

1. The press and public may be excluded from the meeting during any item of business 
wherever it is likely that there would be disclosure of “exempt information” as defined in 
section 100A of and Schedule 12A to the Local Government Act 1972

2. The press and public may view the report appendices which are not included with their 
copy of the agenda on the Council’s website at Chichester District Council - Minutes, 
agendas and reports.unless they contain exempt information.

3. Subject to the provisions allowing the exclusion of the press and public, the 
photographing, filming or recording of this meeting from the public seating area is 
permitted. To assist with the management of the meeting, anyone wishing to do this is 
asked to inform the chairman of the meeting of their intentions before the meeting starts. 
The use of mobile devices for access to social media is permitted, but these should be 
switched to silent for the duration of the meeting. Those undertaking such activities must 
do so discreetly and not disrupt the meeting, for example by oral commentary, excessive 
noise, distracting movement or flash photography. Filming of children, vulnerable adults or 
members of the audience who object should be avoided. (Standing Order 11.3)

4. A key decision means an executive decision which is likely to:
       - result in the Council incurring expenditure which is, or the making of savings which are, 

significant having regard to the Council’s budget for the service or function to which the 
decision relates  or 

        - be significant in terms of its effect on communities living or working in an area 
comprising one or more wards in the Council’s area or

        -incur expenditure, generate income, or produce savings greater than £100,000.

Non-Cabinet member Councillors speaking at Cabinet

Standing Order 22.3 provides that members of the Council may, with the chairman’s consent, 
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speak at a Committee meeting of which they are not a member, or temporarily sit and speak 
at the Committee table on a particular item but shall then return to the public seating area.

The Leader of the Council intends to apply this Standing Order at Cabinet meetings by 
requesting that members should normally seek his consent in writing by email in advance of 
the meeting. They should do this by noon on the day before the meeting, outlining the 
substance of the matter that they wish to raise. The word “normally” is emphasised because 
there may be unforeseen circumstances where a member can assist the conduct of business 
by his or her contribution and where he would therefore retain his discretion to allow the 
contribution without notice.



 

 
 

 
 

Minutes of the meeting of the Cabinet held in Committee Room 2, East Pallant House on 
Tuesday 3 November 2015 at 9.30 am 

 
 

Members Present: Mr A Dignum (Chairman), Mrs E Lintill (Vice-Chairman), 
Mr R Barrow, Mr B Finch, Mrs P Hardwick, Mrs G Keegan and 
Mrs S Taylor 
 

Members not present:  
 

In attendance by invitation:  
 

Officers present all items: Mrs D Shepherd (Chief Executive), Mr S Carvell 
(Executive Director), Mr P E Over (Executive Director), 
Mr J Ward (Head of Finance and Governance Services) 
and Mr P Coleman (Member Services Manager) 

  
76  

  
Minutes  
 
RESOLVED 
 
That the minutes of the meeting of the Cabinet held on 6 October 2015 be signed as 
a correct record. 
 

77  
  
Urgent Items  
 
The Chairman reported that agenda item 10 (Electric vehicle charging in the 
Council’s car parks) would be deferred until the next meeting in order to enable 
consideration of different options and that a proposal to change the date of the 
Cabinet meeting in April 2016 would be considered as a late item in order to provide 
maximum notice for members and the public and to enable room bookings to be 
changed.  
 

78  
  
Declarations of Interests  
 
No interests were declared at this meeting. 
 

79  
  
Public Question Time  
 
No public questions had been submitted. 
 

80  
  
Determination of the Council Tax Reduction Scheme for 2016/17  
 
Further to minute 32 of 7 July 2015, the Cabinet considered the report circulated 
with the agenda (copy attached to the official minutes). 
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Mrs Hardwick introduced the report, reminding the Cabinet that they had previously 
authorised consultation on a draft 2016/17 Council Tax reduction scheme. When the 
Government had abolished the national Council Tax Benefit scheme in April 2013, in 
favour of local authorities developing their own schemes, they had made a 10% cut 
in grant support for the scheme. Because pensioners were protected, this left the 
prospect of a 20% cut for working age claimants. However, in setting their scheme 
for 2013/14, the Council had decided to absorb the loss of grant and to protect 
working age claimants, who were among the poorest in society. The scheme had to 
be renewed each year, but as the fundamentals had not changed, it was 
recommended that the scheme should continue in the same way as in the current 
year, thus providing continuity and certainty to claimants. The actual amounts used 
to calculate the level of reduction would be amended to reflect changes in Housing 
Benefit, but these changes would not be known until after the Chancellor’s Autumn 
Statement. 
 
Mrs Dring (Benefits Manager) added that a national debate was currently taking 
place on tax credit changes. If tax credits were reduced, council tax reduction claims 
would increase, although the size of the increase was not yet known. However, 
based on the number of prospective claimants and the sums involved, the proposed 
scheme for 2016/17 was thought to be affordable. 
 
Mr Ward confirmed this, drawing attention to the reduction in predicted spend for 
2015/16 reported in paragraph 7.2 of the report. However, he suggested a thorough 
review should take place of the scheme for 2017/18, when the effects of tax credit 
changes were known with greater certainty. 
 
RECOMMENDED TO COUNCIL 
 
That the council tax reduction scheme for 2016/17 be approved.  
 

81  
  
Future Funding for the Community Warden Service  
 
Further to minute 372 of 7 March 2013, the Cabinet considered the report circulated 
with the agenda (copy attached to the official minutes). 
 
Mrs Lintill introduced the report, reminding the Cabinet that the Community Warden 
Service had been in operation since 2005 and currently consisted of seven 
Community Wardens and one Senior Community Warden.  The service operated on 
a partnership basis funded by various local partners.  Chichester District Council 
(CDC) hosted the Service and contributed 50% of the service costs and 100% of the 
supervisor costs. 
 
The wardens operated in the wards of Chichester East, West, South (part); Selsey 
North and South; Tangmere and Oving; East and West Wittering. They provided 
support to vulnerable individuals and helped people feel safe by supporting Sussex 
Police to reduce crime and anti-social behaviour. They regularly passed on 
community intelligence to Sussex Police which people were unwilling to report 
directly. 
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In 2012, the Cabinet had agreed to fund for three years each existing warden patrol 
to a maximum of 50%, subject to external match funding being secured, and 100% 
of the Senior Community Warden post. 
 
It was now proposed to continue that arrangement for a further three years, subject 
to partners’ funding being confirmed, and provision for this was in the base budget. 
 
Mrs Bushby (Community Interventions Manager) reported that most partners had 
now confirmed their funding commitment. 
 
Mrs Taylor enquired about the majority view from partners and the public that the 
wardens should be given enforcement powers (paragraph 8.3). Mrs Bushby 
explained that this related to fixed penalty notices for such matters as littering and 
dog fouling. The Steering Group would consider this and report further to the 
Cabinet, but it would be important to ensure equity and consistency. 
 
Mr Finch supported the scheme, but drew attention to the consultation on the role of 
Police Community Support Officers (PCSOs) (paragraph 9.3) and asked whether 
this could increase demands on community wardens and for an extension of the 
service. Mrs Bushby explained that the implications could not be assessed at 
present. Some parishes were anxious about this and the Police and Crime 
Commissioner had offered parishes some funding for warden schemes, Although 
some patrolling PCSOs provided a reassuring presence, they did little policing work. 
Currently community wardens liaised well with PCSOs and the police, and fears 
about other local reorganisation of policing had not been fulfilled. She did not 
advocate extension of the community warden service to replace PCSO’s, unless 
there was good evidence of need. 
 
Mrs Keegan asked how the current nine wards had been selected. Mrs Bushby 
replied that this had originally been based on indices of multiple deprivation, which 
had subsequently been found to match well with Think Family neighbourhood 
needs. There was currently no evidence of need sufficient to justify the extension of 
the community warden service to other areas and if a partner organisation wanted 
an additional warden it would be expected to meet the full costs. 
 
RESOLVED 
 
(1) That 50% of the Community Warden Service continues to be funded for three 

years (as set out in paragraph 7 of the report) subject to external match funding 
being secured by partners. 

(2) That100% of the Senior Community Warden post continues to be funded for 
three years (as set out in paragraph 7 of the report), subject to a review should 
more than one warden patrol fail to be funded. 

 
82  

  
West Sussex Families Strategic Plan 2020  
 
The Cabinet considered the report circulated with the agenda (copy attached to the 
official minutes). 
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Mrs Lintill introduced the report, drawing attention particularly to paragraphs 3.1-3.3, 
4.3 and 5.1. 
 
In answer to questions, Mrs Bushby (Community Interventions Manager) confirmed 
that all borough and district councils in West Sussex had been asked by West 
Sussex County Council to confirm agreement in principle to the West Sussex 
Partnership Families Strategic Plan. 
 
Mr Finch criticised the wording of the draft Plan. Whilst supporting the need for 
collaboration, he was concerned about overlap and governance arrangements 
possibly increasing bureaucracy in a way that would be counter-productive. 
 
Mr Over explained that demands on services were expected to increase but 
resources would not. He acknowledged that processes needed further attention and 
that outcome measures needed firming up. 
 
Cabinet members agreed on the benefits of early intervention and the need for inter-
authority co-ordination. However, they did feel that the wording of the Plan could be 
improved. 
 
Mrs Bushby agreed to report members’ views to the West Sussex Start of Life 
Partnership Board. 
 
The Cabinet noted an invitation from the Chairman of the Partnership Board for two 
elected members from across the County to represent District and Borough 
Councils, in addition to the current officer representation.  These representatives 
should come from different authorities and if possible from the north and south of the 
county.  
 
RESOLVED 
 
(1) That the adoption of the draft West Sussex Families Strategic Plan be agreed in 

principle. 
(2) That the Head of Community Services be authorised, following consultation with 

the Cabinet Member for Community Services, to formally adopt the plan, subject 
to changes as the plan is further consulted on and developed that do not have 
significant resource or other implications.  

(3) That Mrs Lintill, as Cabinet Member for Community Services, be nominated for 
appointment as one of the district councils’ representatives on the Start of Life 
Partnership Board. 

 
83  

  
Banking Services Contract  
 
The Cabinet considered the report circulated with the agenda (copy attached to the 
official minutes). 
 
Mrs Hardwick introduced the report, explaining that both the Council’s corporate 
banking services contract and its merchant acquiring services (or card payment 
service) contract were due to expire on 31 March 2016. An EU compliant 
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procurement process was in hand, as explained in paragraphs 3.2 and 3.3 of the 
report. 
 
Mrs Belenger (Accountancy Services Manager) added that the market had changed 
since the services were last tendered in 2008. It had become necessary to split the 
contract between corporate banking and merchant acquiring services. For the latter 
there was only one provider in the framework and so she was checking value for 
money and taking account of possible volume changes. The merchant acquiring 
services did not cover payments made on-line and, as these increased, volumes of 
other card transactions could be expected to decrease. 
 
Mrs Keegan enquired why there was only one supplier of merchant acquiring 
services on the ESPO Banking Services Framework, as she believed there were at 
least three major companies in that business. Mrs Belenger did not know the 
answer, but offered to make further enquiries.  
 
RESOLVED 
 
That the Head of Finance and Governance be authorised, following consultation 
with the Cabinet Member for Finance and Governance, to award the corporate 
banking services contract and merchant acquiring services contract upon 
completion of the tender evaluation process. 
 

84  
  
Electric vehicles in the Council's fleet  
 
The Cabinet considered the report circulated with the agenda (copy attached to the 
official minutes). 
 
Mr Barrow introduced the report explaining that the Government aspired that by 
2040 all new cars and vans would be ultra low emission vehicles. The report 
proposed that the Council should purchase electric vans and cars unless there was 
a significant business case not to do so. 
 
At present, electric vans required re-charging after 90 miles. A consultants’ report 
had identified seven vans in the Council’s fleet, used by Contract Services and 
Parking Services, whose replacement in due course by electric vehicles would be 
appropriate. Two of these were due for replacement in the very near future. 
Although the capital cost of electric vehicles was higher than conventionally fuelled 
vehicles, the difference in cost could be more than eliminated by plug-in grants, if 
obtainable. Even without grants, whole life costs for electric vehicles were lower, 
and there would be reductions in air polluting emissions. 
 
In answer to a question from Mrs Hardwick, Mr Ballard (Senior Environmental 
Protection Officer) confirmed that there was good evidence that battery failure or 
falling off of battery memory was a very low risk. 
 
Mrs Hardwick sought re-assurance that there would be no diminution of service 
provision to more distant parts of the district because of the range of electric 
vehicles. She was assured that, at present, the remainder of the fleet, beyond the 
seven vehicles identified, would continue to be conventionally powered. However, it 
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was expected that, as technology developed, the range of electric vehicles would 
improve and the business case for replacement with electric vehicles would extend 
to a greater proportion of the Council’s fleet. 
 
RESOLVED 
 
That the Council purchases electric vans and cars instead of conventionally fuelled 
vehicles unless there are significant business reasons why this is not appropriate. 
 

85  
  
Electric vehicle charging in the Council's car parks  
 
This item was deferred until the next meeting for a revised report considering 
different options. 
 

86  
  
New Ways of Working (Phase 2) - relocation of CAB and Relate from Theatre 
Lane, Chichester  
 
Further to minute 640 of 9 September 2014, the Cabinet considered the report 
circulated with the agenda (copy attached to the official minutes, except for 
confidential appendix of financial information). 
 
Mr Finch introduced the report, reminding the Cabinet of the New Ways of Working 
(NWOW) project, which made better use of the council’s buildings with an 
accompanying cultural change. The report proposed a further phase, involving the 
relocation of the Citizens Advice Bureau (CAB) and Relate from their current 
premises in Theatre Lane to East Pallant House and Market Road respectively, 
enabled by some re-allocation of space within East Pallant House. This would 
enable the future use of the Theatre Lane premises to be reviewed on a commercial 
basis that would bring an income to the Council. 
 
Mrs Taylor welcomed the proposal which, having worked at the CAB, she felt would 
improve the working environment for CAB staff and volunteers. 
 
Mr Mildred (Corporate Improvement Manager) described the proposals in more 
detail. 
 
Mr Barrow suggested that it was important that the CAB retained a clear separate 
identity within the Council Offices, so that clients did not feel that it was an agent of 
the Council. Mr Mildred confirmed that the CAB would have a separate reception 
and waiting area and meeting room, and distinctive signage. They had not asked for 
their reception and waiting area to be partitioned off. He was confident that they 
would retain a separate identity and they were very positive about the proposed 
relocation. Mrs Taylor added that she had worked in a number of CABs that were 
attached to council offices and there was no conflict of interest. 
 
Mr Mildred confirmed that both CAB and Relate were very positive about the 
proposals and had agreed heads of terms. 
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RESOLVED 
 
(1) That the next phase of the New Ways of Working Project be approved, including 

the relocation of the Citizens Advice Bureau and Relate as set out in section 5 of 
the report.  

(2) That a budget of £61,000 of capital funding be approved for the required building 
works and alterations to the East Pallant House (EPH) and Market Road council 
offices. 

 
87  

  
Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act (RIPA) Policy  
 
Further to minute 195 of 1 May 2012, the Cabinet considered the report circulated 
with the agenda (copy attached to the official minutes). 
 
Mrs Hardwick introduced the report, explaining that the Protection of Freedoms Act 
2012 had changed the rules for the use of surveillance by councils, requiring that the 
approval of the Magistrates Court was required for any directed surveillance, and 
covert surveillance was allowed only for matters which carried a sentence of 6 
months imprisonment or more. As a result there were very few circumstances in 
which the Council would seek to use surveillance powers. An inspector from HM 
Commissioner for Surveillance had suggested a number of amendments to the 
Council’s policy and practice, and had recommended that Fareham Borough 
Council’s policy be used as a template. Officers had, therefore, adapted Fareham’s 
policy to local circumstances and made additional changes to reflect recent 
guidance. The Corporate Governance and Audit Committee had recommended the 
revised policy for adoption. 
 
Mr Bennett (Litigation Solicitor) reported that the Inspector had recently stated that 
he would recommend the proposed revised policy as the new template for other 
authorities to follow. In answer to questions, it was confirmed that the Council had 
made no applications to the Magistrates Court. 
 
Mr Finch referred to the current national debate on the draft Investigatory Powers 
Bill. The Council cherished individual freedom and the new policy was a good and 
comprehensive statement setting out the limitation of surveillance powers to what 
was necessary and proportionate. 
 
RECOMMENDED TO COUNCIL 
 
(1) That the policy, as recommended by Corporate Governance and Audit 

Committee, be adopted.  
(2) That the delegations in Appendix 1 of the Policy, as recommended by Corporate 

Governance and Audit Committee, be approved.  
(3) That the enhanced oversight process, adopted by the Corporate Governance 

and Audit committee as outlined at paragraph 3.2 of the report, be noted. 
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88  
  
Gypsy, Traveller and Travelling Showpeople Site Allocation Development 
Plan Document (DPD): Review of Evidence  
 
Further to minute 585 of 6 May 2014, the Cabinet considered the report circulated 
with the agenda (copy attached to the official minutes). 
 
Mrs Taylor introduced the report, explaining that Policy 36 of the approved Local 
Plan identified a potential need for 59 additional permanent residential gypsy and 
traveller pitches, of which 37 were required before 2017, and 18 additional plots for 
travelling showpeople, of which 11 were required before 2017. The purpose of the 
Gypsy, Traveller and Travelling Showpeople Site Allocation Development Plan 
Document (DPD) was to identify sites to meet these needs, and work on this had 
progressed to the point where it was intended to go to public consultation in January 
2016. 
 
In August, after the Local Plan had been adopted, the Government had changed the 
definition of travellers to limit it to those who had a nomadic habit of life, meaning 
that those who had ceased travelling permanently should be treated no differently 
from the settled community. This change of definition raised a number of unresolved 
questions, including the growth rates used in the assessment of need. 
 
It was, therefore, proposed to suspend work on the DPD in order to obtain further 
guidance from the Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) and 
a review of the Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Assessments. This would 
enable revised figures to be included in the forthcoming review of the Local Plan. 
 
Mrs Taylor pointed out that, although this would mean that the Council had a 
shortfall of identified sites, applicants for planning permission would have to 
demonstrate that they still had a nomadic lifestyle. 
 
RESOLVED 
 
(1) That further work on the Gypsy, Traveller and Travelling Showpeople Site 

Allocation Development Plan Document be delayed until a review of the 
background evidence has been completed.  

(2) That the Local Development Scheme which sets out the timetable for the 
preparation of development plan documents be amended accordingly. 

 
89  

  
Exclusion of the Press and Public  
 
The press and public were not excluded for any part of the meeting. 
 

90  
  
Consideration of late item; Date of Cabinet meeting in April 2016  
 
The Cabinet noted that the scheduled date of their meeting in April 2016 fell in the 
Easter holidays. 
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RESOLVED 
 
That the date of the cabinet meeting in April 2016 be moved from Tuesday 5 April to 
Tuesday 12 April. 
 
 
 

The meeting ended at 11.00 am  
 

 
CHAIRMAN 

  
Date: 
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Chichester District Council

CABINET 1 December 2015

Corporate Plan Annual Review

1. Contacts

Report Author:
Joe Mildred, Corporate Improvement Manager, 
Tel: 01243 534728  E-mail: jmildred@chichester.gov.uk 

Cabinet Member:
Cllr Tony Dignum, Leader of the Council, 
Tel: 01243 538585 E-mail: tdignum@chichester.gov.uk 

2. Recommendation 

2.1. That the Council be recommended to approve the revised Corporate 
Plan for 2015-2018 as set out in the appendix.

3. Background

3.1. The Corporate Plan sets out the Council’s overall vision alongside 
priorities and objectives for the future.  Each year the Plan is reviewed to 
take into account any emerging issues and challenges whilst ensuring it 
remains focused, relevant and affordable.

3.2. The Local Strategic Partnership, Chichester in Partnership, is currently 
reviewing the Sustainable Community Strategy for the district. This will 
replace the existing strategy for the area and will set a vision for all 
partners to sign up to and work towards. This vision will inform future 
strategic direction for the council and if it proposes a fundamental change 
this plan may need to be revisited.

4. Outcomes to be achieved

4.1. A clearly set Corporate Plan enables the Council to manage its resources 
effectively.  It ensures that projects can be delivered by services and that 
enough capacity is available to deliver them.  The corporate planning 
process also helps in creating a Work Plan for the Council; ensuring 
timescales are managed in a way that allows sufficient input from 
Members at an early enough stage.  

4.2. The Corporate Plan also provides the framework that allows the Overview 
and Scrutiny Committee to hold the Cabinet to account in terms of delivery 
and achievement of objectives. 
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5. Proposal

5.1. Last year the Corporate Plan 2015-2018 was developed by the Cabinet 
and Management Team and set out new key priorities and objectives for 
the council to deliver over the three year period of the plan. 

The newly elected Cabinet has considered the plan and feels that the 
existing priorities and objectives are still relevant and should remain. 
These priorities are: 

 Improve the provision of and access to suitable housing.
 Support our communities.
 Manage our built and natural environments.
 Improve and support the local economy.

5.2. In addition to these four priorities it is proposed that an additional priority is 
added - Prudent management of the Council’s finances. This has the 
following objectives

(a) Strong financial stewardship to ensure the prudent use of the Council’s 
resources.

(b) Provide value for money through efficient and effective service 
delivery.

(c) Maintain low rate of council tax while protecting service delivery.

5.3. Each priority is supported by objective statements setting out what the 
expected outcomes are, alongside measures to capture the associated 
impact the Council is aiming to achieve (although in some cases we will 
need to influence and facilitate the work of other agencies).  The review of 
the plan has made some minor amendments to some of the detailed 
measures to ensure they are still relevant and accurate.

5.4. Underpinning the plan are a number of guiding principles that confirm the 
Council’s commitment to how the organisation is run.  This commitment 
cuts across all our services and will be incorporated as services develop.  

5.5. In February 2016, Cabinet will consider new Initial Project Proposal 
Documents (IPPDs) for projects to be undertaken next year. These IPPDs 
will be tested against how well they contribute to meeting the objectives 
set out in the plan before deciding whether they will be approved. 

5.6. The Cabinet is asked to consider the updated Corporate Plan 2015-18 
(appendix 1), and to recommend the Corporate Plan to Council as the 
priorities and objectives which will shape the overall direction of the work 
of the Council.

6. Resource and legal implications

6.1. The annual review of the Corporate Plan is considered alongside the 
Financial Strategy for which a separate report is being presented to 
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Cabinet. In February 2016, Cabinet will consider the outline projects for 
the coming year in the form of Initial Project Proposal Documents which 
will be assessed against the priorities set out in this plan and the Council’s 
available resources. 

7. Consultation

7.1. Consultation on the 2015-18 Corporate Plan was carried out with:

(a) The SLT and Cabinet Members as part of Strategic Planning Days.  

(b) The Corporate Management Team.

In addition this plan utilises recent intelligence and data to inform the 
review.  Consultation has also been undertaken with stakeholders and 
communities in formulating the major strategies of housing, economic 
development and, most significantly, the Local Plan.

8. Community impact and corporate risks 

8.1. Failure to have a clear vision and priorities that are forward looking with 
both members and senior officers not adhering to that shared vision and 
priorities is monitored through the Council’s strategic risk register.  The 
Corporate Plan minimises the risk of a disjointed approach and waste of 
both staff and financial resources. 

9. Other Implications 

Crime & Disorder: Maintaining current low crime levels and reducing reports of anti-
social behaviour is referred to specifically in the Corporate Plan under the priority: 
Support our communities.

Climate Change: Encouraging sustainable living is referred to specifically in the 
Corporate Plan under the priority: Manage our built and natural environments.

Human Rights and Equality Impact: Addressing inequalities remains a key focus 
for the Council.  Work provided by our services is assessed to ensure our customers’ 
needs continue to be met.

Safeguarding: Supporting communities and individuals who are vulnerable is referred 
to specifically in the Corporate Plan under the priority: Support our communities.  

10. Appendix

10.1. Corporate Plan 2015-2018.

11. Background Papers 

11.1. None
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Corporate Plan 2015-18

Our Vision

Chichester District: a place where businesses can flourish; where communities are 
active happy places; where residents and visitors can find good cultural, leisure and 
sporting activities; and where a good quality of life is open to all.

Our Priorities

 Improve the provision of and access to suitable housing.

 Support our communities.

 Manage our built and natural environments.

 Improve and support the local economy.

 Prudent management of the Council’s finances.

Our Objectives 

Mes       

Improve the provision of and access 
to suitable housing

Support our communities

Manage our built and natural 
environments

1. Promote quality development and 
recognise the importance of the 
natural environment.

2. Encourage sustainable living.

3. Maintain clean, pleasant and safe 
public places.

4. Support the provision of essential 
infrastructure.

Improve and support the local 
economy

1. Promote commercial activity and 
economic growth.

2. Promote Chichester District as a 
visitor and cultural destination.

3. Promote the city and town centres 
as vibrant places to do business.

1. Provide support to communities 
and individuals who are vulnerable.

2. Work together to help people feel 
safe.

3. Help our communities to be healthy 
and active. 

1. Increase the supply of suitable 
housing in the right location.

2. Housing is used effectively and is 
fit for purpose.

3. Ensure support is provided for 
those that need it.
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Prudent management of the Council’s finances

1. Ensure the prudent use of the Council’s resources.
2. Provide value for money through efficient and effective service delivery.
3. Maintain a low rate of council tax while protecting services.

Priority: Improve the provision of and access to suitable housing.

Objectives:

1. Increase the supply of suitable housing in the right location.

2. Housing is used effectively and is fit for purpose.

3. Ensure support is provided for those that need it.

How will we know we have made a difference?

1. Increase the supply of suitable housing in the right location.

1.1 A minimum of 110 affordable homes will be built on market sites each 
year.

1.2 We will secure an additional 30 affordable homes each year supported 
by the use of Council resources.

1.3 We will expect 35% of market homes to be one or two bedroom and 
50% to be three bedroom.

1.4 We will aim to maintain a five year supply of housing land.

1.5 37 gypsy and traveller pitches will be identified by 2017.

2. Housing is used effectively and is fit for purpose.

2.1 We will enable 50 homes to be improved each year in order to meet 
decent home standards.

2.2 Implement the Private Sector Housing Renewal Strategy 2016-2021 
that focuses on working to improve the poorest quality accommodation 
in the private rented sector and tackling excess cold and fuel poverty.

3. Ensure support is provided for those that need it.

3.1 60% of potential homelessness cases will be prevented. 

3.2 Housing benefit claims will be processed within 9 working days.
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Priority: Support our communities.

Objectives: 

1. Provide support to communities and individuals who are vulnerable. 
2. Work together to help people feel safe.
3. Help our communities to be healthy and active. 

How will we know we have made a difference?

1. Provide support to communities and individuals who are vulnerable. 

1.1 A positive outcome (as defined by the Department for Communities 
and Local Government) will be achieved in 80% of the families we work 
with through the Think Family project. 

1.2 Measurable improvements will be made on the baseline assessment 
for two Think Family Neighbourhoods as identified in the action plans 
for each area.  

2. Work together to help people feel safe.

2.1 No more than 10% of people surveyed will feel unsafe in their 
neighbourhood in the last 12 months.  

2.2 We will work with partners to maintain low crime levels with no increase 
in all reported crime figures compared to the previous year.

2.3 Reports of Anti-Social Behaviour made to the Police, particularly by 
repeat victims, will reduce by 5% compared to the previous year. 

3. Help our communities to be healthy and active. 

3.1 Successfully achieve the outcomes set out in the Improving the Health 
of our Communities and Workforce action plan which coordinates the 
Council’s resources on three health priorities.

3.2 Public participation in Sport in the Community programmes will as a 
minimum maintain current levels each year.

3.3 80% of people who have used the Well Being Hub services will report 
improvements to their health and wellbeing after 3 months. 
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Priority: Manage our built and natural environments

Objectives:

1. Promote quality development and recognise the importance of the natural 
environment.

2. Encourage sustainable living.

3. Maintain clean, pleasant and safe public places.

4. Support the provision of essential infrastructure.

How will we know we have made a difference?

1. Promote quality development and recognise the importance of the 
natural environment.

1.1 Strategic development is completed in accordance with master plans. 

1.2 We will use our Annual Monitoring Report to confirm whether 
development complies with the policies within our Local Plan. 

1.3 9 Conservation Area Appraisals will be completed by 2018.

2. Encourage sustainable living.

2.1 The amount of waste sent to landfill will reduce by 100 tonnes per 
annum.

2.2 We will aim to achieve a minimum household recycling rate of 42%.

2.3 The number of households using the garden waste collection service 
will significantly increase over the next two years (review to be 
undertaken in early 2016 to establish the collection methodology, exact 
timescales and targets).

2.4 We will encourage a 5% reduction per person in CO2 emissions from 
8.1 tonnes to 7.7 tonnes by 2018. 

3. Maintain clean, pleasant and safe public places.

3.1 90% of fly-tips will be removed within 3 working days. 

3.2 Graffiti will be removed within 5 working days.  

4. Support the provision of essential infrastructure.

4.1 We will facilitate the delivery of prioritised infrastructure in accordance 
with the approved Infrastructure Business Plan.  
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Priority: Improve and support the local economy.
Objectives:

1. Promote commercial activity and economic growth.
2. Promote Chichester District as a visitor and cultural destination.
3. Promote the city and town centres as vibrant places to do business.

1. Promote commercial activity and economic growth.

 1.1 Through the construction and completion of the Enterprise Gateway, 
increase the amount of business floorspace by 2,500 sqm and every 
three years create 250 new jobs.

1.2 Provide support and advice to businesses to ensure survival rates in 
year three of operation align with the South East actual.

1.3 We will enable the horticultural industry to develop Horticultural 
Development Areas. 

1.4 55 Choose Work placements will be provided during 2016/17, of which 
40% will secure employment at the end of the programme.

2. Promote Chichester District as a visitor and cultural destination. 

2.1 Increase the percentage of businesses achieving a rating of 3 or above 
for food safety compliance.

2.2 80% of visitors surveyed will feel satisfied with our town centres.

2.3 Preparation of a new strategy for the visitor economy.

2.4 Review the business plan for the museum

3. Promote the city and town centres as vibrant places to do business.

3.1 Help to create the conditions to maintain the occupancy of our city and 
town centre shops above the South East average (note: latest 
occupancy rate for the South East (July 2015) is 90.2%).

3.2 Preparation of a vision for Chichester City.
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Priority: Prudent management of the Council’s finances

Objectives

 Ensure the prudent use of the Council’s resources.
 Provide value for money through efficient and effective service delivery.
 Maintain low rate of council tax while protecting service delivery.

How will we know if we have made a difference?

1. Ensure the prudent use of the Council’s resources.

1.1. Ensure the revenue budget and capital programme remain balanced and 
sustainable over a rolling 5 year period.

1.2. Manage rigorously the Council’s risks.

1.3. Have sound governance arrangements in place approved by the 
Council’s external auditors. 

2. Provide value for money through efficient and effective service delivery

2.1. Maintain a programme of improvement reviews for our services to ensure 
that they are delivered effectively and efficiently. These reviews should 
challenge existing costs, service delivery mechanisms, and consider 
using outside bodies where appropriate.

2.2. Ensure that where the Council has discretion over charging for services, 
service users should normally bear the full costs, except where there are 
important community considerations. 

2.3. Implement an investment strategy to preserve and improve the financial 
and other resources available to the Council.

3. Maintain low rate of council tax while protecting services

3.1. Provide services without the use of reserves.

3.2. Require compensating savings before any new revenue expenditure, 
including capital expenditure that has revenue consequences, is 
approved.

3.3. Continue to review the Council’s costs in order to find further savings.
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Our Guiding Principles 
We are committed to running an organisation that puts customers at its heart, 
delivers value for money, and works with our communities and partner organisations 
to ensure we focus on what is important.  We will:

 Put our customers first.

 Take into account user feedback when designing services.

 Help our communities to address issues that are important to them.

 Use our resources well and innovatively.

 Be open to change.

 Be fair, open and transparent.

 Keep our staff skilled, motivated and flexible.

 Work with our partners to respond to customers’ needs. 

 Provide services that are digital by default.
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Chichester District Council

CABINET 1 December 2015

Financial Strategy and Plan 2016/17

1. Contacts

Report Author:
John Ward, Head of Finance and Governance, 
Tel: 01243 534805  E-mail: jward@chichester.gov.uk

Cabinet Member:
Philippa Hardwick, Cabinet Member for Finance and Governance,
Tel: 01428 642464 E-mail: phardwick@chichester.gov.uk

2. Executive Summary

The purpose of this report is to update the Council’s financial strategy 
and action plan to help guide the management of the Council’s finances 
during a period of diminishing resources, and to build upon the work 
already achieved in this area in previous years.

The Council currently anticipates further government funding reductions 
over the course of the next five years which, without intervention, would 
create a deficit in our revenue position that must be addressed if we are 
to comply with the legal requirement of setting a balanced budget each 
year. This report sets out the key financial principles and actions that 
will assist in this process. 

The challenge facing the Council remains being able to provide services 
that meet community needs with a significantly reduced overall level of 
government resource.

The key recommendations from this report will help to formulate the 
2016-17 budget, and level of Council Tax.

3. Recommendation 

That Cabinet consider and recommend to Council:

3.1. The key financial principles and actions of the 5 year financial 
strategy set out in paragraph 6.

3.2. That the current 5 year Financial Model at Appendix 1 is noted. 
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3.3. That a minimum level of general fund reserves be set, having 
considered the recommendations from the Corporate Governance & 
Audit Committee. 

3.4. That this authority continues to participate in a West Sussex NDR 
pool, until such time as the government fully localise NDR, at which 
point the situation will be reviewed.

3.5. That the current resources position, as set out in Appendix 2, is 
noted.

3.6. That either a Council tax freeze or a Council Tax increase for 
2016/17 is identified as a preference.

4. Background

4.1. The 5 year Financial Strategy and the principles contained within it 
underpin the forthcoming budget cycle. Whilst some economic 
projections appear to be on the up side, and inflation remains low, public 
sector spending is still set to reduce for the foreseeable future. The 
government’s 2013 spending review has delivered challenging 
settlements for 2014/15 and 2015/16, and it is anticipated that the 
forthcoming spending review, due on 25 November, will undoubtedly 
continue the trend of ever reducing government funding into 2016/17 and 
beyond. The Council, therefore, has to manage service delivery with 
increasing costs, whilst also addressing continuing reductions in 
available government resource.

4.2. The 2016/17 Settlement

The 2015 spending review is not expected until 25 November, long after 
this report will have been published, officers will therefore provide an 
update at the meeting. There have, however, been recent 
announcements in the press that the Department for Communities and 
Local Government (DCLG) have agreed to 8% per year reductions for 4 
years, or cumulative reductions of 30% in that department’s overall 
budget. This does not however mean that we should plan for a similar 
reduction in central government funding, as services within DCLG’s 
spending allocations will receive differing levels of priority, and therefore 
different levels of funding reductions. District authority services have 
fared poorly in this regard in previous settlements. We will not know the 
implications of this for Chichester until the draft funding allocations are 
announced in late December, and even then uncertainties will remain for 
future years as we are anticipating a one year settlement only.

The government have also announced full localisation of business rates 
(Non-Domestic rates or NDR) by 2020. Although no detail is available as 
yet as to how this will be achieved, it is clear that there will, just as there 
is under the current 50% localisation methodology, be a need to balance 
the available resources from NDR with local need for funding. Therefore, 
a system of tariffs and to-ups will still be in place to distribute funding 
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between authorities. The government have also indicated that alongside 
this there will also be new burdens passed onto local authorities. It is 
therefore unlikely that we will see significant increases in our funding as 
a result of this change in the NDR system.

It seems quite possible that there will be a further cap on business rate 
increases (multiplier) in 2016/17 which will presumably attract another 
off-setting grant – and possibly other reliefs for small businesses. 

It is also possible that there may be another Council Tax freeze grant on 
offer for 2016/17, probably equivalent to a 1% increase in Council Tax.  
The way in which previous Council Tax freeze grants have been handled 
has not been consistent:

 2011/12 now separately identified, permanent

 2012/13 entirely one-off

 2013/14 now separately identified, permanent

 2014/15 1% paid in both 14/15 and 15/16

 2015/16 is expected to be permanent

In this context, “permanent” actually means until the next spending 
review.  There is no guarantee therefore that any of this funding will 
continue into the 2016/17 settlement. The alternative to taking the freeze 
grant is an increase in Council Tax.  Although not yet confirmed it is likely 
that this will be capped at no more than 2% (£2.81 per year for a band D 
property).  Such an increase would be a permanent, recurring increase in 
the tax base. Any increase above 2% would normally require a 
referendum, which would be very expensive to carry out, and in all 
probability be unlikely to succeed.

4.3. Beyond 2016/17

The previous coalition Government has pursued a very clear fiscal policy 
which has resulted in significant funding reductions for local government 
and it seems clear that this trend will continue for the foreseeable future.  
Certain aspects of state spending are likely to continue to receive a 
greater degree of protection, education and health for example, while 
others such as local government will be protected to a lesser extent.  

The future of New Homes Bonus (NHB) hangs in the balance. This is 
currently funded from the government’s share of NDR. So with full 
localisation of NDR in the future it seems almost certain that NHB will be 
lost as a source of funding. So far this council has not used NHB to 
balance its budget, instead reserving the money for one off community 
projects. This has minimised our risk should this funding source be 
reduced or removed.
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The 5 year financial model (Appendix 1) has been updated to reflect the 
current officers’ best estimates of what may occur in 2016/17 and 
beyond.  The model assumes the balance of deficit reduction plan will be 
delivered on schedule, together with further savings and investment 
returns managed by the commercial and business improvement 
programme boards. The current model also assumes that significant 
savings will materialise from the current Leisure outsourcing project 
should members decide to outsource leisure management. This model 
will of course be kept under review so that the Council has time to 
respond should the situation, and government funding, deteriorate faster 
than currently predicted. 

4.4. Beyond 2016/17 it is predicted that our RSG will continue to be 
progressively withdrawn, and by 2020/21it will have gone completely.  It 
is therefore more important than ever that we look to maximise our ability 
to raise revenue locally.  The Council’s Estates Service have been 
pursuing a number of investment and asset realisation opportunities. In 
addition to the economic and community benefits that such investment 
brings to the district, they also help to reduce our dependence on central 
government funding. As an alternative, officers are currently investigating 
investment opportunities in Local Authority Property funds. These are 
pooled investments in property, and as such offer greater diversity and 
are backed by assets providing security over the longer term. Although 
offering slightly lower income returns than our own in house investments 
(circa 5% versus 8 – 9%) they do offer an alternative source of relatively 
good returns for long term balances, with only modest capital risk as 
opposed to traditional Treasury Management deposits. 

4.5. Appendix 2 sets out our current level of reserves, the commitments 
against those reserves, and therefore the potential sum available for 
Council to invest in new schemes.

4.6. In addition to government funding, other uncertainties and risks 
still remain which will impact on the Council’s financial position, 
and make forecasting budgets more difficult. These include:

 Income from Fees and Charges. The Council currently relies on 
£19m of income from its fees and charges to balance its budget.  
Over recent years we have witnessed a reduction in income from 
some service areas.  However, since 2014/15 we have witnessed a 
gradual increase in income, primarily in relation to car parks and 
planning fees.  These have been built into the 5 year model. 

 The effects of inflation. Inflation remains extremely low, and CPI 
is expected to remain at below 1% for the rest of the year. 
However, some services have struggled in recent years to pass on 
the effects of inflation in setting their fees as customers are unable 
or unwilling to bear the increased cost.  Fee levels have not kept 
pace with inflation in all services.
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 Pay settlements. Following repeated pay freezes, local 
government has returned to limited increases. While the current 
Government is still advocating pay restraint there is a risk over the 
longer term of increased pressure on national pay negotiations, 
especially if private sector pay increases outstrip the public sector.  
The current 5 year model assumes a further 1% increase in the 
next 3 years, and 2% thereafter. Some services have already 
struggled to recruit staff, especially where we are competing with 
the private sector, and some limited use of market supplements 
has had to be offered to fill vacancies.

 The localisation of Business Rates. 50% localisation of NDR 
brought both opportunity and risk, as a change in the business rate 
base locally will directly impact our funding.  Localisation brings 
with it volatility as losses on collection will largely fall on local 
councils in future rather than on the national pool.  Of particular 
concern is the treatment of historic appeal refunds, which will be 
funded local authorities in future. The government’s recent 
announcement to fully localise NDR by 2020 may present an 
opportunity to retain more growth, but all of the other associated 
risks are likely to remain. No details have yet been released. As 
agreed at the October 2014 Cabinet we have formed an NDR pool 
with other West Sussex authorities in order to maximise the amount 
of growth that can be retained locally. Current projections anticipate 
that £2.5m of business rate growth that would otherwise have been 
lost to central government will be retained in the current year by the 
pool. Full localisation may well dispense with the need to continue 
with business rate pools in the future. However, in the interim it is 
proposed that we should continue to pool business rates with other 
authorities in West Sussex to maximise the amount of funding that 
can be retained.

 The localisation of Council Tax Reduction (CRT). Currently, 
expenditure on this has fallen since the 2015/16 budget was set. 
However, localisation means that any increase in demand for 
support will have to be met locally in full in future. Government 
proposals to alter tax credit entitlement may push demand against 
this budget back up during next year. Current estimates indicate 
that this can be contained within budget, but a full review of CTR 
will be undertaken during 2016 in time for setting the 2017/18 CTR 
scheme.

 Council Tax increase. Last year full Council took the decision to 
freeze Council Tax. The 5 year model has been amended to reflect 
the position should that decision for 2015/16 continue and the 
Council Tax remains frozen throughout the next 5 years. The 
financial effect of a continued tax freeze would be to forego the 
following annual income, amounting to a total of £2.2m over the 5 
year period:
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Year 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

£'000 142 289 440 595 755 

Should members choose to freeze council tax in 2016/17, as we 
are currently predicting a surplus in that year, but then increase 
Council Tax by 2% per year in the following years, the following 
additional income would be generated to assist in balancing the 
budget over the longer term:

Year 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

£'000 -  144 292 444 601 

This equates to £1.48m over the 5 year period. The decision to set 
Council Tax is taken annually by full council.

 Welfare reform, including changes to Housing Benefit and the 
phased introduction of Universal Credit, which will impact on certain 
services such as Benefits and Housing.

 The New Homes Bonus where funding is linked to growth in 
domestic properties, but is funded nationally by reducing the 
amount of government grant.  This effectively, then, is a distribution 
of local government funding via a different mechanism, and is not 
new funding. The future of this source of funding is very uncertain. 
In the current 5 year model officers have assumed no further years 
of NHB allocations will be added and the scheme will effectively 
whither over the period up to 2020, then be removed altogether. 
Again this may become clearer after the CSR announcements on 
25 November.

 Amended Waste Regulations and increased recycling targets. 
New and tougher recycling targets and the need to separate out 
types of recyclate materials may drive substantially increased 
waste costs. An indicative estimate of £0.7m per year has been 
included in the 5 year model based on officers current projections.

 Cultural grants to the Chichester Festival Theatre and Pallant 
House Gallery. These are currently funded from earmarked 
reserves which will be exhausted in 2017/18. No further provision 
has been made for these beyond March 2018.

4.7. The Council took early action as the current financial crisis started to 
emerge and has, from 2010/11 to 2015/16, achieved in excess of £7.8m 
of savings and increased income.  In May 2013, members approved a 
£2.4m deficit reduction programme.  This is on target to deliver savings 
of £2.8m and the balance of this (£0.5m) is assumed within the 5 year 
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model. Further savings are being tracked via the programme boards, and 
these are due to deliver a further £2.6m over the next 5 years. It has 
been via this medium term modelling that the Council has been able to 
plan ahead, and implement sensible and considered efficiencies in a 
timely fashion.  This planning has helped to avoid making severe service 
cuts, yet thus far enabled us to balance our budgets.  Additionally it has 
enabled us to preserve the NHB funding for community benefit.  A further 
benefit of careful planning has been that we have been able to 
implement localised Council Tax Reduction in a way that has protected 
claimants.

4.8. The current 5 year financial model (Appendix 1) has been updated to 
reflect current assumptions including government funding reductions and 
a council tax freeze, as well as projected costs and planned efficiencies. 
This demonstrates a balanced budget over the next 4 years subject to 
delivery of all of the other uncertainties set out above. However, we are 
currently projecting a deficit of £0.5m by year 5 of the model. It remains 
essential, therefore, that we sustain the sound platform we currently 
have, and keep under continuing review the projected 5 year position. 
Officers will work closely with cabinet to identify options to close this 
projected budget gap.

5. Outcomes to be achieved

5.1. The purpose of this report is to set out the key financial principles that 
should be applied over the short to medium term to help maintain a 
robust and balanced financial position for the Council, and which will be 
used to underpin the annual spending report in February to set the 2016-
17 budget and Council Tax requirement.

6. Key Financial Principles

6.1. All key decisions of the Council should relate back to the Corporate 
Plan

(a) The Sustainable Community Strategy (SCS) is the overarching 
partnership document that sets out the long term vision for the District.  
The Strategy provides the background information to support the 
Council’s priority setting, policies and resource allocation.  The SCS 
will sit alongside the Local Plan Core Strategy in providing a framework 
for long-term public service delivery in the District. 

(b) The Corporate Plan, which is the Council’s contribution to the 
partnership SCS, is the driver for our decision making, including the 
allocation of resources, and sets the Council’s work plan.  Each year 
the Corporate Plan is reviewed. The affordability role of finance in the 
corporate planning process has evolved into an assessment of what 
resources are required to deliver the emerging Corporate Plan 
projects, whilst maintaining high quality provision of services wherever 
possible. 
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(c)  So far, major service reductions have been largely avoided. However, 
with finite resources that are predicted to continue to reduce in the 
immediate future, the Council may not be able to deliver all of its 
aspirations whilst maintaining existing services to the current level 
provided. Members may have to make difficult decisions in the future 
about service provision and competing priorities. 

(d) Actions: 

(i) Members and the Senior Leadership Team (SLT) will need to 
develop a strategy to eliminate the current projected budget 
deficit expected in 2020/21, as well as prioritise services should 
either they wish to redirect resources, or the financial position 
deteriorates beyond the current projections. Options to assist in 
closing this gap are already being investigated by officers and a 
report will be brought to members for consideration early in 
2016.

6.2. Ensure the revenue budget and capital programme remain balanced 
and sustainable over a rolling 5 year period.

(a) There is a legal requirement to set a balanced revenue budget and 
ensure the capital programme is fully resourced. Over the last six 
years 2010/11 to 2015/16 the Council took action to balance the 
revenue budget without drawing on general reserves.  The Statement 
of Resource Allocation (Appendix 2) demonstrates that the capital 
programme remains affordable.  Within this, £1.3m has been 
earmarked as available to support the revenue budget should 
conditions dictate.  Whilst the intention is to set a balanced budget over 
the medium term, this finite resource remains available to smooth the 
impact should there be any unanticipated adverse changes to our 
funding, or where service savings have been unavoidably delayed. 

(b) The 5 year financial risk model has been updated as our current best 
estimate of the budget for the next five years, and is attached as 
Appendix 1.  This indicates that, subject to all the uncertainties set out 
in part 4 of this report, and assuming that the deficit reduction 
programme is delivered on schedule, the budget for 2016/17 should be 
balanced. However a projected deficit from 2020/21 is currently 
anticipated.

(c) The Resources Allocation statement has been updated to reflect the 
current capital programme and is attached as Appendix 2.  The 
Corporate Governance and Audit Committee (CGAC) will be asked to 
consider the appropriateness of the minimum level of reserves at their 
meeting in November.  Their recommendations will be made available 
to the Cabinet meeting.

(d) Actions:
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(i) The five year financial model will continue to be monitored and 
updated, and Cabinet is given regular briefings on this 
throughout the year. Senior managers will work up options for 
members to consider how we will close the current projected 
deficit.

(ii) Budget monitoring for revenue and capital schemes is 
completed quarterly by budget managers, and following the 
demise of the knowledge hub will be reported to cabinet.

(iii) The deficit reduction programme agreed in 2013 is nearing 
completion, but this too will be monitored and reported. The 
three programme boards are now also monitoring efficiencies 
and savings and these will be reported to members. 

6.3. Over the next five years maintain a position of non-dependency on 
reserves.

(a) Appropriate funding needs to be built into the revenue and capital 
budget, taking into account the whole life cost of the assets.  With 
reserves being largely committed, the revenue budget will need to 
make an appropriate contribution to reserves to fund any future capital 
commitments. 

(b) Base budgets incorporate repairs and maintenance to council 
buildings, thereby removing dependency on reserves for what is a 
recurring revenue cost.  Similarly, other recurring items still funded 
from reserves must be built into future revenue budgets. 

(c) Building Services have undertaken a full review of the existing asset 
base of the council and identified with service managers the need to 
reinvest in our existing essential assets. This is updated annually to 
ensure the current asset base remains affordable over the long term.

(d) Since 2010-11 the degree to which the revenue budget was supported 
by interest on investments was removed.  This eliminated a key risk to 
the authority that large variances on interest receipts could have put 
immediate pressure on the revenue budget.  Instead all interest 
receipts are recycled into funding the capital programme (interest 
receipts on S106 balances are ring-fenced to those funds).  Any 
change in interest rates has still impacted the overall position of the 
Council, but has a less immediate impact than it has had for authorities 
that continue to rely on interest receipts to fund day to day activities. 
One of the options officers are investigating is the ability to invest a 
proportion of the Council’s cash balances in long term property funds. 
This would provide a more predictable return which could be 
incorporated into the base budget to help narrow the budget deficit 
without creating volatility and risk.
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(e) Recent investment decisions in the Council’s own property portfolio will 
generate further revenue receipts for the Council.  It is proposed that 
some of this additional income is recycled via council reserves to 
enable further investment going forward, rather than taking all of the 
income into the revenue budget.  The precise amount to be recycled in 
this way will be determined as part of the detailed budget proposals 
brought to Cabinet in February 2016.  The 5 year financial model takes 
into account income from historic investment decisions such as 
Barnfield Drive, Crane Street and the Enterprise Hub as part of the 
Commercial Programme Board.

(f) Actions:

(i) To build future demands for recurring expenditure into the five 
year Financial Model, and thereby into any potential savings 
target.

(ii) To avoid funding recurring expenditure from reserves as a key 
financial principle. 

(iii) To determine annually an amount of revenue income to set 
aside for property investment.

6.4. In order to maintain a balanced budget in a climate of reduced 
funding, savings in the revenue budget or external funding will 
need to be identified before any new revenue expenditure, including 
capital expenditure that has revenue consequences, is approved.

(a) The Council needs to have certainty about capital and revenue funding 
before entering into new commitments.  This will require robust project 
management processes to ensure the full consequences; both revenue 
and capital, of embarking on particular projects are known and 
understood from the outset.  The whole life costs of the project must be 
considered. 

(b) Where projects are dependent on match funding, the funding partner 
may impose certain conditions.  The Council needs to clearly 
understand what those conditions are and their possible financial 
consequences.  Projects should only proceed once all funding has 
been secured, and the conditions have been assessed and evaluated. 
The relevant service should also consider, in advance, any costs that 
may arise at the end of the project and prepare an exit strategy so that 
the full consequences are known in advance.  Whole life costing 
should be used.  Copies of all funding agreements should be copied to 
financial services to ensure all possible future liabilities are considered 
and documentation retained.

(c) Action: 

(i) All Project Initiation Documents (PIDs) are to be based on whole 
life costs, and include an exit strategy.
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6.5. Review costs in response to changes in service demands. 

(a) The call upon Council services is fluctuating more during a period of 
economic and financial uncertainty.  Whilst short-term variances in 
demand can be accommodated, any longer term trends, i.e. beyond 
one year, will require the Council to respond by redirecting its 
resources in line with changes in demand.  This is a key principle as 
future changes in demand on services are bound to occur.

(b) Prioritising the Council’s services will enable scarce resources to be 
directed to areas of need and priority over the medium term. 

(c) Action: 

(i) Essential services that experience an increase in demand will be 
recognised and supported.  However, where there is an on-
going reduction in demand beyond one year they should be 
reviewed in order to realign resource allocation.

6.6. Where the Council has discretion over charging for services, 
consideration needs to be given as to the extent to which service 
users should bear the costs, and the proportion met by Council 
Tax. 

(a) The Council has limited discretion to set fees and charges for some 
services.  Clearly, the setting of charges should have regard to 
community needs for those services as well as affordability. 
Traditionally, many fees and charges have increased in line with 
inflation.  The Council has a Fees & Charges Policy.  This requires 
services that have discretion to charge, to attempt to at least break 
even, unless there is a clear approved policy reason for not doing so. 
The underlying principle is that the service user should pay the full cost 
of the services received. 

(b) Actions: 

(i) Service managers need to consider their fees & charges in 
advance of the start of each financial year.  Any individual 
services operating at a deficit should aim to break even unless 
there is an approved policy to support their on-going subsidy. 
This should be based on the whole cost of delivering the service, 
including use of assets.

6.7. Continue to review the Council’s costs in order to find further 
savings.

(a) The Council has already achieved significant savings over recent 
years.  However, the Council will continue to seek further efficiencies 
to help free up resources, ensure services are as efficient and effective 
as possible and support the community.  The focus is to ensure 
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services are delivered to an appropriate standard at a competitive unit 
cost.

(b) Three programme boards (Infrastructure, Business Improvement and 
Commercialisation) have been set up to co-ordinate the various 
projects that the council is engaged in. This enables the council to 
direct resources to higher priority projects, and enables senior 
management to intervene to assist projects to remain on track to 
deliver their planned objectives. The programme boards also track 
efficiencies as part of their process which aids corporate financial 
planning. These are now incorporated in the 5 year financial model.

(c) Future service reviews will consider the most efficient ways of working, 
including working with partners, channel shift, sharing assets, shared 
services and outsourcing to deliver the best and most effective 
solutions for services and the community.  Each review should also 
incorporate a commissioning challenge to ensure that the most 
effective and efficient procurement method is applied.

(d) Aside from formal service reviews, service managers should normally 
be considering the best, most cost effective procurement methods in 
their service areas.

(e) Action: 

(i) In order to assist the budget process for future periods, further 
efficiencies should be identified.  Officers will need to review 
service costs to determine whether unit costs are appropriate 
and report back to members where service reviews are deemed 
necessary to reduce unit costs to an acceptable level.

(ii) An analysis will be undertaken of the Council’s budgets relative 
to those of other authorities.  This will assist us to direct reviews 
to those services where costs appear to be high.

6.8. Match Council Tax increases to a realistic and affordable base 
budget.  

(a) The objective is to limit increases in Council Tax to modest and 
affordable levels over the next 5 years, whilst accepting that such an 
objective may be impacted by national government policy.  The 
previous coalition Government adopted a policy of offering temporary 
freeze grants. It is not clear whether this will continue into 2016/17. It is 
also not yet known if the previous requirement to hold a referendum for 
increases of 2% or above would still apply, although it is anticipated 
that this requirement will continue.  The 5 year financial model 
currently assumes no annual increase in council tax.

6.9. Budgets should be pooled with other service providers to achieve 
more effective and cost efficient outcomes for the community.
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(a) It is likely that in future the Council will become more involved in new 
ways of working, including greater partnership working, devolved 
budgets and pooling resources with other agencies.  It is important that 
the Local Strategic Partnership strategic objectives and community 
outcomes are agreed from the outset when partnerships are formed so 
that the achievement of results can be measured and reported to 
members to ensure public funds are being used in the most efficient 
way to achieve greatest impact for the community. 

(b) An NDR pool in West Sussex has been created, thereby enabling us to 
retain more of the NDR growth locally for investment jointly with other 
pool member authorities. The Full localisation may in effect do away 
with the need to form NDR pools to retain this growth. Until then it is 
recommended that we continue with the current pooling arrangements.

(c) Action:

(i) Where appropriate we should commission services with other 
service providers and pool our budgets to provide more effective 
and efficient outcomes for the customer.

6.10. New Homes Bonus (NHB) This should be allocated annually, and 
only committed once received.

(a) The NHB is not new funding.  This is paid from local government 
funding that would otherwise have been distributed to councils.  The 
grant is not ring-fenced, and as such the Council can choose how it 
wants to use this source of funding, although the previous coalition 
Government pointed out that it expected it to be used to help “reward” 
communities that have taken housing growth.  Further, the 
Government also stated that it expects councils to consult their 
communities on its use, and in areas where there is a national park as 
the planning authority, to also consult with the park authority.

(b) The funding is paid as a grant in respect of each new domestic 
dwelling coming into the tax base (net of any long term empty 
properties) of the whole District, including the area within the National 
Park.  The amount paid is based on the national average council tax, 
and is paid for the following six years, split 20% to the County Council 
and 80% to the Housing authority, i.e. CDC.   

(c) It was flagged last year that that there is a risk that, NHB may be 
amended or replaced following the parliamentary elections.  NHB 
should not, therefore, be relied upon long term to resolve our budget 
position, and should only be committed after it is received.  The 
unallocated value of this fund is currently £4.9m.

(d) In previous years we have not used the NHB to assist in balancing our 
revenue budget, and have instead used this source of funding to help 
reward communities by funding one off projects. With the introduction 
of CIL, and given the uncertainty surrounding the future of NHB as we 
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await the detail of the 2015 spending review the grants and 
concessions panel are currently undertaking a review of the use of 
NHB, along with other grant funding that the council makes available to 
individuals and groups. 

(e) Action:

(i) The NHB to be reserved for community and other uses after it 
has been received.  It remains important, however, to allocate 
this funding taking into account the legal requirement to set a 
balanced budget for the council.  As such this will be reviewed 
annually.

(ii) The grants and Concessions panel are to review the use of this 
fund and report their recommendations to Cabinet in due course.

6.11. Localisation of Business Rates. We should review the decision to 
pool our business rates annually after receipt of the government 
draft settlement to ensure that the Council is in the best possible 
financial position.

(a) Action:

(i) The existing pooling arrangement will continue into 2016/17 
unless the council opts out of this arrangement. Once the draft 
settlement has been announced the council will have an option 
to withdraw from the pool, however, until NDR is fully localised it 
would remain beneficial to retain the current pooling 
arrangements.

7. Resources and Capital Programme Principles

7.1. Capital receipts, reserves and interest on investments will primarily 
be available for new investment of a non-recurring nature, thereby 
minimising the overall financial risk. 

(a) This is a long-established principle whereby non-recurring resources 
are used to meet non-recurring expenditure.  The revenue budget is no 
longer reliant on reserves.  Interest receipts are diverted to support the 
capital programme, although officers are considering options for the 
use of property funds for longer term deposits, and the interest earned 
could potentially be utilised to support the revenue budget. 

7.2. Ensure that a sufficient level of reserves are maintained, as 
informed by the Financial Strategy, so that the Council can remain 
flexible and is able to respond to a changing local government 
environment.

(a) The objective is to offer resilience against the unexpected and provide 
resources for new initiatives including one off costs to assist with 
reshaping the organisation. 
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(b) The Capital Programme is an estimate of the capital schemes’ likely 
cost and the funding resources likely to be available to meet that need. 
This is always subject to amendment if, for example, a scheme cost is 
higher than anticipated or an anticipated capital receipt is less than 
expected.  The capital programme is by its nature constantly changing 
and the resource position will be continuously monitored to ensure it 
remains affordable.  The Resources Statement reflects the current 
level of reserves, anticipated receipts, and commitments, and this is 
attached at Appendix 2.  This currently indicates a surplus of resource 
of £8.9m.

(c) The Resources Statement assumes a minimum level of general fund 
reserves of £5m as agreed by members in 2009 and reaffirmed in 
subsequent years.

(d) Although the Resources Statement indicates £8.9m as being available, 
further projects, possibly to supplement CIL or projects that produce 
revenue income to assist with the Council’s revenue budget may be 
funded from the residual balance of this fund. 

(e) Action:

(i) Routine monitoring of the capital schemes and the overall 
resources position will continue via the members’ bulletin board 
to ensure the capital programme remains affordable. 

(ii) All earmarked reserved are to be reviewed with service 
managers to ensure that they remain relevant and essential, 
otherwise the funds should be returned to available balances.

7.3. Borrowing could be used for capital schemes or “invest to save” 
projects providing the cost of servicing the debt is contained within 
the revenue savings/income the project generates. The payback 
period for invest to save projects should be shorter than the life of 
the asset.

(a) At present, there are no plans to borrow to finance new capital 
expenditure in the current 5 year plan but this remains an option if 
deemed to be prudent. Short term internal borrowing (for schemes that 
pay back within the 5 year time frame of the capital programme) can 
be accommodated without incurring external interest charges, provided 
the resulting savings are recycled into reserves. Longer term pay back 
periods will have to accommodate both the external interest and a 
minimum revenue provision (MRP) in accordance with the Council’s 
MRP policy, which links repayment of the debt to the life of the asset.

(b) Borrowing would add pressure on the revenue budget as MRP and 
interest would become payable. The capacity to make these payments 
would need to be identified in advance, namely the further efficiency 
savings generated by the investment in the assets.
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7.4. Treasury Management

(a) The Council is required to agree its treasury management policy 
annually, and this year made further changes during the year, following 
a task and finish group review. Performance reports are also received 
during the year. The key objectives are security of the principal sums 
invested, and liquidity. Maximisation of investment return is a 
secondary objective. As such, removing revenue reliance on 
investment income not only strengthens the Council’s financial 
position, but also reinforces the primary objective of the treasury 
management policy. However the use of a property fund would enable 
the council to invest balances in a long term fund which would provide 
a predictable return that could be used to assist in closing the 
projected budget deficit.

(b) The Treasury Management Policy, together with the MRP policy and 
Prudential Indicators are an integral part of the Financial Planning 
process, but they will be reported separately to Cabinet early in the 
New Year.

8. Alternatives that have been considered

8.1. The Financial Strategy is key to ensuring the Council continues to set a 
balanced budget even with all of the uncertainty and pressure faced by 
the Council in the current economic climate.

9. Resource and legal implications

9.1. The financial principles will help to guide the management of the 
Council’s finances over the short to medium term, and will underpin the 
budget process that will be reported back to Cabinet in February.

10. Consultation

10.1. Corporate Governance and Audit Committee will consider the Financial 
Strategy report at their November meeting. Their recommendations will 
be made available at the Cabinet meeting.

11. Community impact and corporate risks 

11.1. The Council has taken action over the last five years to achieve a 
relatively strong financial position. However, there remains a great deal 
of uncertainty over the future with many different factors that may impact 
on the Council and change the financial forecast. The financial principles 
contained within this report will help the Council maintain its financial 
standing and protect valuable services to the community, whilst giving 
flexibility to respond to changes in the future.

12. Other Implications 

Crime & Disorder: None
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Climate Change: None

Human Rights and Equality Impact: None

Safeguarding: None

13. Appendices

13.1. Appendix 1 - Five Year Financial Model.

13.2. Appendix 2 – Statement of Resources.

14. Background Papers

14.1. none
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5 Year Financial Model Appendix 1
17/11/2015

2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Budget (including NHB) 14,049 14,874 15,049 14,874 15,479 14,084 
NHB (assumed to reduce beyond 2016/17) 2,652 3,400 2,900 2,400 1,900 -  
Budget (excluding NHB) 11,397 11,474 12,149 12,474 13,579 14,084 
(expenditure less fees from income)
Funding:
Revenue Support Grant (1,598) (1,049) (594) (380) (176) -  
Retained Business Rates (National Non-Domestic Rates or NNDR) (2,609) (2,700) (2,800) (2,930) (3,050) (2,880)
Total Government Settlement (excluding NHB) (4,207) (3,749) (3,394) (3,310) (3,226) (2,880)

Balance funded by Council Tax Payers
Council Tax (7,112) (7,112) (7,182) (7,252) (7,322) (7,392)
Council Tax Freeze Grant (78)
Council Taxbase Growth (@ 1%) (70) (70) (70) (70) (70)

Deficit after Gov. Funding & Council Tax -  543 1,503 1,842 2,961 3,742 

Deficit Reduction Programme - May '13 Cabinet (55) (75) (95) (515) (515)
Business Improvement Board (40) (40) (40) (40) (40)
Commercial Board (1,329) (1,755) (2,006) (2,574) (2,574)
Infrastructure Board -  -  -  -  -  
In Year Budget Variances (778) (778) (778) (778) (778)

Remaining shortfall / (surplus) (1,659) (1,145) (1,077) (946) (165)

Increased Recycling Targets 700 700 700 

Projected deficit / (surplus) (1,659) (1,145) (377) (246) 535 
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Statement of Resources 2015-16 to 2020-21 

Position as at 12th November 2015

Position as at Sept 2015 July 2015
£m £m

Reserves at April 2015 34.7 34.7

Less Commitments:
 - Revenue Budget Support -1.3 -1.3
 - Provision for one-off costs of future service reductions -1.0 -1.0
 - Cultural Grants -1.0 -1.0
 - Housing Reserve -1.0 -1.0
 - Minimum level of reserves -5.0 -5.0
 - Other Earmarked Funding -11.3 -10.8

Non committed reserves 14.1 14.6

New Resources
o Right to Buy (RTB) receipts +0.4 +0.4
o Asset Sales +13.3 +11.8

o Interest on Investments +2.0 +1.9
o New Homes Bonus Scheme (see Note 1) +2.7 +2.7

Other Reserves (grants, s106, revenue contributions etc) +4.4 +4.4

Available Resources 36.9 35.8

Current Capital & Projects Programme -23.9 -21.8

Current Asset Replacement Programme -4.1 -4.1

Uncommitted Resource (see Note 2) 8.9 9.9

Appendix 2
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Chichester District Council

CABINET   1 December 2015

Chichester Market

1. Contacts

Report Author:

Peter Legood, Valuation and Estates Manager
Tel:  01243 534668 E-mail: plegood@chichester.gov.uk

Cabinet Member:
Gillian Keegan, Cabinet Member for Commercial Services 
Tel:   01798 344084      E-mail: gkeegan@chichester.gov.uk

2. Executive Summary

3. Recommendations

3.1. That the Council be recommended to seek tenders for the operation of the 
Traders market from 1 April 2016, including the introduction, on a trial basis 
for one year, of a precinct traders market on Wednesdays with the Saturday 
market remaining at the Cattle Market Car Park location. 

3.2. That, subject to 3.1 above, tenders to be sought on the basis of the market 
being run by a market operator who will be authorised to trade by way of 
the grant of a Street Trading Consent. 

4. Background

4.1. At its meeting on 3 March 2015 Cabinet considered a report relating to the future 
of the Traders Market and noted that there had been a significant decline in the 
use of the market in its current Cattle Market Car Park location.  Consideration 
was given to the opportunity to operate a general market in the North and East 
Street City Precincts, this location having already been used for the Farmers, 
Christmas and summer Garden Markets. 

4.2. In conjunction with this Cabinet also gave consideration to the basis of the 
charges for the grant of Street Trading consents, these charges currently being at 
a level that only recovers the administrative costs of dealing with the application.

This report considers the future of the Chichester Market, and is based on 
the recommendations of the Traders Market Task and Finish group 
following their consideration of the results of the consultation surveys 
carried out following the previous consideration of the matter by Cabinet.  It 
recommends a retendering of the traders market licence including a one 
year trial on Wednesday of a market in the precinct. 
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4.3. Cabinet resolved:

(1) That the relocation of the Traders Market to the Chichester City Centre 
Precincts is explored and that consultation is undertaken with key partners and 
a further report then submitted to Cabinet. 

(2) That a review of charges for the grant of street trading consents is undertaken 
and referred to the General Licensing Committee for consideration and 
approval. 

(3) That the General Licensing Committee be asked to review the Street Trading 
Guidance regarding the number of stalls for which a street trading licence may 
be granted.

4.4. A consultation has now been undertaken regarding the potential to operate a 
general market in the City Precincts and this process has been overseen by the 
Traders Market Task and Finish Group.  The results of the consultation were 
considered at its meeting held on 28 September 2015.

4.5. The General Licensing Committee considered a report relating to the review of 
charges for the grant of Street Trading Consents at its meeting held on 21 
October 2015.

5. Outcomes to be achieved

5.1. The Council is seeking to promote a successful Traders Market and prevent the 
current market from closure.  Consideration of the precinct location has been part 
of the process of seeking to improve trading levels at the market as well as 
attracting more customers into Chichester who will also visit the City Centre 
shops and businesses.  The financial implications are set out in the exempt 
Appendix 2.

5.2. It is important that the appearance of any precinct market is appropriate to the 
historic setting and that produce is of good quality.  This can be controlled 
through the Street Trading Consent with conditions relating to the size, form and 
location of stalls.  Controls are also required regarding the goods to be sold or not 
sold and there will need to be liaison with the market operator on detailed matters 
with the Council reserving the right to approve specified matters.

6. Proposals

6.1. That the Council seeks tenders for the operation of the Traders market from 1 
April 2016 requesting proposals for the development of the market including the 
introduction on a trial basis, for one year, of a precinct traders market on 
Wednesdays, the Saturday market remaining at the Cattle Market Car Park 
location until it has been possible to assess the suitability of the precinct for the 
Wednesday market. 

6.2. Tenders to be sought on the basis of the market being run by a market operator 
who will be authorised to trade by way of the grant of a Street Trading Consent.
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7. Alternatives that have been considered. 

7.1. The Council could retain the Cattle Market Car park location for the market but it 
is already in serious decline in that location and is likely to close.

7.2. The Task and Finish Group considered the option of immediately establishing a 
Wednesday and Saturday Market in the City Precincts but favoured initially 
holding Wednesday markets in North and East Streets on a trial basis.  Also there 
are more likely to be conflicting events at weekends and this arrangement gives 
more opportunity to consider those implications.

7.3. The Task and Finish Group considered the potential for the new market to be run 
by the Council possibly using a market operator as the Council’s managing agent 
rather than the operator acting as a licensee and operating the market in his own 
right.  This would, however, transfer all the risks and set up costs to the Council 
and previous experience has shown that it can cause the Council to be involved 
in time consuming detailed issues that would otherwise be dealt with by the 
market operator. The officer recommendation is therefore that the Council should 
seek tenders on a licensee basis of operation arranged by way of the grant of a 
street trading consent.

8. Resource and legal implications

8.1. If the recommendations are agreed there will be work involved for many of the 
Council’s teams including Licensing, Environmental Health, Legal, Estates, 
Conservation and Design, Economic Development and Health and Safety.  These 
costs will however be covered by the Street Trading Consent fees and as 
indicated in Appendix 2 it is anticipated that the income from a precinct traders 
market will be higher than from use of the Cattle Market site.

8.2. The General Licensing Committee has agreed to the introduction of higher street 
trading charges, where appropriate, that will accommodate the operation of a 
traders market in the precinct. 

8.3. As with the Farmers market, provision will need to be made for the parking of 
traders vehicles in connection with a precinct market.  The Little London Car Park 
is presently used for the Farmers Market.  This or alternatively the Baffins Lane 
Car Park might be considered for use in conjunction with a general market in the 
precinct.  The section of the Cattle Market Car Park currently used for the market 
will however return to car park use and will benefit the local economy.

9. Consultation

9.1. The report follows consideration by the Traders Market Task and Finish Group of 
the consultation surveys with City Centre businesses, market traders and 
customers/visitors.  (Summary of results attached as Appendix 1). The results 
were mixed, with support for the retention of a market somewhere in Chichester.  
City Centre businesses did not support moving the existing Traders Market to the 
precincts but they did support the Farmers, Christmas and the Garden Markets 
being held in that location, indicating some support for an appropriate form of 
market being in the precinct location.  42.35% of residents and 55.6% of market 
traders (including those already trading in the precinct at the farmers and 
specialist markets) also indicated support for a precinct general market. There 
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was 100% support from those market traders presently based at the Cattle 
Market Car Park.

9.2. Additionally the City Centre Partnership (BID) the City Council and WSCC have 
been advised of the recommendations of the Task and Finish Group.  Chichester 
City Council have advised that they support the introduction of a Wednesday 
precinct market on a trial basis and a meeting has been held with the BID to 
discuss the arrangements for implementing the trial.

9.3. The BID has advised that a Christmas Market is planned to be held in the City 
Centre Precincts from 3 to 11 December 2016.  It is therefore proposed that a 
general market should not be held in the precincts on Wednesday 7 December 
and that an additional market day is offered in the week before Christmas in lieu 
of this.

9.4. A previous survey of City Centre retailers carried out by the current market 
operator had indicated that the majority of respondents supported the proposal 
albeit that the number of businesses consulted was relatively small.

9.5. Whilst the survey was being undertaken signatures were obtained on a petition 
calling for the retention of a general traders market in Chichester.  In excess of 
1,000 signatures were obtained and this entitles Sarah Sharp, who organised the 
petition, to make a presentation to full Council.  She will do this at the meeting of 
full Council to be held on 15 December 2015, prior to any recommendations from 
this Cabinet being considered.

10. Community impact and corporate risks 

10.1. If the traders market is not relocated it is likely to close.  However, there are 
sensitivities related to locating a market in the precincts and such a move would 
need to provide an improved standard of market that is seen to be of benefit to 
the city centre. 

10.2. The proposals for street trading and markets need to link in with other strategic 
initiatives for the City Centre, such as the recently approved City vision work.  
Consultations undertaken in respect of street trading will help to inform those 
proposals.

11. Other Implications
 

Crime & Disorder: None
Climate Change: None
Human Rights and Equality Impact: The provision of markets has a 
positive impact as it provides a greater variety of trading for traders 
and customers.

Yes

Safeguarding: None

12. Background Papers

12.1. None
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13. Appendices

Appendix 1 Consultation survey summary

Appendix 2 Income Figures (part 2 Not for Publication)
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Corporate Information Team – August 2015

Cabinet 1 December 2015 Appendix 1 to Street Trading and Markets 
Report

CHICHESTER DISTRICT COUNCIL

CORPORATE INFORMATION TEAM

CHICHESTER CITY MARKET 
CONSULTATION

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

CONSULTATION ANALYSIS REPORT

AUGUST 2015
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Corporate Information Team – August 2015

Executive Summary

Current Traders Market 

Many residents and shoppers use the Traders Market and are satisfied with it as it is 
now but feel stalls could be improved in the current location. However, traders have 
noticed a decline in visitors over the past few year and businesses have noticed a 
slight downturn.

 76.7% of residents/shoppers surveyed currently use the Traders Market either 
regularly or occasionally and 14.6% of these respondents said that the market is 
the sole reason they visit the City Centre on a Wednesday or Saturday. 

 13.3% of residents/shoppers used to visit the Traders Market but no longer use it. 
Reasons given for this were a lack of quality at the Traders Market, its location 
and the availability of parking.

 39.9% of traders noticed a decrease in visitors to the Traders Market over the last 
few years. Cattle Market traders were more likely to notice this decrease. 27.9% 
of businesses had noticed a decrease in their business over the last few years on 
market days. However, 47.5% said there had been no difference during this time.

 Just over half of businesses (52.5%) said the current Traders Market has no 
effect on their business. A similar percentage (51.7%) said that a lack of Traders 
Market in the Cattle Market car park would also have no effect on their business 
which suggests that the Traders Market does not currently have an effect on 
businesses but would have an immediate impact if moved to the pedestrian area.

Markets in the Precinct

There is most support amongst the traders to move the market to the precinct, 
residents were evenly split between for and against and businesses were more likely 
to be against it.

 7 in 10 (70.5%) businesses would not support a new market coming into the 
precinct, 39.7% of residents/shoppers and 44.4% of traders felt the same. The 
highest level of support came from the Traders, 55.6% would support this move 
and 42.3% of residents would support this. The strongest opposition to a new 
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market in the pedestrian zone came from the businesses as their level of support 
was 16.4%.

 70.6% of Traders wish to trade in the pedestrian zone, however, 70% of 
businesses said this would not be beneficial to them

 However, there was a discrepancy between the levels of support from Cattle 
Market traders (81.8%) compared to Farmers Market traders (37.5%). There was 
also a significant difference between these traders regarding the desire to trade 
in a new market located in the pedestrian zone, 100% of Cattle Market traders 
would want to trade there and only 42.9% of Farmers Market traders would. 

 One issue that arose in the results of all three surveys was additional congestion 
in the precinct, which led to fears that there would be a decrease in footfall as 
visitors to the city may be put off and avoid the centre altogether. Another regular 
concern was that the precinct might be too small to host the Traders Market and 
concerns about access for large vehicles. Both residents and businesses agreed 
that the precinct is a suitable location for the Farmers Market and other seasonal 
markets. This had much greater support than a new market being moved to the 
pedestrian zone.

The Future of Markets

 Amongst residents there was a general feeling of support for markets but fears of 
losing the market prevented them from supporting it in the pedestrian zone. 
There was general agreement between all groups that the Seasonal/Farmers 
Markets are beneficial to the city.

 There is tacit support for a new style market in the city centre but in the surveys 
participants seem to be more minded to hold on to what they know and 
understand. A proposal for what a new market/s might look like might be helpful 
in gauging support or otherwise

 There was general feeling that the city centre might not be able to cope with more 
than one or two markets per week so a new market merging elements of existing 
markets into the pedestrian zone could be considered.

 Stalls selling local food/produce are favoured by both residents and businesses.  
Both residents and traders feel that if a new market was to be introduced in the 
precinct it should take the form of a mixture of different stalls.  

 Businesses felt that small stalls would be of greater benefit to the City Centre. 
The traders would like to trade in the pedestrian zone twice weekly, residents 
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would like to see weekly markets and businesses would like markets in the 
precinct two times per month. 

 There was also evidence to suggest that some residents and a few businesses 
and traders felt that the market could be improved in its current location at the 
Cattle Market
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Chichester District Council

CABINET        1 December 2015

Chichester Site Allocation: Consultation Draft 
Development Plan Document

1. Contacts

Report Author
Tracey Flitcroft, Principal Planning Officer (Local Planning)
Tel: 01243 534683  E-mail: tflitcroft@chichester.gov.uk

Cabinet Member   
Susan Taylor, Cabinet Member for Housing and Planning, 
Tel: 01243 514034 E-mail: sttaylor@chichester.gov.uk

2. Recommendation 

2.1. That the Council be recommended: 

1) That the draft Site Allocation Development Plan Document as set out in 
Appendix 1 be approved for consultation  for a period of six weeks  
from  7 January until 18 February 2016; and

2) That authority is delegated to the Head of Planning Services to enable 
minor editorial and typographical amendments to be made to the 
document prior to its publication. 

3. Background

3.1. The remainder of this report, and its appendices, are as submitted to the 
Development Plan and Infrastructure Panel (DPIP) for discussion at its 
meeting on 19 November 2015. An oral or written update of DPIP’s views 
will be provided at or before the Cabinet meeting.

3.2. The Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies 2014-2029 was adopted in July 2015. It 
sets out the planning strategy guiding the location and quantum of development 
over the next 15 years.  It provides the framework and context for the site 
specific proposals contained within the Site Allocation DPD and any other 
subsequent planning documents.

3.3. The Consultation Draft Site Allocation DPD is the first formal stage in the 
preparation of this document. The response to consultation will be used to 
inform the Pre-Submission version of the Plan. The Pre-Submission Site 
Allocation DPD will be subject to a further round of public consultation and then 
formally Submitted for Examination. At the examination, issues arising from the 
Pre-Submission Consultation will be considered and potential modifications may 
be recommended to the DPD prior to its adoption. There will therefore be 
opportunities for the Council to make further amendments to the Site Allocation 
DPD prior to its final adoption.
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3.4. The Site Allocation DPD has been prepared alongside and integrated with a 
Sustainability Appraisal (SA). This is in order to both meet the requirements of 
the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) Directive and provide a 
methodological framework tool to demonstrate how the plan evolves. Further 
iterations will be made as the plan making process continues.

4. Outcomes to be achieved

4.1. The Site Allocation DPD helps deliver the housing numbers as set out in the 
Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies 2014-2029. The process of consultation is 
part of the statutory requirements of the plan making process, the timing of 
which is set out in the Council’s Local Development Scheme. 

5. Proposal

5.1. The purpose of this report is to recommend approval of the Draft Site Allocation 
DPD for consultation. The Site Allocation DPD has a specific remit which is to 
identify land for employment and residential development. 

5.2. For residential development, the focus is on Chichester city and sites 
surrounding the Chichester city Settlement Boundary in neighbouring parishes 
(including sites separated from the Settlement Boundary by the A27).

5.3. It also addresses sites in parishes where there is not a ‘made’ neighbourhood 
plan or where progress has not reached Pre-Submission stage. As of 
September 2015, the majority of parish councils are actively preparing a 
neighbourhood plan and have reached at least Pre-Submission stage. The 
exceptions are Boxgrove; Lynchmere; East Wittering and Bracklesham; Plaistow 
and Westbourne.

5.4. Where the Pre-Submission stage of a Neighbourhood Plan has not yet been 
reached, the Consultation Draft Site Allocation DPD includes sites for that 
parish. However, if progress continues to be made on a neighbourhood plan and 
the Pre-Submission stage is undertaken and complete by the end of March 
2016, then the sites will be removed from the Submission Site Allocation DPD. 
This will enable neighbourhood plans to take this process forward. The Council 
can therefore have confidence that neighbourhood plans are taking the process 
of delivering housing forward and can also demonstrate a five year supply.

5.5. The Table in Appendix 2 outlines the numbers the Draft Site Allocation DPD is 
planning for. The figures are ‘indicative’ as outlined in Policy 5 - Parish Housing 
Sites 2012-2029 of the Chichester Local Plan. 

5.6. In addition to assessing potential sites for residential and employment 
development, the Draft Site Allocation DPD reviews the Settlement Boundaries 
from the 1999 Chichester Local Plan, with the exception of Parishes undertaking 
a neighbourhood plan and Parishes with a strategic development location. The 
Site Allocation Methodology (Background Paper) provides information on the 
process undertaken. Priority for reviewing these boundaries was given to those 
Parishes which have sites to be included within the Draft Site Allocation DPD. 
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Any remaining settlement boundary reviews will be carried out as part of the 
wider Local Plan review in due course.

5.7. The Draft Site Allocation DPD focuses on identifying specific sites to meet the 
individual housing and employment targets set out in the Chichester Local Plan: 
Key Policies. For each site there is a policy setting out the criteria that 
subsequent planning applications will need to address. It should be recognised 
that a number of sites that are being considered for allocation in the Draft Site 
Allocations DPD may be granted planning permission by the Council before the 
Plan is formally adopted.

6. Alternatives that have been considered

6.1. The review of the Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies must be undertaken within 
5 years to accord with the Local Plan Inspector’s recommendation. The option 
not to prepare a Site Allocation DPD and to address parish sites and 
employment land within the review of the local plan has therefore been 
considered. However, Policy 5 of the Local Plan identifies that a Site Allocation 
DPD will be prepared and by proceeding with this document it is considered that 
there will be more certainty in delivery of a 5 year housing land supply. 

7. Resource and legal implications

7.1. The preparation of a Site Allocation DPD follows on from the adoption of the 
Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies. It is part of the Planning Policy Team work 
programme and the cost of the preparation of the Site Allocation DPD is 
anticipated to be met by existing budgetary provision. 

7.2. The process being followed meets the statutory requirements of the plan making 
process.

8. Consultation

8.1. A member workshop was held on the 21 September 2015 to help inform the site 
selection process. 

8.2. Informal consultation has been undertaken with statutory consultees to assess 
whether there are any fundamental objections to the selected sites and the 
approach within the document. They will be consulted again formally as part of 
the public consultation on the Draft Site Allocation DPD. 

9. Community impact and corporate risks 

9.1. Once approved, the Site Allocation DPD will provide certainty for small scale 
development in areas not progressing a neighbourhood plan.  There are some 
parishes preparing a neighbourhood plan that are not at a stage which provides 
certainty that they will progress i.e. Pre-Submission stage. If Pre-Submission 
stage is reached by the end of March 2016 the sites will be removed from the 
Site Allocation DPD. 
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9.2. Preparation of this DPD will need to be handled sensitively to recognise that 
there may be some resistance from parishes that may consider that the Site 
Allocation DPD process is overriding the neighbourhood plan process. 

10. Other Implications 

Yes No
Crime and Disorder 
Climate Change 
Human Rights and Equality Impact 
Safeguarding 

11. Appendices

Appendix 1 – Site Allocation: Preferred Approach Development Plan Document (DPD)
(printed in black & white; available in colour on the Council’s website)

Appendix 2 – Local Plan Housing Provision by parish (August 2015) 

12. Background Papers

Site Allocation: Preferred Approach DPD – Methodology
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Site Allocation: Preferred Approach Development Plan Document
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Introduction

1.1 This is the first stage in the preparation of a Site Allocation Development Plan Document
(DPD) for the Chichester Plan area (outside the South Downs National Park). The Council
has identified a range of potential employment and residential allocations; we need to know
whether you agree with our proposals, whether you think we have identified the issues that
will need to be addressed or whether there are better sites which we have not considered.

1.2 The methodology and more detailed explanation of the site identification and assessment
process are included in the associated document Site Allocation DPD Methodology and
Assessment.

What is the Draft Chichester Site Allocation Development Plan Document (DPD)?

1.3 The Site Allocation DPD flows from the adopted Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies
2014-2029 (Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies). The Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies
sets out the housing numbers and the amount of employment land required to be delivered
over the Plan period (2014 – 2029).

1.4 The primary purpose of the Site Allocation DPD when adopted is to deliver small scale
residential sites and employment sites as set out in the Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies.
It should be read in conjunction with other parts of the development plan which is made up
of:

Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies 2014-2029 (July 2015)
West Sussex Waste Local Plan (April 2014)
West Sussex Minerals Local Plan (2003 - currently under review)

1.5 The sites identified in this consultation document will deliver:

1.6 Residential: sites excluding those parishes that are nearing the Pre-Submission of
their neighbourhood plan or have a plan in a more advanced stage. Only sites with a minimum
site size of 0.25 hectares or capable of accommodating at least 5 dwellings have been
considered.

1.7 The Site Allocation DPD for residential development addresses

Chichester city and sites surrounding the Chichester city Settlement Boundary in
neighbouring parishes (including sites separated from the Settlement Boundary by the
A27) (in line with Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies Policy 5  - Parish Housing Sites
2012-2029) and
the parishes of Boxgrove; Lynchmere; East Wittering and Bracklesham; Plaistow and
Westbourne (in line with Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies Policy 2  - Development
Strategy and Settlement Hierarchy, Policy 5  - Parish Housing Sites 2012-2029 and
Policy 7  - Neighbourhood Development Plans.

1.8 The Site Allocation DPD reviews the Settlement Boundaries from the Chichester District
Local Plan (adopted 1999), with the exception of Parishes undertaking a neighbourhood plan
and Parishes with a strategic development location. The Site Allocation Methodology and
Assessment Document provides further information on the process.
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1.9 The allocation of Gypsy, Traveller and Travelling Showpeople sites will be progressed
within a separate DPD.

1.10 Employment: sites within or close to Chichester city as identified in the Chichester
Local Plan: Key Policies  - Policy 3 the Economy and Employment Provision

1.11 The Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies states in paragraph 16.19 that local centres
for East Wittering and Selsey will be defined either in a Neighbourhood Plan or Site Allocation
DPD. Both Selsey Town Council and East Wittering and Bracklesham Parish Council have
indicated they are including local centres in their neighbourhood plans. This document
therefore has not assessed them.  However, should this not be the case then the local centre
boundaries would be considered as part of the wider Local Plan review.

Relationship to the adopted Chichester Local Plan and Development Management
Policies

1.12 When adopted the Site Allocation DPD will form part of the development plan for the
Local Plan Area. It will sit alongside the adopted Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies and
those neighbourhood plans which have been ‘made’.

1.13 The Site Allocation DPD must reflect the development strategy set out in the Chichester
Local Plan: Key Policies; it is not an opportunity to re-open debate on the level or general
location of development as set out in the Local Plan.

Background Information

1.14 The Site Allocation DPD is supported by a number of background documents and
reports, which are not fully summarised here. Key documents are specifically referred to
within the text.

1.15 The Site Allocation DPD has been subject to an interim sustainability appraisal and
Habitats Regulations Assessment which considered the anticipated effects of the proposals
on the area’s environmental, economic and social conditions. The results have informed
decisions made in the document.

1.16 The background information on the interim Sustainability Appraisal Report and Habitats
Regulations Assessment are available to download from the Council's website.
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How do I respond to this consultation document?

1.17 The Council has identified a range of potential allocations; we need to know whether
you agree with our proposals and whether you think we have identified the issues that will
need to be addressed if these sites are to be allocated. If you disagree with the Council’s
proposals, you need to state why and to provide realistic alternative proposals. However, the
consultation process will not reopen the debate on parish numbers and locations which were
discussed at the Local Plan examination.

1.18 The formal consultation will run for a six week period starting on 7 January 2016.The
deadline for responses is 5pm on 18 February 2016.

1.19 In order to respond to this document, please send your response to us in the following
ways:

Email: planningpolicy@chichester.gov.uk
Post : Planning Policy, Chichester District Council, East Pallant House, Chichester, West
Sussex Po19 1TY

What happens next?

1.20 Once this consultation period has ended, the Council will consider all representations
received to produce the Pre-Submission document which it is anticipated will be published
for a six week consultation in May 2016.

1.21 Responses will be accepted at Pre-Submission stage where parties have reason to
challenge the soundness of the evidence base for the development plan document.The Site
Allocation DPD will be examined by an independent Planning Inspector to consider the
soundness of the document, in the light of any such challenges.

Any further Queries

1.22 If you have any further queries regarding any of the issues raised in this document,
please contact the Planning Policy Team on 01243 785166 or email
planningpolicy@chichester.gov.uk

Data Protection

1.23 All documents will be held at Chichester District Council, and representations will be
published online.They will be handled in accordance with Data Protection Act 1998 and kept
for three years following adoption of the Site Allocation DPD. Personal contact details will
be removed from copies of representations published electronically.

1.24 Please be aware that representations made about this document (including your
name and address) cannot be treated as confidential.
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Context

Introduction

1.25 The Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies 2014-2029 was adopted in July 2015. It sets
out the planning strategy guiding the location and level of development over the next 15
years, as well as development management policies.  It provides the context for the more
site specific proposals contained within this Site Allocation DPD and any other subsequent
planning documents.

1.26 The Site Allocation DPD has a specific remit – to identify land for employment and
residential development. Its principal role therefore is to set out the Council’s detailed
proposals and requirements for particular sites. This consultation aims to:

Identify employment sites within or close to Chichester city;
Identify sites for residential development:

In parishes not producing a neighbourhood plan; and 
At Chichester City and sites surrounding the Chichester city Settlement Boundary
in neighbouring parishes (including sites separated from the Settlement Boundary
by the A27).

1.27 The Site Allocation DPD directly takes forward policies of the Chichester Local Plan:
Key Policies, namely Policy 2: Development Strategy and Settlement Hierarchy; Policy 3:
The Economy and Employment Provision; Policy 4: Housing Provision; Policy 5 Parish
Housing Sites 2012 – 2029; Policy 6: Neighbourhood Development Plans; Policy 11:
Chichester City Employment Sites; Policy 19: Tangmere Strategic Employment Land and
Policy 29: Settlement Hubs and Village Centres.

1.28 The Site Allocation DPD is focused on identifying specific sites to meet the residual
employment and residential requirement after planning permissions since 1st April 2012 have
been taken into account.  Inclusion in this document does not mean that a site will be taken
forward as the plan progresses to examination and adoption. The Council will positively
consider any proposed alternatives to the sites in this consultation document.

1.29 Further information on the methodology is found in the associated document Site
Allocation DPD Methodology and Assessment.

1.30 The Site Allocation DPD, once adopted, will form part of the Development Plan, and
will allocate a number of suitable and deliverable sites that provide for the identified needs.
It is therefore important that the suitability and deliverability of sites has been  robustly
assessed and sound planning reasons apply when proposing or rejecting sites. Before the
Council can adopt a Site Allocation DPD it must be subjected to independent examination
and found sound by a Government appointed Planning Inspector.
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National Policy Context

National Planning Policy Framework

1.31 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and National Planning Practice
Guidance (NPPG) set out the Government's planning policies and policy guidance for England.
Both of these must be taken into account in the preparation of local and neighbourhood plans,
and are material considerations in planning decisions.

1.32 Local Plans must be prepared within the context set by the NPPF that embodies a
'presumption in favour of sustainable development' (defined as 'meeting the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs').The
NPPF states that all plans should be based upon and reflect the presumption in favour of
sustainable development, with clear policies that will guide how the presumption should be
applied locally.

Local Context

Chichester Local Plan

1.33 The Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies covers the area outside the South Downs
National Park and was adopted by Chichester District Council on 14 July 2015. It sets out
the Council’s overall approach for development up until 2029 and was prepared in line with
the NPPF.

1.34 The Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies identifies the overall spatial vision and
economic, social and environmental objectives for the Local Plan Area and the amount, type
and broad location of development needed to fulfil those objectives. It also provides more
detailed policies and development management policies to be used for planning applications
which have guided the site selection process.

1.35 The Site Allocation DPD identifies sites suitable for development in order to meet the
Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies requirements for residential and employment and in so
doing make a contribution to delivering the objectives in the Chichester Local Plan: Key
Policies. The Site Allocations DPD covers the same plan period as the Chichester Local
Plan: Key Policies.

1.36 The Site Allocation DPD identifies sites suitable for development in the planning area
for consultation.

Relationship with Neighbourhood Planning

1.37 Parish and Town Councils have the opportunity to prepare neighbourhood plans for
their areas which, once ‘made’ (i.e. adopted by the local authority after a successful
independent examination and community referendum), form part of the development plan.
Neighbourhood plans can develop policies and proposals to address local place-based issues
but are required to be in general conformity with higher level plans (including the Chichester
Local Plan: Key Policies). Neighbourhood plans may deal with non-strategic planning issues
in accordance with the approach described in NPPF paragraph 185 and cannot be used to
undermine the strategic policies for the local area.
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1.38 As of September 2015 the majority of parishes within the Chichester Plan area are
actively preparing a neighbourhood plan and have reached at least Pre-Submission stage.
The exceptions are Boxgrove; Lynchmere; East Wittering and Bracklesham; Plaistow and
Westbourne.

1.39 Where the Pre-Submission stage of a Neighbourhood Plan has not yet been reached,
the Site Allocation DPD includes sites for that parish. However, if progress continues to be
made on a neighbourhood plan and the Pre-submission stage is undertaken and has been
completed by the end of March 2016, then the sites will be removed from the Submission
Site Allocation DPD document. This will enable neighbourhood plans to take this process
forward. The Council can therefore have confidence that neighbourhood plans are taking
the process of delivering housing forward and can also demonstrate a five year housing land
supply.

General Methodology for site assessment

1.40 The sections on residential and employment outline the amount of development
required through the Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies.The methodology used in assessing
the sites is included in the Site Allocation DPD Methodology and Assessment Document.

1.41 In general sites have been identified in one of two ways:

Promoted by landowners or their agent either through consultation on the adopted
Chichester Local Plan or a call for sites as part of the Site Allocation DPD; or
Identified through the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA).

1.42 A full list of all the sites considered for housing can be seen at Appendix 1, sites for
employment/mixed use are at Appendix 2 of this DPD. Each site is assessed using a
three-stage approach; the number of sites are reduced at each stage as sites failing to meet
the specified criteria are rejected.

1.43 The sites and reasons for their inclusion in the assessment are set out in the
employment and residential sections below. The Site Allocation DPD Methodology and
Assessment Document contains a list of all sites considered. This approach has allowed a
transparent assessment, reflecting the independent site assessments carried out through
the Sustainability Assessment process. This in turn enables robust and informed decisions
to be made within the Site Allocation DPD.

1.44 The role of the assessment is to consider the relative merits of the site and to focus
on the locational traits, rather than attempting to provide a detailed assessment of the schemes
put forward by landowners and their agents.

Proposals for Parishes

1.45 Parishes covered by the DPD: The following sections set out site specific proposals
for Chichester city and those parishes where a neighbourhood plan is not being produced
or has not reached Pre-submission stage.
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1.46 The Site Allocation DPD focuses on identifying specific sites to meet the residential
and employment targets set out in the adopted Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies. For each
site there is a policy setting out the criteria that subsequent planning applications will be
required to address. The boundaries of allocated sites, which are greenfield sites beyond
existing Settlement Boundaries, will be integrated into a revised Settlement Boundary at
Pre-Submission stage of the DPD or through a neighbourhood plan.

1.47 The preparation of Neighbourhood Plans for Boxgrove, East Wittering and
Bracklesham, Plaistow and Westbourne are underway. This work is being undertaken in
parallel with the Site Allocation DPD. If a neighbourhood plan progresses to Pre-Submission
consultation by March 2016, the site(s) will be removed from this DPD prior to its submission.

1.48 The Site Allocation DPD therefore covers following Parishes:

Chichester city
Boxgrove Parish
East Wittering and Bracklesham Parish
Hunston Parish
Lynchmere Parish
Plaistow Parish
Westbourne Parish
North Mundham (Settlement Boundary)
West Wittering (Settlement Boundary)

1.49 How the housing numbers used within the Site Allocation DPD have arisen:
Policy 5 of the Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies includes an indicative parish number for
the delivery of housing in the Plan period. The parish number can be delivered through a
neighbourhood plan or the Site Allocation DPD. Where planning applications have been
granted permission for 6+ units these are taken off the parish housing number. Table 1.1
below provides a schedule of planning permissions and other identified sites of 6 or more
net dwellings within the parish identified in paragraph 1.48 above. These sites are grouped
into three categories:

Sites of 6 or more dwellings with an outstanding planning permission, or with a Planning
Committee resolution to permit, or prior approval for change of use to residential;
Sites allocated in the adopted Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies , or in Neighbourhood
Plans that have been formally made or have completed the Submission (Regulation 16)
stage; and
Other identified deliverable sites within defined settlement areas with potential for 6 or
more dwellings identified in the SHLAA 2014.
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Identified Proposals and Sites

2.1 The Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies establishes the approach to the broad scale
and distribution of development within the Local Plan area  and sets out the main role and
function of different areas through the settlement hierarchy. The role of the Site Allocation
DPD is to add detail to this strategy, through the setting of specific boundaries and proposals,
and ensuring that sufficient land is made available at the right time and in the right location.

2.2 The Site Allocations document contains a series of policies and site requirements
allocating sites for development.  Each policy entry has a reference number relating to the
parish it is located in. If it is a general policy it is prefixed SA for Site Allocation.

2.3 All sites and designations will be shown on the Policies Map at Pre-submission stage.

Policy SA1

Identified Sites

Sites identified for development or redevelopment should be delivered in accordance
with the requirements specified in the relevant schedule.

All identified proposals and sites, that come forward during the lifetime of the Site
Allocation Development Plan Document, should comply with relevant policies set out in
the Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies 2014-2029 and any other relevant policies and
guidance.

2 . Policy SA1
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Boxgrove Parish

3.1 Policy 5 of the adopted Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies identifies an indicative
housing provision number of 25.

3.2 Boxgrove Parish Council is currently working on a neighbourhood plan. This work is
being undertaken in parallel with the Site Allocation DPD. If the neighbourhood plan progresses
to Pre-Submission consultation by March 2016, the site will be removed from this DPD prior
to its submission.

3.3 The proposed site is identified below. The Settlement Boundary will be redrawn to
include the allocation through the Neighbourhood Plan process or at Pre-Submission stage.
The number of dwellings shown for the site is indicative and based on known site
characteristics and density considerations.
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Policy BX1

Land west of the Street

Land west of the Street is allocated for residential development for about 25 dwellings
on 0.76ha.

Site requirements:

The site will be developed in accordance with the following site specific criteria:

Provision of satisfactory means of access from Priors Acre;
Provision of appropriate landscaping and screening to minimise the impact of
development on the setting of Boxgrove and the surrounding area;
A scheme of archaeological investigation and recording should be carried out; and
Provision of appropriate noise mitigation measures from the A27

3 . Boxgrove Parish
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Chichester city

4.1 Strategy for development in and around Chichester city: Although sites have been
put forward within and on the edge of the City, the strategy for the Site Allocation DPD is to
aim to deliver as much of the housing and employment sites on brownfield sites in and around
Chichester city, this is in accordance with Policies 2, 3, 5 and 11 of the Chichester Local
Plan: Key Policies as well as the capacity of the Apuldram Wastewater Treatment Works
outlined below.

4.2 Apuldram Wastewater Treatment Works:The Council adopted the “Position Statement
on Wastewater and Delivering Development in the Local Plan (Apuldram Wastewater
Treatment Works) in July 2014.This document sets out the issues with regard to development
seeking to connect to the Apuldram WwTW.

4.3 The following proposals for development in the adopted Chichester Local Plan: Key
Policies have been allocated headroom capacity at the Apuldram WwTW:

Policy 5 Parish Housing sites 2014-2029

Development at Fishbourne Parish (50)
Chichester City allocation (235)

Policy 14 Development at Chichester City North

Development at Chichester City North (approximately 130)

There is also an expectation of approximately 100 dwellings per year windfall in
Chichester City.

4.4 Paragraph 8 of the Position Statement on Wastewater and Delivering Development in
the Local Plan (Apuldram Wastewater Treatment Works), states that “… allowing development
on greenfield sites would erode the remaining headroom and prevent development from
occurring on brownfield sites within existing settlements.Therefore it is considered appropriate
to refuse planning permission on greenfield sites, if intended to utilise the treatment facilities
at Apuldram, in favour of retaining the existing headroom for brownfield development.”

4.5 The Council has taken care to balance the development at Chichester city with the
available headroom capacity at Apuldram WwTW. If the Council were to allocate greenfield
sites, then it is likely to be in the unfortunate position of having to refuse planning applications
coming forward on brownfield sites within the City. Therefore the Site Allocation DPD has
focused on identifying brownfield sites within Chichester city as outlined in paragraph 3.1
above.

4.6 Sites to be delivered: Chichester city has an indicative housing number of 235.
However, due to planning permissions granted up until October 2015, the figure outstanding
is 201 dwellings (see Table 1.1). The footnote to Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies Policy
5 allows suitable sites to be included in this DPD which are “adjoining Chichester city
Settlement Boundary in neighbouring parishes (including sites separated from the Settlement
Boundary by the A27”.
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4.7 There is a need for student accommodation in the city. As the provision for student
accommodation frees homes from student use to use by families, the calculation of 4 student
rooms/units equating to 1 dwelling is used.

4.8 The Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies also requires about 4.2ha of industrial and
warehousing space within or close to the city. The preference is to use brownfield sites first.
Details of the calculation are included in the Site Allocation DPD Methodology and Assessment
Document. Large sites on the edge of the city which have the potential for mixed use
development will be considered through the review of the Local Plan.

4.9 Tables 3.1 and 3.2 below outline the proposed residential and employment allocations
for the city.

Table 4.1 Chichester Residential Allocations:

Provision (dwellings)Location / Address

Minimum 130 student bedrooms /4 is
equivalent to 32 dwellings

Adj Tesco Petrol Station

(student accommodation)

62Bartholomew’s

35117 The Hornet

86Shopwyke

Minimum 63 student bedrooms/4 equivalent
to 16 dwellings

41 Terminus Road

(employment and student accommodation)

231
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Table 4.2 Chichester Employment Allocations:

Provision (ha)Location / Address

1.1Boys High School, Kingsham Road

This excludes part of the site which is identified
for waste uses in the West Sussex Waste Local
Plan - 0.42  (net increase)

Plot 12 Terminus Road (Chichester
Enterprise Zone)

4.0 (excluding site identified for waste uses in
the Waste Local Plan 2014 )

Fuel Depot Site, Bognor Road

2.2Springfield Park (adj to Fuel Depot)

7 ha
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Policy CC1

Adj Tesco Petrol Station, Fishbourne Road 

Land adjacent to Tesco Petrol Station, Fishbourne Road is allocated for student
accommodation to provide at least 130 student bedrooms which is equivalent to 32
dwellings on 0.3 ha.

Site Requirements:

The site will be developed in accordance with the following site specific criteria:

The scheme is of high quality design given its prominent location;
Provision of satisfactory means of access;
Provision of appropriate landscaping and screening to minimise the impact of
development on the setting of the city and the surrounding area;
Provision of appropriate noise mitigation measures to reduce the impact of rail noise;
The height of the building should take account of its location and protect views of
the cathedral; and
Investigation of the extent and type of any contamination on the site to identify any
necessary mitigation measures required.
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Policy CC2

Bartholomews, Bognor Road

A site of 1.6 ha  of land at Bartholomews, Bognor Road is allocated for a mixed use form
of development to include:

about 62 dwellings;
the retention of the Bartholomews Head Office on the site.

Site Requirements:

The site will be developed in accordance with the following site specific criteria:

The scale of the new development must respect the character and setting of nearby
development;
Retention of the Bartholomews Head Office on the site for employment;
Provision of satisfactory means of access on to the Bognor Road;
Provision of appropriate landscaping and screening to minimise the impact of
development on the setting of the city and the surrounding area;
Provision of appropriate noise mitigation measures to reduce the impact of noise
from the A27 and adjacent railway; and
Investigation of the extent and type of any contamination on the site to identify any
necessary mitigation measures required.
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4 . Chichester City
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Policy CC3

117 The Hornet

Land at 117 The Hornet is allocated for residential development for about 35 dwellings
on 0.3 ha.

Site Requirements:

The site will be developed in accordance with the following site specific criteria:

The scale of the new development must respect the character and setting of nearby
development;
Provision of satisfactory means of access;
Provision of appropriate landscaping to minimise the impact of development on the
setting of the city and the surrounding area; and
Investigation of the extent and type of any contamination on the site to identify any
necessary mitigation measures required.
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Policy CC4

Shopwyke, Chichester

In conjunction with Policy 16 Shopwyke Strategic Development Location of the Chichester
Local Plan: Key Policies 2014-2029 the site at Shopwyke is allocated for 586 homes on
the site.

Site Requirements

Development should be in accordance with the following criteria:

The additional dwellings will be developed in accordance with the principles
established within the existing masterplan for the Shopwyke Strategic Development
Location. These include:

A scheme which is of high quality design given its prominent location;
Provision of satisfactory means of access;
Provision of appropriate landscaping and screening to minimise the impact of
development on the setting of the city and the surrounding area;
There scheme makes appropriate provision for open space and green space;
The height of the buildings should take account of its location and protect views
of the cathedral; and
Investigation of the extent and type of any contamination on the site to identify
any necessary mitigation measures required.
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Policy CC5

41 Terminus Road, Chichester

Land at 41 Terminus Road is allocated for student accommodation/employment to provide
at least 61 student bedrooms which is the equivalent of 16 dwellings on 0.3 ha.

Site Requirements:

The site will be developed in accordance with the following site specific criteria:

The site will be developed as a mixed use scheme of business and student
accommodation;
Provision of satisfactory means of access;
Provision of appropriate landscaping and screening to minimise the impact of
development on the setting of the city and the surrounding area; and
Investigation of the extent and type of any contamination on the site to identify any
necessary mitigation measures required.

Due to its location on an industrial estate development for residential uses alone is
inappropriate
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Policy CC6

Boys High School, Kingsham Road

An overall site area of 1.1 ha is identified as B1 employment land.

Site Requirements:

The site will be developed in accordance with the following site specific criteria:

Subject to confirmation the land is surplus to requirements for educational purposes;
A high quality scheme is required given its prominent location in the street scene
or the retention of the existing building frontage should be investigated;
Provision of satisfactory means of access;
Provision of parking requirements to be contained within the site;
Provision of appropriate landscaping and screening to minimise the impact of
development on the setting of the city and the surrounding area; and
Investigation of the extent and type of any contamination on the site to identify any
necessary mitigation measures required.
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Policy CC7

Plot 12 Terminus Road (Chichester Enterprise Hub)

An overall site area of 2.4 ha is identified as employment land.

Site Requirements:

The site will be developed in accordance with the following site specific criteria:

A high quality scheme is required given its prominent location as a Gateway to the
City;
Provision of satisfactory means of access;
Provision of parking requirements to be contained within the site;
Provision of appropriate landscaping and screening to minimise the impact of
development on the setting of the city and the surrounding area; and
Investigation of the extent and type of any contamination on the site to identify any
necessary mitigation measures required.

4 . Chichester City
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Policy CC8

Fuel Depot Site, Bognor Road

An area of 4.0 ha is identified for employment use within the overall site (5ha) allowing
for part of the site to be developed in line with waste uses identified in the West Sussex
Waste Local Plan (2014).

Site Requirements:

The site will be developed in accordance with the following site specific criteria:

Provision of satisfactory means of access onto the A259;
Provision of parking requirements to be contained within the site;
Provision of appropriate landscaping and screening to minimise the impact of
development on the setting of the city and the surrounding area;
The design of the site should take account of part of the site (1ha ) which is identified
for waste uses in the West Sussex Waste Local Plan; and
Investigation of the extent and type of any contamination on the site to identify any
necessary mitigation measures required.
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Policy CC9

Springfield Park (adj to Fuel Depot)

An overall site area of 1.5 ha of employment land is identified.

Site Requirements:

The site will be developed in accordance with the following site specific criteria:

Consideration should be given to developing this site either individual or in
conjunction with the adjacent Fuel Depot Site;
Provision of satisfactory means of access;
Provision of parking requirements to be contained within the site;
Provision of appropriate landscaping and screening to minimise the impact of
development on the setting of the city and the surrounding area; and
Investigation of the extent and type of any contamination on the site to identify any
necessary mitigation measures required.
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East Wittering and Bracklesham Parish

5.1 Policy 24 of the Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies 2014-2029 identifies an indicative
strategic housing number of180. Planning permission has already been granted for 50
dwellings leaving an outstanding number of 130 to be delivered.

5.2 East Wittering and Bracklesham Parish Council is currently working on a neighbourhood
plan. If a neighbourhood plan progresses to Pre-Submission consultation by March 2016,
the site will be removed from this DPD prior to its submission.

5.3 The proposed site is identified below. The number of dwellings shown for the site is
indicative and based on known site characteristics and density considerations.
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Policy EW1

Land west of Bracklesham Lane

Land west of Bracklesham Lane is allocated for residential development for about 130
dwellings on 4.3ha.

Site requirements:

The site will be developed in accordance with the following site specific criteria:

A comprehensive masterplan of the development proposals in line with Policy 7 of
the Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies 2014-2029;
Provision of satisfactory means of access via Bracklesham Lane;
Investigation of the potential for flood mitigation;
Provision of appropriate landscaping and screening to minimise the impact of
development on the setting of East Wittering and the surrounding area; and
Footpath and cycle link to via Stubcroft to the village centre and the wider green
infrastructure network.

5 . East Wittering and Bracklesham Parish
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Hunston Parish

6.1 Policy 5 of the Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies 2014-2029 identifies an indicative
housing provision number of 25. Planning permission has already been granted for 18 leaving
an outstanding number of 7 dwellings to be delivered.

6.2 The number of dwellings shown for the site is 7. Based on known site characteristics
there is a need to leave a green buffer between the houses and the nearby cow barn.

6.3 Hunston Parish Council is not working on a Neighbourhood Plan at the present time.
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Policy HN1

Land south of Reedbridge Farm

Land south of Reedbridge Farm is allocated for residential development for 7 dwellings
on 0.5ha.

Site requirements:

The site will be developed in accordance with the following site specific criteria:

Provision of satisfactory means of access either through the development to the
south or from the access track to the north;
The residential development should be adjacent to the development to the south
with the provision of open space or green buffer landscaping to the north between
the development and Reedbridge Farm;
Any parking spaces lost from the adjacent development if required to provide access
will require replacing;
Development should safeguard trees protected by a Tree Preservation Order on
the site; and
Provision of appropriate landscaping and screening to minimise the impact of
development on the setting of Hunston and the surrounding area.
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6 . Hunston Parish
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Amendment to Settlement Boundary

6.4 The Settlement Boundary has been redrawn to reflect the proposed allocation.
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Lynchmere Parish

7.1 Policy 5 of the Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies 2014-2029 provides an indicative
housing number of 10.

7.2 Lynchmere Parish Council is not progressing a neighbourhood plan at the present
time.

7.3 A number of sites were promoted and assessed, however following a thorough
investigation of these sites and their constraints, it has been concluded that there are no
suitable sites with the potential to deliver the indicative housing number identified for the
parish.

7.4 In this exceptional case it is considered that not providing a development of 10 dwellings
in Lynchmere will not effect the Council's ability to meet the overall housing number in the
Chichester Local Plan as other neighbourhood plans have over provided housing numbers.
Therefore the Site Allocation DPD does not allocate site(s) for Lynchmere Parish and the
removal of the parish number will be considered as part of the review of the Local Plan.
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North Mundham Parish

Amendment to Settlement Boundary

8.1 Policy 2 of the Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies 2014-2029 indicates that settlement
boundaries will be reviewed through “the preparation of Development Plan Documents and/or
Neighbourhood Plans”. An assessment was undertaken of the settlement boundary as part
of the work on the Site Allocation DPD.The Settlement Boundary has been amended to take
account of the permitted exception site developments at North Mundham.
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Plaistow Parish (including the settlement of Ifold)

9.1 Policy 5 of the Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies 2014-2029 provides an indicative
housing number of 10.

9.2 Plaistow and Ifold Parish Council is currently working on a neighbourhood plan. This
work is being undertaken in parallel with the Site Allocation DPD. If a neighbourhood plan
progresses to  Pre-Submission consultation by March 2016 the site will be removed from
this DPD prior to its submission.

9.3 Where a site is not contiguous with the existing settlement boundary the Settlement
Boundary Methodology as outlined in the Site Allocation DPD Methodology and Assessment
Document does not require the Settlement Boundary to be amended.

9.4 The number of dwellings shown for the site is indicative and based on known
characteristics and density considerations.
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Policy PL1

Land north of Little Springfield Farm

Land north of Little Springfield Farm is allocated for about 10 dwellings on 0.4ha.

Site requirements:

The site will be developed in accordance with the following site specific criteria:

Provision of satisfactory means of access; and
Provision of appropriate landscaping and screening along the access to Little
Springfield Farm to minimise the impact of development on the landscape and the
surrounding area.
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Westbourne Parish

10.1 Policy 5 of the Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies 2014-2029 provides an indicative
housing number of 25.

10.2 Westbourne Parish Council is currently working on a neighbourhood plan. If a
neighbourhood plan progresses to Pre-Submission consultation by March 2016 the site will
be removed from this DPD prior to its submission.

10.3 The proposed site is identified below. The number of dwellings shown for the site is
indicative and based on known site characteristics and density considerations.
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Policy WB1

Land West of Monks Hill

Land west of Monks Hill is allocated for residential development of about 25 dwellings
on 0.93ha.

Site requirements:

The site will be developed in accordance with the following site specific criteria:

Provision of satisfactory means of access; and
Provision of appropriate landscaping and screening to minimise the impact of
development on the setting of Westbourne and the surrounding area.
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Amendment to Settlement Boundary

11.1 Policy 2 of the Chichester Local Plan: Key Policies 2014-2029 indicates that settlement
boundaries will be reviewed through “the preparation of Development Plan Documents and/or
Neighbourhood Plans”. An assessment was undertaken of the settlement boundary as part
of work on the Site Allocation DPD. The Settlement Boundary has been amended to take
account of the permitted exception site development at West Wittering.
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Table 12.1 Long list of candidate residential sites

Site addressSHLAA idParish

Land north of Stockbridge (part of South
West Chichester)

CC08209BAppledram

South West ChichesterCC08209Appledram and
Donnington

Boxgrove Primary SchoolBX0801Boxgrove

Land at The Folly Tinwood Lane, HalnakerHK1411Boxgrove

Land east of The StreetBX0806Boxgrove

Land west of Priors AcreBX0804Boxgrove

Land north of Boxgrove Primary SchoolBX0802Boxgrove

Land south of Crouch Cross LaneBX0803Boxgrove

Land west of the StreetBX0805Boxgrove

Land north of Boxgrove PrioryBX1409Boxgrove

Land east of Boxgrove PrioryBX1410Boxgrove

Land at Fairyhill and Fairyhill CottageChichester

Roussillon Barracks/ North of Ottway
Road

CC08397Chichester

West of ChichesterCC08212Chichester

GraylingwellCC08407Chichester

Roussillon BarracksCC08397Chichester

Land south of Graylingwell DriveCC08407Chichester

Land east of Peacock CloseCC08215Chichester

Warrendell, off Plainwood CloseCC1412Chichester

5 - 6 SouthgateCC1418Chichester

Sussex House, 12 Crane StreetCC1419Chichester

Bartholomews Ltd, Bognor RoadCC1415Chichester

Portfield Football GroundCC1413Chichester

The Woolstaplers Car ParkCC1414Chichester
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Site addressSHLAA idParish

The Regnum Club, 45A South StreetCC1416Chichester

The Heritage, Winden AvenueCC1417Chichester

Garage site at St James SquareCC08242Chichester

10 Fishbourne Road EastCC08247Chichester

East Walls & Shippams Socal ClubCC08400Chichester

Shippams FactoryCC08401Chichester

81 & 91 SpitalfieldCHIC025Chichester

Hay Road AllotmentsCC08252Chichester

Land South of Winterbourne RoadCC08297Chichester

28 Kings Avenue and land rear of 28
Kings Avenue

CC08248Chichester

Osborne House, Stockbridge RoadCC08253Chichester

Former Chichester High School for GirlsCC08399Chichester

Land at The Tannery, WestgateCC1422Chichester

18 Lavant RoadCC08246Chichester

Playing field at Central SchoolCC08258Chichester

Garages behind 28 Exton RoadCC08398Chichester

Land at Sherborne RoadCC1420Chichester

Land at St PancrasCC08250Chichester

Garage site at Green LaneCC08239Chichester

Land at Westgate roundaboutCC08259Chichester

Land west of Frederick RoadCC08260Chichester

Chichester High School for BoysCC08203Chichester

Former Petrol Filling Station & 3 Birdham
Road

CC08249Donnington

Land south of Southfields CloseCC08257Donnington

Selsey Tram, Stockbridge RoadCC1425Donnington
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Site addressSHLAA idParish

Former Petrol Filling Station & 3 Birdham
Road

CC08249Donnington

Windmill Bungalow, Queens AvenueCC08256Donnington

Gees CampingEast Wittering and
Bracklesham

Land at west of Bracklesham LaneEWBR08216AEast Wittering and
Bracklesham

Land at Bracklesham LaneEWBR08216BEast Wittering and
Bracklesham

Land south of Clappers LaneEWBR08221BEast Wittering and
Bracklesham

Land at Salthill RoadFB08271Fishbourne

Land east of Mosse GardensFB08230Fishbourne

Land to the rear of 11 Newport DriveFB08270Fishbourne

Land north of Clay LaneFB08276Fishbourne

Land west of Clay LaneFB08275  Fishbourne

Land west of Blackboy LaneFB08225Fishbourne

Land to the rear of 69 Fishbourne RoadFB08274Fishbourne

Land north of Fishbourne Road WestFB08229Fishbourne

Land north of Clay LaneFB08228Fishbourne

Land to rear of South barnFB08226Fishbourne

Land west of Portsmouth Water CompanyFB08278Fishbourne

Land north of Godwin WayFB08281Fishbourne

Land at Clay LaneFN08227Fishbourne

Land at Deeside AvenueFB08273Fishbourne

Land at Fishbourne East, Ham RoadFB1426Fishbourne

Land at Fishbourne Roman PalaceFB08272Fishbourne

Land north of Foxbridge DriveHN08232Hunston

Land north of 10 Oak ViewHN08236Hunston
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Site addressSHLAA idParish

Land south of Meadow CloseHN08285Hunston

Land east of Southover WayHN08286Hunston

Land at the corner of Church Lane and
Main Road

HN08287Hunston

Land south of Reedbridge FarmHN08325Hunston

Land south of the Carmelite ConventHN08234Hunston

Land east of Foxbridge DriveHN08245Hunston

Reedbridge FarmHN08233Hunston

Hunston Dairy FarmHN08288Hunston

Land at ChrisleeHN1430Hunston

Land at Bridge FarmHN1431Hunston

Land at Farmfield NurseryHN1432Hunston

Hunters Rest, Lavant RoadCC08254Lavant

Land north of Summersdale CourtCC08255Lavant

Land north of MarchwoodCC08204Lavant

Maddox WoodCC08254Lavant

Land north of Maddox WoodCC1421Lavant

Land at HammerwoodCH0807Lynchmere

Land at Sturt AvenueCH0820Lynchmere

Tennis courts at Blue Anchor HouseCH0822Lynchmere

Land west of the Mill TavernCH0809Lynchmere

Land at Sturt Meadow CottagesCH0810Lynchmere

Land north of Copse RoadCH0817Lynchmere

Land north of Old Hatch CottageCH0808Lynchmere

Camelsdale Recreation GroundCH0815Lynchmere

Deltoid Field, Vinnetrow RoadNMRC1439North Mundham

Land south of Stephens CottageNorth Mundham
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Site addressSHLAA idParish

Former Drayton Manor Landfill SiteCC1444Oving

The Fuel Depot, Bognor RoadOving

North of Gribble LaneO1446Oving

Lansdowne NurseryCC08418Oving

Shopwyke LakesCC08213Oving

Sherwood NurseryOving

WSCC DepotCC0903Oving

Westside HouseCC08208Oving

Shopwhyke NurseryCC1443Oving

Land off Oving RoadOving

UMA House, Portfield DepotCC08213Oving

Land at ShortlandsPL1503Plaistow

Land south of Foxbridge Cottage (North)IF08416Plaistow

Land south of Foxbridge Cottage (South)IF08416Plaistow

Land south of BarnwoodIF08371Plaistow

Land at Shortlands CopsePL1503Plaistow

Land north of TodhurstPL1204Plaistow

Land at Little Springfield FarmIF1501Plaistow

Land north of Little Springfield FarmIF1504does not relate well to
the existing
settlementPlaistow

Land west of Rolls RoyceWH08347Westhampnett

Corner of Claypit Lane and Madgwick
Lane

WH1202Westhampnett

Land west of The March CE SchoolWH08421Westhampnett

Land east of Rolls RoyceWH08325Westhampnett

Land west of OvernoonsWH08348Westhampnett

Land east of 11 Stane StreetWH08345Westhampnett
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Site addressSHLAA idParish

Land east of Dairy LaneWH08346Westhampnett

Land south of Ash KeysWH08405Westhampnett

Former civil defence siteWT1456Westhampnett

Land at Maudlin NurseryWH08211Westhampnett

Westerton FarmWT1457Westhampnett

Land east of Coach Road (former landfill
site)

WH1455Westhampnett

Land at Cemetery Lane (by Gypsy site)WB08147Westbourne

Land at Mill RoadWB1454Westbourne

Land south of the Church HallWB08148Westbourne

Garages and allotments at Churcher RoadWB08146Westbourne

Land to the rear of Lavender CottageWB08150Westbourne

Land to the rear of Well CottageWB08149Westbourne

Land at Paradise Lane/North StreetWestbourne

The Foxmeadow StudWB08141Westbourne

Chantry Hall FarmWB08142Westbourne

Land north of Longcopse laneWB08143Westbourne

Land west of Monks HillWB08144Westbourne

Land on north side of Cemetery LaneWB1453Westbourne
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Table 13.1 Long list of candidate employment/mixed use sites

Site AddressSHLAA id/IDParish

Land at Ham Farm EastBosham

Land at Ham Farm WestBosham

Bus DepotChichester

Royal Mail Sorting OfficeChichester

Bus StationChichester

Linpac SiteChichester

GraylingwellChichester

Plot 12 Terminus RoadEMP1513Chichester

Southern Gate, off Terminus RoadChichester

Barnfield DriveChichester

Land west of Frederick RoadEMP1509Chichester

Chichester High School for BoysEMP1511Chichester

Donnington ParkDonnington

Land south of A27 (opposite Terminus Road)EMP1512Donnington

Land at Clay LaneFB08227Fishbourne

Land to the rear of 69 Fishbourne RoadEMP1507Fishbourne

Land at Ham Farm, FIshbourne EastFB1426Fishbourne

Watery Lane Road frontageEMP1506Hunston

Land at ChrisleeHN1430Hunston

 Land south of Bognor RoadNMRC1440North Mundham

Walnut Tree FieldNMRC1438North Mundham

The Fuel DepotCC1444Oving

Land south of Shopwhyke RoadMU1504Oving

Shopwyke strategic development locationOving

Land south of Shopwhyke Road and west of
Sherwood Nursery

MU1503Oving
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Site AddressSHLAA id/IDParish

Land at Springfield Lorry ParkCC1445Oving

Chichester Garden CentreCC1460Oving

Land north of the Fuel DepotCC08203Oving

Drayton DepotOving

Land south of Foxbridge Drive (south)IF08416Plaistow

Ellis SquareSelsey

Easton FarmSidlesham

Land south east of TangmereTangmere

Tangmere Employment Area (City Field)Tangmere

Land south of Tangmere Airfield NurseriesTangmere

MoD Thorney IslandThorney

Land east of Rolls RoyceWH08325Westhampnett

Land west of Rolls RoyceWH08347Westhampnett

Land east of Coach Road (former landfill site)WH1455Westhampnett

Former Civil Defence Site (Westerton)WT1456Westhampnett
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Appendix 2: Local Plan Housing Provision by Parish (August 2015) 

Parish Local 
Plan
Housing 
Figure

Planning permissions
Since 1 April 2012 counting
towards parish numbers 
(number of dwellings
indicated)

Total housing
identified to 
date

Remaining 
housing to be 
identified in 
Site
Allocations 
DPD

Identified SHLAA
sites within
Settlement
Boundaries
(already counted in 
housing supply figures)

Comment

East Wittering 
&
Bracklesham

180 Land north east of Beech
Avenue (50)

50 130

Boxgrove 25 0 25
Chichester 
city 

235 The Regnum Club, South
Street (9)
Land north of 20 Otway
Road (17)
The Chequers, Oving Rd
(8)

34 201 Warrendell, off
Plainwood Close
Land at The Tannery,
Westgate

Hunston 25 Northmark, Foxbridge Drive
(18)

18 7

Lynchmere 10 0 10
North 
Mundham 

25 Land east of Palmer Place
(15)
Land south of Stoney
Lodge (25)

No sites identified but 
there is a proposed 
change to the 
Settlement
Boundary in the
DPD

Plaistow 10 0 10
West 
Wittering 

50 Land north of Chaucer
Drive (50

50 0 No sites identified but 
there is a proposed 
change to the 
Settlement
Boundary in the
DPD

Westbourne 25 0 25
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Chichester District Council

CABINET 1 December 2015

Making the Southbourne Parish Neighbourhood Plan

1. Contacts

Report Author: 
Valerie Dobson, Neighbourhood Planning Officer,
Tel: 01243 534594  E-mail: vdobson@chichester.gov.uk 

Cabinet Member:   
Susan Taylor, Cabinet Member for Housing and Planning, 
Tel: 01243 514034  E-mail: sttaylor@chichester.gov.uk  

2. Recommendations 

2.1. That the Council be recommended to make the Southbourne Parish 
Neighbourhood Plan part of the Development Plan for Chichester District 
(excluding the area within the South Downs National Park). 

3. Background

3.1. At its meeting on 8 September 2015 Cabinet approved the Southbourne Parish 
Neighbourhood Plan Examiner’s recommendation to proceed to referendum 
subject to modifications and approved the Decision Statement.  The Plan has 
subsequently proceeded to referendum.  The referendum held on Thursday 5 
November 2015 met the requirements of the Localism Act 2011 and the 
Neighbourhood Planning (Referendums) Regulations 2012.  More than 50% of 
those who voted were in favour of the plan being used to help decide planning 
applications in the plan area.  The turn-out was 27.38% and of those who voted 
87% were in favour of the Plan.

3.2. Accordingly it is recommended that the Southbourne Parish Neighbourhood Plan 
is made part of the Development Plan for Chichester District (excluding the area 
within the South Downs National Park).  A copy of the Southbourne Parish 
Neighbourhood Plan has been placed in the Members’ Room and is available on 
the Council’s website.

3.3. Chichester District Council will publish a formal decision statement as required 
under the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012.

4. Outcomes to be achieved

4.1. The making of the Southbourne Parish Neighbourhood Plan so that it becomes 
part of the Development Plan for Chichester District (excluding the area within the 
South Downs National Park).
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5. Proposal

5.1. That the Southbourne Parish Neighbourhood Plan be made so that it forms part 
of the Development Plan for Chichester District (excluding the area within the 
South Downs National Park).

6. Alternatives that have been considered

6.1. Paragraph 38A (4) (a) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 
requires that Chichester District Council must make the neighbourhood plan if 
more than half of those voting have voted in favour of the plan being used to help 
decide planning applications in the plan area. Chichester District Council is not 
subject to this duty if (and only if) the making of the plan would breach or would 
otherwise be incompatible with any EU obligation or any of the Convention rights 
(within the meaning of the Human Rights Act 1998). The making of the plan does 
not appear to breach or be incompatible with such legislation.

7. Resource and legal implications

7.1. None.
8. Consultation

8.1. Southbourne Parish Council, the community and local members have been 
involved throughout the process of preparation of the neighbourhood plan.

9. Community impact and corporate risks 

9.1. There has been strong community involvement through the development of the 
Southbourne Parish Neighbourhood Plan.  There are no additional corporate 
risks to making the plan.

10. Other Implications 

Crime & Disorder: None 
Climate Change: None
Human Rights and Equality Impact: None
Safeguarding: None

11. Background Papers

12.1 None
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Chichester District Council

CABINET  1 December 2015

Fishbourne Parish Neighbourhood Plan 

1. Contacts

Report Author: 
Valerie Dobson Neighbourhood Planning Officer
Tel: 01243 534594 E-mail: vdobson@chichester.gov.uk

Cabinet Member:   
Susan Taylor, Cabinet Member for Housing and Planning, 
Tel: 01243 514034 E-mail: sttaylor@chichester.gov.uk  

2. Recommendations 

2.1. That the Decision Statement as set out in the Appendix be published. 
2.2. That the Examiner’s recommendation that, subject to modifications as set 

out in the decision statement, the Neighbourhood Plan proceed to 
referendum be approved. 

3. Background

3.1. The Examination into the Fishbourne Neighbourhood Plan Submission Plan has 
now been completed and the Examiner’s report published.  The Examiner’s 
summary (section 9) is of particular note as it clearly sets out the Examiner’s 
general findings.

3.2. The Examiner has carefully considered the contents of the Fishbourne 
Neighbourhood Plan in relation to the requirements of the Basic Conditions.  In 
order to ensure the Neighbourhood Plan meets these requirements the 
Examiner recommends a number of modifications that should be made to the 
Plan.  Subject to the inclusion of these modifications (which relate principally to 
revisions to the wording and content of policies), he finds that the Plan would 
meet the basic conditions. 

3.3. On the basis that the Plan is amended to accommodate the identified 
modifications, the Examiner recommends that the draft Plan as modified should 
be submitted for referendum.

3.4. The Decision Statement (attached as an Appendix to this report) sets out the 
Examiner’s recommended modifications along with the justification for each of 
them.  This Decision Statement has been produced jointly with Fishbourne 
Parish Council. 

3.5. It is also the Examiner’s role to consider the referendum area and whether or not 
it is appropriate if the Plan is to proceed to referendum.  In this respect the 
Examiner considers that the referendum area should extend to the Plan area, 
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comprising the Parish boundary in accordance with the designated area as 
confirmed on 23 July 2013.

4. Outcomes to be achieved

4.1. That the Decision Statement for the Fishbourne Neighbourhood Plan is agreed 
for publication and that the Plan, subject to the modifications set out in the 
Decision Statement, proceeds to referendum. 

5. Proposal

5.1. In the light of the Examiner’s recommendation, it is proposed that the Decision 
Statement is agreed for publication.  It is further proposed that the Fishbourne 
Neighbourhood Plan should be modified as set out in the Decision Statement 
and should then proceed to referendum.

6. Alternatives that have been considered

6.1. That the Council does not agree the Decision Statement for publication and the 
Fishbourne Neighbourhood Plan cannot proceed to referendum. 

7. Resource and legal implications

7.1. The referendum will incur appropriate costs in line with the Council’s duties and 
procedures.  These costs will be met through existing budgets.  

8. Consultation

8.1. Fishbourne Parish Council and the local member have been involved in the 
completion of the Decision Statement and have agreed its contents. 

9. Community impact and corporate risks 

9.1. There may be a negative community impact if the Fishbourne Neighbourhood 
Plan is not agreed to proceed to referendum.  The Parish and community may 
lose confidence in the neighbourhood planning process. 

10. Other Implications 

Crime & Disorder: None 
Climate Change: None
Human Rights and Equality Impact: None
Safeguarding: None

11. Appendix

11.1 Fishbourne Neighbourhood Plan Decision Statement 

12. Background Papers

12.1. None
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Appendix 

F11f

Chichester District Council

Chichester District Council Local Planning Authority 

Fishbourne Neighbourhood Plan 2014-2029

DECISION STATEMENT

1. Introduction

1.1 Under the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended), the Council 
has a statutory duty to assist communities in the preparation of 
Neighbourhood Plans and Orders and to take plans through a process of 
examination, referendum and adoption.  The Localism Act 2011 (Part 6 
Chapter 3) sets out the local planning authority’s responsibilities under 
Neighbourhood Planning.

1.2 This report confirms that the modifications proposed by the examiner’s report 
have been accepted, the draft Fishbourne Neighbourhood Plan has been 
altered as a result of it and that this plan may now proceed to referendum.

2. Background

2.1 The Fishbourne Neighbourhood Development Plan relates to the area that 
was designated by Chichester District Council as a neighbourhood area on 23 
July 2013.  This area is coterminous with the Fishbourne Parish Council 
boundary that lies within the Chichester District Council local planning 
authority area. 

2.2 Following the submission of the Fishbourne Neighbourhood Plan to the 
Council, the plan was publicised and representations were invited.  The 
publicity period ended on 10 July 2014.

2.3 Mr Jeremy Edge was appointed by Chichester District Council, with the 
consent of Fishbourne Parish Council, to undertake the examination of the 
Fishbourne Neighbourhood Development Plan and to prepare a report of the 
independent examination.

2.4 The examiner’s report concludes that, subject to making minor modifications 
recommended by the examiner, the Plan meets the basic conditions set out in 
the legislation and should proceed to a Neighbourhood Plan referendum.

2.5 Having considered each of the recommendations made in the examiner’s 
report, and the reasons for them, the Parish Council has decided to make the 
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modifications to the draft plan referred to in Section 3 below, to ensure that 
the draft plan meets the basic conditions as set out in the legislation. 

3. Decision

3.1 The Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012 require the local 
planning authority to outline what action to take in response to the 
recommendations of an examiner made in a report under paragraph 10 of 
Schedule 4A to the 1990 Act (as applied by Section 38A of the 2004 Act) in 
relation to a neighbourhood development plan.

3.2 Having considered each of the recommendations made by the examiner’s 
report, and the reasons for them, Chichester District Council in consent with 
Fishbourne Parish Council, has decided to accept the modifications to the 
draft plan.  Table 1 below outlines the alterations made to the draft plan under 
paragraph 12(6) of Schedule 4B to the 1990 Act (as applied by Section 38 A 
of the Act) in response to each of the examiner’s recommendations and the 
justification for them. 

Table 1: Recommendations by the Examiner agreed by Chichester 
District Council in consent with Fishbourne Parish Council

Note: green text/regular font refers to the submission version of the Neighbourhood 
Plan; red text/italic font and strikethroughs provides the Examiner’s amendments.

POLICY MODIFICATION RECOMMENDED JUSTIFICATION

All text Minor updating and amendments to cross 
referencing as a result of other modifications 

For clarity and 
completeness.

Policy 
SD1

POLICY SD 1: Land to the south of Clay Lane 
east of Mosse Gardens is allocated to deliver 2 x 
25 dwellings of an appropriate size, tenure and 
mix to be determined in accordance with the 
requirements of the development plan.

Proposals for the site should:

 Provide access from Clay Lane;
 Provide pedestrian access via Mosse Gardens to 
encourage walking to the Station and to Fishbourne 
Pre–School and Fishbourne Primary School.
 Provide sufficient parking provision in line with 
West Sussex County Council parking standards
 Seek to extend the 30mph speed limit area 
further along Clay Lane
 Provide appropriate street lighting and 
pavements

To meet the Basic 
Conditions.
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 Provide pedestrian access via Mosse Gardens to 
the Station, Fishbourne Pre–School and Fishbourne 
Primary School.
 Demonstrate by means of design and layout 
the mitigation of Indicate how the design/layout 
can mitigate the likely “in combination” impact 
of development on the Chichester and 
Langstone Harbours SPA and or making an 
appropriate contribution to the Interim Solent 
Recreation Mitigation Strategy or subsequent 
iteration.

Policy 
SD2

Land at the Roman Palace is allocated to 
deliver up to 15 dwellings of the appropriate 
size, tenure and mix. Proposals for the site 
should:
 Ensure the existing Emperor Way 
cycle/pedestrian link is enhanced and 
maintained to encourage connectivity between 
Fishbourne and Chichester City.
 Reflect and enhance the setting and 
character Reflect and enhance the setting, 
character and significance of the internationally 
renowned archaeological site of Fishbourne 
Roman Palace 

 Demonstrate by means of design and layout 
the mitigation of the likely “in combination” 
impact of development on the Chichester and 
Langstone Harbours SPA and make an 
appropriate contribution to the Interim Solent 
Recreation Mitigation Strategy, or subsequent 
iteration.

Southern Water’s infrastructure crosses the 
proposed site at Mosse Gardens. Therefore, 
the development should be designed to: (i) 
avoid building over it so that it can continue 
to function effectively and (ii) provide access 
for maintenance purposes.

To meet the Basic 
Conditions.

Text for 
Policy 
SD1

Add as text in justification of policy SD1:
Southern Water’s infrastructure crosses the 
proposed site at Mosse Gardens. Therefore, 
the development should be designed to: (i) 
avoid building over it so that it can continue 
to function effectively and (ii) provide access 
for maintenance purposes.

To meet the Basic 
Conditions.
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Policy 
SD3

POLICY SD 3: GENERIC 
DEVELOPMENT CONSTRAINTS 
for new building in Fishbourne. 
are as follows:

Development proposals within the 
parish should have regard to the 
following constraints: 

1) Impact of Development and Recreational 
Disturbance (particularly at the head of the 
Fishbourne Channel), Chichester and 
Langstone Harbours SPA and Ramsar Site 
immediately to the north - west of the village.

2) Fishbourne Meadows, a SNCI, adjoins 
the village to the south - east.
3) Areas of flood risk which extend from 
Chichester Harbour and follow the River Lavant 
to the south of the village (Flood zones 2 and 
3).
4) The southern part of the village, south of 
the A259 which is within the Chichester Harbour 
AONB.
5)   The Conservation Area which covers the 
southern part of the village.
6)   Fishbourne Roman Site Scheduled 
Ancient Monument and associated Historic 
Park and Garden extends to the south and 
east.
7) The limited capacity available at the 
Apuldram Waste Water Treatment Site. There 
will be a limited amount of headroom at the 
Apuldram Waste Water Treatment Site, from 
April 2014, as the result of the installation of 
UV treatment on the storm overflow to mitigate 
the impact of discharges on the Harbour. (The 
50 homes allocated in the Neighbourhood Plan 
have been identified by the District Council in 
their Wastewater Position Statement as 
development expected to connect to Apuldram 
WwTW once the UV treatment is in place.)
All developments are required to provide a 
connection to the sewer system at the nearest 
point of adequate capacity in the local 
sewerage system, as advised by Southern 
Water and in accordance with NPPF (para 
157).
Development proposals will need to show that 
they include sustainable drainage systems.
No surface water from new development shall 
be discharged to the public foul or combined 
sewer systems.
8) To comply with NPPF (para 177) which 

To meet the Basic 
Conditions.
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states that it is important “to ensure that there 
is a reasonable prospect that planned 
infrastructure is deliverable in a timely fashion”, 
New and improved utility physical and social 
infrastructure will be encouraged and permitted 
in order to meet the identified needs of the 
community.
A Conservation Area covers the southern part of the 
village.
Fishbourne Roman Site Scheduled Ancient 
Monument and associated Historic Park and 
Garden extends to the south and east.

Text to 
Policy 
SD3

Add text to justification of Policy SD3 
for clarification:
In the light of limited residual capacity of the 
Apuldram Wastewater Treatment Works, 
developers are advised to discuss capacity for 
development proposals with Southern Water and 
the District Council prior to making planning 
applications which would involve use of the 
Apuldram WwTW.

For clarification

Policy E1 Proposals that support the development 
of small scale businesses that meet the 
needs of the community will be permitted 
provided that they would:
 Not involve the loss of dwellings
 Not increase noise levels to an extent 
that they would unacceptably disturb 
occupants of nearby residential property
 Not generate unacceptable levels of traffic 
movement or pollution
 Contribute to the character and vitality of the local 
area
 Be well integrated into and complement existing 
businesses, such as the small industrial estate at 
Polthooks Farm or sites which already have some 
commercial activity but where there is potential for 
small development (such as Bosham Clinic, 
Hillier’s Garden Centre and Fishbourne Roman 
Palace). This is compliant with CLT 16.6.

To meet the Basic 
Conditions.

Policy 
ENV1

POLICY ENV 1: Protection of Green Spaces

Within the Fishbourne Neighbourhood Plan, the 
following Green Spaces have been identified and are 
shown on the Green Spaces map:

We define “Green Spaces” 

To meet the Basic 
Conditions.
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 Fishbourne Playing Field and the Fishbourne 
Centre
 Fishbourne Meadows
 The entrance to Creek End
 Landscaped entrance to Roman Way
Development that results in the loss of Green Spaces 
or significant harm to their character, appearance or 
general quality, or amenity value, will not be 
permitted unless compensatory provision of 
equivalent benefit from the provision of suitable 
replacement Green Space shall be provided.  For the 
purpose of this policy, “Green Spaces” are defined as 
“undeveloped spaces which are capable of delivering 
aesthetic, environmental and quality-of-life benefits 
for the local community”. This would not include 
agricultural land which would be protected under 
separate policies.
Development that results in the loss of Green 
Spaces or in significant harm to their character, 
appearance or general quality or amenity value 
will be permitted ONLY if the Community gain 
equivalent benefit from the provision of suitable 
replacement green space.
Existing open spaces, sports and recreational 
facilities should not be built on unless the resultant 
loss would be replaced by equivalent or better 
provision in terms of quantity and quality. This 
policy allocates specific open spaces in the village 
as “local green spaces” in line with the NPPF which 
are to be protected from development. These are 
shown on the Local Green Spaces map.
“Local Green Spaces” to be protected from 
development are:
 Fishbourne Playing Field and the Fishbourne 
Centre
 Fishbourne Meadows
 The entrance to Creek End
 Landscaped entrance to Roman Way

Policy 
ENV3

POLICY ENV 3:  Flood Risk Mitigation

Policy ENV 3: Development proposals should include 
an appropriate assessment of flood risk to ensure that 
development occurs in areas of lower flood risk where 
possible. Where necessary, development proposals 
should include appropriate flood risk mitigation 
measures to demonstrate that the impact of the 
proposals will not result in increased flood risk. 

To meet the Basic 
Conditions.

Policy T1 POLICY T 1: Sustainable Transport

Development proposals will be supported only if 

To meet the Basic 
Conditions. 
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they show how they will contribute to a policy of 
sustainable travel in the village. Developments 
impacting negatively on cycleways and footpaths in 
the village will not be acceptable. Development 
proposals will be supported where they contribute to 
sustainable travel behaviour in the village through 
enhancements to cycleways and footpaths”

Policy T2 POLICY T 2: Encouraging Sustainable Transport 
Traffic Speeding and Volume
Development proposals which enhance the delivery 
of sustainable transport   including traffic calming 
and enhancing pedestrian safety will be supported.  
Where proposed development is likely to cause 
harm to the objective of delivering sustainable 
transport, planning permission will normally be 
refused, unless proportionate mitigation measures 
are offered sufficient to make the proposed 
development acceptable. Mitigation measures may 
include contributions towards the improvements 
specified under Project 8b to the Plan within Areas 1 
and 2 as defined on plan. [currently schematic plan 
on Page 12 to be revised].  

To meet the Basic 
Conditions.

Note 
following 
Policy T2

‘FNPSG acknowledge that there is a view that the 
implementation of Transport policies depends on the 
actions of other agencies and that such policies do 
not deal with land use or development. Nevertheless, 
it takes the view that, on balance, the above policies 
are rightly placed within this section since the two 
policies are in line with NPPF and contain 
requirements of which planning applicants would 
need to take note.”

Note not required in 
light of changes to 
Policy T2.

Appendix 2: Examiner’s Recommended Revisions to the Projects text

Section 4. 
Projects

The Examiner also recommended changes to 
Section 4 of the Fishbourne Neighbourhood Plan 
relating to the projects along with a justification for 
these recommended amendments. Although these 
do not directly relate to the policies, the Parish 
Council has agreed the suggested changes would 
strengthen the Plan and the Parish is content to 
make these amendments. 

The recommended amendments are set out in 
Appendix 2 of the Examiner’s report and the report 
states the justification for these at paragraph 6.6:

6.6 Whilst I accept the Plan’s statement in the third 

These ensure the thrust 
of the Plan complies 
with national and local 
planning land use 
policies.  
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paragraph of this section which states; “These 
projects do not have planning weight but are 
included in the plan as a part of a holistic approach 
and as a focus for community action”, I remain 
concerned that there is a need for changes in the 
text of Section 4 in order that the thrust of the Plan 
complies with national and local planning land use 
policies.  I have therefore attached recommended 
alterations to, “Section 4 Projects –Delivering the 
Plan” in Appendix 2.  I have provided a commentary 
and justification for those recommended changes in 
blue text.  If these alterations are accepted there 
would need to be a re-numbering of the projects 
within the Plan.

4. Conclusion

4.1 The Authority (Chichester District Council) confirms that the Fishbourne 
Parish Neighbourhood Development Plan 2014-2029, as revised, meets the 
basic conditions mentioned in paragraph 8(2) of Schedule 4B to the Town and 
Country Planning Act and complies with the provisions made by or under 
Sections 38A and 38B of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.  
The Fishbourne Parish Neighbourhood Plan can now proceed to referendum. 

4.2 It is recommended that the Fishbourne Parish Neighbourhood Development 
Plan 2014-2029 should proceed to referendum based on the neighbourhood 
area defined by Chichester District Council on 23 July 2013. 

4.3 This decision has been made according to the advice contained in the above 
report in response to the recommendations of the examiner made in a report 
under paragraph 10 of Schedule 4B to the 1990 Act (as applied by Section 
38A of the 2004 Act) in relation to the Neighbourhood Development Plan. 
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Chichester District Council

CABINET        1 December 2015

Electric vehicle charging in the Council’s car parks

1. Contacts

Report Author:
Simon Ballard, Senior Environmental Protection Officer, 
Tel: 01243 534695  E-mail: sballard@chichester.gov.uk

Cabinet Member:   
Roger Barrow, Cabinet Member for Environment, 
Tel: 01243 514034 E-mail: rbarrow@chichester.gov.uk

2. Recommendation 

2.1. That up to two bids be made to The Office for Low Emission Vehicles 
(OLEV) to enable the installation of electric vehicle charging points 
(EVCPs) in selected District Council owned car parks.

2.2. That a 25% match fund budget for the bid(s) to OLEV to a maximum of 
£45,000 be approved, funded from the car parks budget.

2.3 That the Head of Commercial Services be authorised to give appropriate 
notice of any revised charges pursuant to the Off-street Parking Places 
(Consolidation) Order 2015 (or to the relevant Parking Places Order at the 
time) and the Road Traffic Act 1984.

2.4 Should for any reason the grant bid not be successful, or if only a partial 
award is made, then the Head of Housing and Environment Services is 
authorised, following consultation with the Cabinet Member for 
Environment, to utilise the approved funding in appropriate locations to 
deliver a reduced scheme.

3. Background

3.1. CDC installed two electric vehicle charging points (EVCPs) in East Pallant car 
park in 2011.  Since that time there have been in excess of 2500 charging 
events.  Anecdotal evidence suggests that demand now frequently outstrips 
supply for these posts.  Electric vehicle sales are rising steadily and the 
government aspires that by 2040 every new car and van in the UK will be an 
Ultra Low Emission Vehicle (ULEV).  ULEVs now represent greater than 1% of 
all new car sales.  The Office for Low Emission Vehicles intends to offer grant 
funding for the implementation of public facing EVCPs.  It is important that the 
car parks service offers EVCPs in response to the needs associated with the 
increasing penetration of EVs into the UK vehicle fleet.  This paper seeks the 
match funding finance required in order to facilitate a bid(s) for an OLEV grant.
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4. Outcomes to be achieved

4.1. To enable the installation of nine new EVCPs (18 charging bays) in selected 
CDC car parks and the updating of the existing points at EPH (the current two 
EVCPs replaced with one to service two charging bays).  Users of the service 
will be charged for parking, electricity and related transactional fees.  Five of the 
EVCPs will be of the ‘fast’ type that provides a full charge in approximately three 
hours and five will be of the ‘rapid’ type providing a full charge in one hour (see 
Appendix for a list of the sites and proposed charging facilities). There will be a 
time restriction on the bays so as to maximise turn-over and the Civil 
Enforcement Officers will monitor compliance with the revised Parking Order.

4.2. This will support the growing demand for EVCPs associated with the increasing 
numbers of EVs on the UKs roads and is congruent with the Corporate Plan 
objectives to ‘support sustainable living’ and ‘maintain clean pleasant and safe 
public places’.

4.3. To annually assess the usage statistics for the EVCPs and the revenue 
generated by charging for the service.  The minimum success criteria are that 
the EVCPs are revenue neutral.  The local nitrogen dioxide (NO2) emissions 
avoided from diesel vehicles through the power provided at the posts will also be 
calculated.

5. Proposal

5.1. There are currently in excess of 35,000 electric vans and cars in the UK of which 
6,000 are in the South East.  Electric vehicle sales continue to grow and the 
government is supporting the market through a variety of schemes.  CDC’s car 
parks need to respond to the related need for such vehicles to be able to access 
points where they can recharge their batteries.

5.2. There are a variety of factors that will influence demand for public facing EVCPs 
and it is not yet clear how these factors will play out and so the scale of the 
future demand is difficult to estimate.  As such, a modest number of EVCPs is 
proposed accompanied by a watching brief to assess demand and respond 
accordingly.

5.3. The implementation of EVCPs will support existing owners of EVs and 
encourage the purchase of EVs.  There will be a small one-for-one loss of 
conventional parking spaces.  However, this is considered so minimal as not to 
disadvantage drivers of conventionally fuelled vehicles.

5.4. OLEV indicate that their grant(s) will be open for bids late in 2015. There may be 
two grant streams, one for fast EVCPs and one for rapid EVCPs.  Subject to 
successfully being awarded grant monies, it is expected that the EVCPs will be 
rolled out within 12 months.

5.5. The next step is to submit a bid(s) to OLEV when the bid windows open. 
Subsequently a procurement exercise will be undertaken prior to appointing a 
provider and implementing the EVCPs.
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6. Alternatives that have been considered

6.1. A do nothing approach has been considered.  This would not be responsive to 
the changing composition of the UK car and van fleet and the related increasing 
demand for EVCPs.  A do nothing approach would disadvantage local EV 
market growth and not be supportive of existing EV drivers’ needs or the 
Council’s approved Corporate Plan objectives. 

6.2. Installing a larger number of EVCPs has also been considered.  However, with 
demand uncertain this would pose a higher risk of the project not being revenue 
neutral. 

6.3. Installing 50kW ‘rapid’ chargers, which give an 80% charge in twenty minutes 
has also been considered.  This option is currently discounted as there is no 
CDC car park location where the power supply is adequate to allow this option 
without upgrading the three phase power supply. 50kW ‘rapid’ chargers are also 
most suited to locations on, or close to, the strategic road network. For these 
reasons 50kW ‘rapid’ chargers are not thought to be the right option nor to offer 
good value for money in the locations proposed by this paper.

6.4. Installing in all CDC car parks 22kW ‘rapid’ EVCPs that give an 80% charge in 
one hour has also been considered.  This option is only deliverable in five car 
parks (Midhurst, Market Avenue, Avenue de Chartres, East Pallant and 
Bosham) as in all other locations the power supply is inadequate and would 
involve significant additional expense. In these locations 7kW ‘fast’ chargers are 
proposed.  

6.5. A quote from one provider indicates that a typical price for delivery and 
installation of a 22kW ‘rapid’ EVCP costs approximately £18K and for a 7kW 
‘fast’ EVCP approximately £9K. These figures include various civil engineering 
and electrical engineering works.

6.6. No other options are identified. 

7. Resource and legal implications

7.1. The bulk of the capital budget for the project will be sought from the OLEV grant.  
Nevertheless, it is anticipated that the grant(s) will require a 25% funding match 
of approximately £45,000 from car parks budget for which this paper seeks 
approval.

7.2. It is proposed that users of the EVCP’s will pay parking charges in the usual 
way.  Users will also be charged for the electricity that they use and the related 
transactional fees.  These monies will be billed through their account with the 
EVCP service provider and returned to the CDC revenue account. 

7.3. EVCPs attract revenue costs for service, maintenance and data-management. 
For the total proposed ten EVCPs these are estimated at £4,675/year.  The tariff 
charged to users through the EVCP can be adjusted to off-set this revenue loss 
though if all posts have zero usage then CDC remains exposed to this annual 
loss.  In any case CDC will seek to capitalise the first three years’ worth of this 
revenue in the bid to OLEV such that, subject to any grant including this sum, 
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CDC would only be exposed to this revenue loss from year four of EVCP 
operation onwards. 

7.4. The Chichester District Parking Order will require amendment to reflect the 
changes.

7.5. Procurement will be undertaken once the award for the grant has been made 
and will be implemented by existing staff in the Environmental Protection, Car 
Parks Services and Building Services teams.  No IT requirements are identified 
beyond existing resources.

7.6. The installation works to implement the EVCPs require the digging of trenches 
(to lay cables) across various car parks and in some locations the upgrade of 
related electricity supplies.  These costs are included in the monies sought here.

7.7. The total EVCP installation costs of £143,845 (capital) have been uplifted by 
20% as a contingency to give the suggested match contribution of £45,000.

8. Consultation

8.1. The following consultations were carried out:

(a) A paper was taken to SLT on 8 June 2015.  It was agreed that CDC should 
apply for the OLEV grant subject to consideration of demand and that the 
EVCPs should be cost neutral for parking income.  Demand for the EVCPs is 
difficult to predict and as such so is revenue modelling. This has led to the 
suggested number of EVCPs with a watching brief. 

(b) The proposal was considered by the Parking Forum meeting on 10 
September 2015.  The Forum recommended a phased approach to the 
introduction of the EVCPs. This has also supported the approach of a 
minimal number of EVCPs with a watching brief.

(c) Further consultation will be undertaken as part of the amendment to the 
Parking Order.

9. Community impact and corporate risks 

9.1. The project is considered to have a positive impact on the community, 
supporting users of EVs and encouraging others to buy low emission vehicles 
with ancillary benefits in relation to local air quality.

9.2. There remains the risk that the EVCPs will suffer from low usage and therefore 
CDC will suffer a loss of parking income. The maximum exposure is £4,675/year 
(see 7.2) based on zero usage of all ten posts (twenty bays). This revenue loss 
can be entirely off-set by charging events and their associated parking charge. 
The EVCPs will appear on the provider’s website such that potential users are 
aware of their location so as to maximise their use.  Usage of these bays will be 
closely monitored.

9.3. If it is decided at a future date that EVCPs should be installed in further rural 
CDC car parks then it is possible that installation of such infrastructure would not 
be supported by government grant.  
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9.4. Whilst conversations with OLEV indicate that there will be a grant scheme such 
a scheme is not yet announced and bids to the scheme might not be awarded 
grant monies. As such it remains possible that CDC does not receive grant 
monies for this work and an alternative implementation plan will need to be 
delivered.

9.5. Life cycle analysis energy consumption calculations suggest that electric 
vehicles have a lower climate change impact than conventionally fuelled 
vehicles. 

9.6. The suggested locations for rapid 22kW chargers are based on locations where 
an adequate three-phase electricity supply is available to power the units. The 
final suitability of these locations will depend on site inspections and advice from 
SSE. 

10. Other Implications 

Yes No
Crime & Disorder: 
Climate Change: 
Human Rights and Equality Impact: 
Safeguarding: 

11. Appendix

11.1 Appendix: Table of proposed installation locations and charger type:
Type and number of EVCPsa:

CDC car park name: Rapid 1 hour (22kW) Fast 3 hour (7kW)
Avenue de Chartres, 
Chichester

1 2

Market Avenue (Cattle 
Market), Chichester

1

Northgate, Chichester 1
Midhurst 1
Bosham 1
Petworth 1
Selsey 1
East Pallant House 1

TOTAL NUMBER of 
EVCPs:

5 5

a Note: Each EVCP is double-headed and so services two parking bays with 
simultaneous car charging facilities.

12. Background papers

12.1 None.
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Chichester District Council

CABINET 1 December 2015

Determination of the Council Tax Base for 2016/17

1. Contacts

Report Author:
Christine Christie Revenues and Performance Manager
Tel 01243 785166 ext. 3349. Email: cchristie@chichester.gov.uk

Cabinet Member:   
Philippa Hardwick, Cabinet Member for Finance and Governance Services 
Tel: 01428 642464 E-mail: phardwick@chichester.gov.uk

2. Executive Summary

The purpose of this report is to set the taxbase for the 2016/17 financial year. The 
taxbase is effectively an estimate of the number of council tax dwellings in the 
district. This is adjusted for the effect of the discounts and exemptions, properties 
being in different valuation bands expressed as the number of band D equivalent 
dwellings in the district. This figure is then adjusted for the assumed collection rate.

Appendices 1 and 2 to this report show details of the taxbase for the district and the 
taxbase relevant to each parish.

At its meeting on 7 July 2015 Cabinet resolved that the principle of making a grant to 
parish councils in relation to the Council Tax Reduction scheme should continue for 
the 2016/17 financial year.  The figures are shown in appendix 3 to this report.

3. Recommendation 

3.1. That the council tax discounts to apply for the 2016/17 financial year are:-

(a) Nil discount for second homes (to include those with planning 
restrictions – (Prescribed classes A & B))

(b) Nil discount for vacant, unoccupied and substantially unfurnished 
properties to include those properties which would previously have 
qualified for Class C exemption (Prescribed class C)

(c) 100% discount for unoccupied properties which would previously have 
qualified for Class A exemption (properties in need of or undergoing 
major repair)

3.2. That an Empty Home Premium of 50% be charged for the 2016/17 financial 
year.

3.3. That no additional locally defined classes of discount should be 
determined for the 2016/17 financial year
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3.4. In order to comply with Section 35 of the Local Government Finance Act 
1992, that the following resolutions are made:

(i) No item of expenditure shall be treated as “special expenses” for the 
purposes of Section 35 of the Local Government Finance Act 1992;

(ii) This resolution shall remain in force for the 2016/17 financial year;

(iii) The calculation of the Council’s taxbase for the year 2016/17 is 
approved;

(iv) The amounts calculated by the Council as its council taxbase for the 
year 2016/17 for its area and each part of its area shall be those set out 
in appendices 1 and 2 to this report;

(v) In order to offset some or all of the costs of Council Tax Reduction to 
local  precepting authorities (Parish Councils), a grant is distributed as 
outlined in appendix 3 and described in paragraphs 6.4 to 6.5 of this 
report.

4. Background

4.1. The taxbase is a measure of the taxable capacity of the district and is set during 
the period 1 December to 31 January.  Parish Councils, the County Council and 
Police are then notified of the proposed taxbase for the area relevant to them.  
As the billing authority, the District Council is then responsible for the payment 
of precepts from the collection fund or general fund for levies and parish 
precepts.

5. The Taxbase Calculation

5.1. The Council taxbase represents the estimated full year number of chargeable 
dwellings in the area expressed as the equivalent number of band D dwellings.  
The taxbase calculations are based upon the numbers by council tax band in 
the Valuation List, plus the estimated new dwellings likely to be occupied during 
2016/17.  The result is adjusted for applicable discounts, exemption and 
reductions.  The figure of chargeable dwellings is further adjusted by an 
estimated collection rate of 99% (see paragraph 6.2 below).

5.2. Since 1 April 2013 the taxbase calculation for the District also takes account of 
our Council Tax Reduction scheme.  Properties where the resident will be in 
receipt of 100% Council Tax Reduction are fully disregarded in this calculation 
and pro rata for those on lower amounts.

5.3. A summary of the taxbase of each parish is shown in appendix 2.  

6. Proposal

6.1. Local discounts summary of proposals are shown in appendix 4.

Locally defined discounts 2015/16 2016/17
Prescribed class A and B second homes to 
include those with planning restrictions

Nil 
discount

Nil 
discount
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Prescribed class C vacant, unoccupied and 
substantially unfurnished properties to include 
properties that would previously have qualified for 
Class C exemption (vacant, unoccupied and 
substantially unfurnished properties up to a 
maximum of 6 months).

Nil 
discount

Nil 
discount

Prescribed class D properties that would 
previously have qualified for Class A exemption 
(properties in need of or undergoing major 
repair).

100% 
discount

100% 
discount

Empty Homes premium (properties that have 
been vacant for more than 2 years).

50% 50%

Locally defined class of person as defined in 
Section 13A (1) of the Local Government Finance 
Act 1992 as amended.

No class 
set

No class 
set

6.2. Collection Rate: An assumed ‘collection rate’ is used when calculating the tax 
base.  In determining the rate a number of factors are taken into consideration 
including losses in income through council tax banding reductions, absconds 
and backdated awards of discounts and exemptions.  In view of the changes to 
both council tax discounts and exemptions, and the introduction of localised 
Council Tax Reduction schemes, the assumed collection rate since 2013/14 has 
been set at 99%.  It is proposed to continue with a 99% collection rate for 
2016/17 calculations.

6.3. Special Items: Special expense items are those that relate to a part only of the 
District Council’s area.  The determination of such special expenses would 
necessitate the creation of a special expense area, which could be the whole of 
a parish, within a parish or across parish boundaries.  No such areas have been 
determined previously and it is recommended that the Council resolve that any 
special expenses should be treated as general expenses for tax setting 
purposes.

6.4. Allocation of grant to Parish Councils: At its meeting on 7 July 2015 Cabinet 
resolved that the principle of making a grant to parish councils in relation to the 
Council Tax Reduction scheme (totalling £144,590 for 2015/16) be continued in 
2016/17.  However, since the parish funding will no longer be identified in our 
settlement, it was further resolved that the amount be reduced in line with the 
overall reduction in government grant to the District Council.  At the time of the 
July Cabinet the reduction was not known.  Current indications are that the 
reduction may be in the region of 10.9%. Final confirmation will not be until the 
comprehensive spending review (due on 25 November 2015) and the final 
settlement (due late December) have been announced. It is proposed to use the 
10.9% figure as the basis of reducing the total pot available to parishes to 
enable them to set their budgets in a timely manner.

6.5. The grant has been focused more on those parishes suffering the most. 
Calculated on the basis that the draft settlement cut is 10.9%, the % of the 
parish funding met by grant has been reduced by 0.66% for every parish, which 
reduces the overall percentage from 6.92% to 5.55% allowing for roundings.  
This policy reduces our total grant to parishes by 10.9% subject to roundings, 
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which is the General Grant cut we expect in 2016/17.  The figures are shown in 
appendix 3.

7. Alternatives that have been considered

7.1. Cabinet considered all locally defined discounts at its meeting of 6 October 2015 
and resolved that a thorough review all of the locally defined discounts, in 
particular prescribed class D should be conducted, in preparation for the 
2017/18 taxbase setting.

8. Resource and legal implications

     8.1     The Local Authorities (Calculation of Tax Base) Regulations 1992 (as amended)  
requires the billing authority to calculate the taxbase for its area and notify the 
figure the precepting authorities in the period 1 December to 31 January in the 
preceding financial year. A delay in notifying the taxbase to precepting authorities 
could impact on their ability to set their budgets in time for setting council tax 
which must be set before 11 March in the financial year preceding that for which 
it is set.

 
9. Consultation

9.1. A consultation on the changes to Council Tax discounts and exemptions for 
second and empty homes was carried out during August and September 
2013/14 and the results of this were reported to members through the Members 
Bulletin Board. 

9.2. A consultation on the proposal to charge an Empty Homes Premium for 
properties that had been unoccupied and unfurnished for two years or more was 
carried out between August and September 2014 and the results were reported 
to Cabinet in December 2014.

9.3. No additional consultation has been carried out because there are no proposals 
to make further changes to Council Tax discounts and premia for 2016/17. 

10. Community impact and corporate risks 

10.1. The corporate risk of an inaccurate tax base is that there is potential for the 
collection fund to be in deficit or surplus.

10.2. Since April 2013 we and the precepting authorities have seen a reduction in tax 
base resulting from the implementation of the council tax reduction scheme. 

     The income generated from locally defined has helped to off-set this loss.
 
11. Other Implications 

Yes No
Crime & Disorder: x
Climate Change: x
Human Rights and Equality Impact: x
Safeguarding and Early Help: x
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12. Appendices

Appendix 1 - Taxbase for the District of Chichester 2016/17
Appendix 2 - Taxbase for each Parish within the District 2016/17

      Appendix 3 - Proposed allocation of grant to Parish Councils
Appendix 4 - Taxbase summary of proposals for local discounts

13. Background Papers 

13.1. None 
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Determination of taxbase for the District 2016-17
Appendix 1

Band@ Band A Band B Band C Band D Band E Band F Band G Band H Total
Chargeable properties * 2.7 2,216.0 4,785.7 12,340.0 10,591.7 7,561.7 5,282.3 5,150.7 1,104.7 49,035.5

Band D equivalents 1.5 1,477.3 3,722.2 10,968.9 10,591.7 9,242.1 7,630.0 8,584.5 2,209.4 54,427.6

Additional 50% income for prescribed classes
A & B  (Second Homes) as Band D
equivalents** 1,725.8

Additional Income for Empty Homes Premium
at 50% 50.0

Taxbase deduction for Council Tax Support -4,447.9

Total taxbase for the Chichester District for
2016-17 51,755.5

Adjusted for assumed collection rate of 99% 51,237.9

* Includes adjustments for Crown Property and
property with restricted planning permission
**For calculation purposes
Note 1;- All calculations are subject to roundings
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Determination of Taxbase by Parish 2016-17
Appendix 2

Parish
Basic Taxbase

Second Homes 50%
Second Homes
additional 50%

Basic Taxbase for
2016-17

Additional income
from Empty Homes

Premium

Taxbase deduction
for Council Tax

Support
Total Taxbase 

Adjusted for
assumed collection

rate of 99%
Appledram 94.1 3.3 97.4 0.0 -3.6 93.8 92.9
Barlavington 52.0 3.1 55.1 0.0 -0.8 54.3 53.8
Bepton 147.4 2.6 150.0 0.8 -2.5 148.3 146.8
Bignor 65.3 7.3 72.6 0.0 -1.4 71.2 70.5
Birdham 798.0 32.6 830.6 0.0 -42.0 788.6 780.7
Bosham 1,588.9 121.7 1,710.6 0.8 -85.9 1,625.5 1,609.2
Boxgrove 479.4 8.0 487.4 0.0 -48.8 438.6 434.2
Bury 378.9 15.2 394.1 0.9 -17.0 378.0 374.2
Chichester City 11,762.7 200.2 11,962.9 9.8 -1,321.1 10,651.6 10,545.4
Chidham 938.5 9.0 947.5 0.0 -72.2 875.3 866.5
Cocking 227.8 4.8 232.6 0.0 -12.2 220.4 218.2
Compton 221.3 10.4 231.7 0.0 -4.1 227.6 225.3
Donnington 1,044.1 8.9 1,053.0 0.0 -57.3 995.7 985.7
Duncton 224.3 11.7 236.0 0.0 -6.6 229.4 227.1
Earnley 294.7 67.0 361.7 0.5 -9.7 352.5 349.0
Eartham 50.2 2.6 52.8 0.0 -1.4 51.4 50.9
Easebourne 940.0 19.2 959.2 1.8 -63.6 897.4 888.4
East Dean 122.0 5.3 127.3 0.0 -9.2 118.1 116.9
East Lavington 119.4 9.2 128.6 0.3 -1.8 127.1 125.8
E.Wittering & Bracklesham 2,145.3 137.3 2,282.6 1.8 -251.5 2,032.9 2,012.6
Ebernoe 131.0 6.1 137.1 0.0 -1.2 135.9 134.5
Elsted & Treyford 163.1 9.8 172.9 0.4 -7.2 166.1 164.4
Fernhurst 1,384.9 19.9 1,404.8 0.8 -82.7 1,322.9 1,309.7
Fishbourne 1,092.0 9.7 1,101.7 1.4 -53.8 1,049.3 1,038.8
Fittleworth 530.1 17.6 547.7 0.5 -20.1 528.1 522.8
Funtington 828.8 17.2 846.0 0.8 -40.3 806.5 798.4
Graffham 327.9 15.7 343.6 0.8 -11.1 333.3 330.0
Harting 732.8 24.2 757.0 1.7 -50.4 708.3 701.2
Heyshott 151.6 16.6 168.2 0.0 -11.3 156.9 155.3
Hunston 481.6 3.2 484.8 1.0 -78.9 406.9 402.8
Kirdford 517.3 16.8 534.1 2.2 -24.2 512.1 507.0
Lavant 743.6 15.2 758.8 0.0 -78.7 680.1 673.3
Linch 39.5 4.3 43.8 0.0 -0.1 43.7 43.3
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Determination of Taxbase by Parish 2016-17
Appendix 2

Parish
Basic Taxbase

Second Homes 50% Total Taxbase 

Second Homes
additional 50%

Basic Taxbase for
2016-17

Additional income
from Empty Homes

Premium

Taxbase deduction
for Council Tax

Support

Adjusted for
assumed collection

rate of 99%
Linchmere 1,074.2 8.7 1,082.9 0.0 -39.6 1,043.3 1,032.9
Lodsworth 378.3 17.6 395.9 1.3 -9.9 387.3 383.4
Loxwood 786.0 8.3 794.3 0.0 -33.0 761.3 753.7
Lurgashall 327.5 22.1 349.6 0.6 -7.4 342.8 339.4
Marden 53.0 4.9 57.9 0.0 -0.9 57.0 56.4
Midhurst Town 2,461.0 29.2 2,490.2 1.6 -247.3 2,244.5 2,222.1
Milland 480.6 22.2 502.8 0.0 -10.1 492.7 487.8
North Mundham 613.8 12.2 626.0 0.0 -51.4 574.6 568.9
Northchapel 355.1 3.3 358.4 0.0 -32.0 326.4 323.1
Oving 444.1 8.1 452.2 1.4 -38.9 414.7 410.6
Petworth 1,378.9 31.2 1,410.1 6.4 -141.2 1,275.3 1,262.5
Plaistow & Ifold 1,106.3 15.4 1,121.7 0.3 -24.3 1,097.7 1,086.7
Rogate 796.7 20.8 817.5 1.2 -41.9 776.8 769.0
Selsey Town 4,675.9 191.1 4,867.0 0.3 -552.1 4,315.2 4,272.0
Sidlesham 611.4 23.0 634.4 0.0 -43.0 591.4 585.5
Singleton 256.8 13.5 270.3 1.1 -24.2 247.2 244.7
Southbourne 2,490.5 32.1 2,522.6 1.8 -206.3 2,318.1 2,294.9
Stedham with Iping 424.8 18.3 443.1 2.3 -28.8 416.6 412.4
Stopham 50.8 1.0 51.8 0.0 -3.1 48.7 48.2
Stoughton 346.4 12.3 358.7 0.0 -16.3 342.4 339.0
Sutton 119.7 12.9 132.6 0.0 -3.3 129.3 128.0
Tangmere 1,071.2 6.3 1,077.5 0.5 -131.1 946.9 937.4
Tillington 307.2 10.5 317.7 0.0 -19.3 298.4 295.4
Trotton with Chithurst 162.9 3.7 166.6 0.0 -10.0 156.6 155.0
Upwaltham 13.6 1.7 15.3 0.0 0.0 15.3 15.1
West Dean 221.3 11.4 232.7 0.8 -14.5 219.0 216.8
West Itchenor 357.8 57.8 415.6 1.0 -2.7 413.9 409.8
West Lavington 166.1 2.9 169.0 0.0 -0.9 168.1 166.4
West Thorney 223.6 0.0 223.6 0.0 0.0 223.6 221.4
West Wittering 1,645.1 231.0 1,876.1 0.4 -90.0 1,786.5 1,768.6
Westbourne 1,002.1 14.1 1,016.2 1.6 -94.0 923.8 914.6
Westhampnett 351.1 6.2 357.3 0.0 -22.8 334.5 331.2
Wisborough Green 761.5 13.1 774.6 1.1 -29.6 746.1 738.6
Woolbeding with Redford 93.8 3.2 97.0 0.0 -5.3 91.7 90.8

Totals 54,427.6 1,725.8 56,153.4 50.0 -4,447.9 51,755.5 51,237.9
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Summary of Grant to Parish Coucils to partially offset the loss in taxbase resulting from the CTR scheme
2016-17  appendix 3

2015-16 2016-17 2015-16 2016-17

Parish Precept Grant Total 
Grant as %

of total
Grant as %

of total  Grant £ Parish
Precept
request Grant Total

Grant as %
of total

Grant as %
of total Grant £

Appledram £1,800.00 0.00 £1,800.00 0.00 0.00 £0.00 Loxwood £37,730.00 1,120.29 £38,850.29 2.88 2.22 £863.88
Barlavington £2,152.37 0.00 £2,152.37 0.00 0.00 £0.00 Lurgashall £13,500.00 0.00 £13,500.00 0.00 0.00 £0.00
Bepton £4,500.00 0.00 £4,500.00 0.00 0.00 £0.00 Marden 0.00 0.00 £0.00 0.00 0.00 £0.00
Bignor £0.00 0.00 £0.00 0.00 0.00 £0.00 Midhurst Town£111,895.21 9,320.59 £121,215.80 7.69 7.03 £8,520.57
Birdham £42,489.22 957.96 £43,447.18 2.20 1.54 £671.20 Milland £29,980.00 0.00 £29,980.00 0.00 0.00 £0.00
Bosham £59,200.92 799.08 £60,000.00 1.33 0.67 £403.08 North Mundham£30,503.08 1,944.92 £32,448.00 5.99 5.33 £1,730.76
Boxgrove £32,000.00 2,491.04 £34,491.04 7.22 6.56 £2,263.40 Northchapel £27,375.00 2,625.18 £30,000.18 8.75 8.09 £2,427.18
Bury £20,373.49 626.51 £21,000.00 2.98 2.32 £487.91 Oving £29,362.00 983.48 £30,345.48 3.24 2.58 £783.20
Chichester City£503,680.00 46,616.84 £550,296.84 8.47 7.81 £42,984.88 Petworth £81,800.00 4,051.10 £85,851.10 4.72 4.06 £3,484.48
Chidham £24,438.87 561.13 £25,000.00 2.24 1.58 £396.13 Plaistow & Ifold £39,900.00 0.00 £39,900.00 0.00 0.00 £0.00
Cocking £13,000.00 548.59 £13,548.59 4.05 3.39 £459.17 Rogate £30,041.25 173.75 £30,215.00 0.58 0.00 £0.00
Compton £12,000.00 0.00 £12,000.00 0.00 0.00 £0.00 Selsey Town £247,374.00 26,444.84 £273,818.84 9.66 9.00 £24,637.63
Donnington £23,060.18 466.82 £23,527.00 1.98 1.32 £311.54 Sidlesham £23,213.10 1,006.90 £24,220.00 4.16 3.50 £847.04
Duncton £7,250.00 0.00 £7,250.00 0.00 0.00 £0.00 Singleton 10,227.00 665.63 £10,892.63 6.11 5.45 £593.74
Earnley £14,350.00 0.00 £14,350.00 0.00 0.00 £0.00 Southbourne £102,018.00 5,182.10 £107,200.10 4.83 4.17 £4,474.58
Eartham £0.00 0.00 £0.00 0.00 0.00 £0.00 Stedham with Iping£16,650.00 740.89 £17,390.89 4.26 3.60 £626.11
Easebourne £22,000.00 573.34 £22,573.34 2.54 1.88 £424.36 Stopham £944.62 55.38 £1,000.00 5.54 4.88 £48.78
East Dean £1,162.56 37.44 £1,200.00 3.12 2.46 £29.52 Stoughton £9,000.00 33.21 £9,033.21 0.37 0.00 £0.00
East Lavington £3,300.00 0.00 £3,300.00 0.00 0.00 £0.00 Sutton £5,047.63 0.00 £5,047.63 0.00 0.00 £0.00
E.Wittering & Bracklesham£135,000.00 10,599.74 £145,599.74 7.28 6.62 £9,638.78 Tangmere £60,000.00 6,649.17 £66,649.17 9.98 9.32 £6,209.28
Ebernoe £1,672.00 0.00 £1,672.00 0.00 0.00 £0.00 Tillington £9,925.76 164.24 £10,090.00 1.63 0.97 £97.65
Elsted & Treyford£2,758.82 0.00 £2,758.82 0.00 0.00 £0.00 Trotton with Chithurst2,000.00 63.04 £2,063.04 3.06 2.40 £49.43
Fernhurst £72,620.00 2,159.20 £74,779.20 2.89 2.23 £1,665.66 Upwaltham 0.00 0.00 £0.00 0.00 0.00 £0.00
Fishbourne £33,438.00 1,456.84 £34,894.84 4.17 3.51 £1,226.53 West Dean £10,342.00 241.36 £10,583.36 2.28 1.62 £171.51
Fittleworth £17,380.15 319.85 £17,700.00 1.81 1.15 £203.03 West Itchenor £20,200.00 0.00 £20,200.00 0.00 0.00 £0.00
Funtington £19,762.21 237.79 £20,000.00 1.19 0.53 £105.79 West Lavington£1,400.00 0.00 £1,400.00 0.00 0.00 £0.00
Graffham £9,500.00 0.00 £9,500.00 0.00 0.00 £0.00 West Thorney 0.00 0.00 £0.00 0.00 0.00 £0.00
Harting £28,305.00 954.09 £29,259.09 3.26 2.60 £760.98 West Wittering£94,239.00 551.03 £94,790.03 0.58 0.00 £0.00
Heyshott £5,250.00 77.92 £5,327.92 1.46 0.80 £42.76 Westbourne £59,811.00 4,607.32 £64,418.32 7.15 6.49 £4,182.16
Hunston £36,000.00 4,534.43 £40,534.43 11.19 10.53 £4,266.90 Westhampnett £20,000.00 0.00 £20,000.00 0.00 0.00 £0.00
Kirdford £48,869.52 859.48 £49,729.00 1.73 1.07 £531.27 Wisborough Green £39,699.39 300.61 £40,000.00 0.75 0.09 £36.61
Lavant £19,906.00 1,788.78 £21,694.78 8.25 7.59 £1,645.59 Woolbeding with Redford£4,500.00 30.08 £4,530.08 0.66 0.00 £0.00
Linch £0.00 0.00 £0.00 0.00 0.00 £0.00
Linchmere £60,469.89 937.63 £61,407.52 1.53 0.87 £532.34
Lodsworth £16,081.00 30.65 £16,111.65 0.19 0.00 £0.00

Total £2,462,448.24 £144,590.25 £2,607,038.49 5.55 4.89 £128,835.41
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Taxbase 2016-17
Appendix 4

Summary of proposals for local discounts 

1.1. Local discounts: The Local Government Finance Act 2003 (2003 Act) 
provided devolved powers for billing authorities to make decisions on 
council tax discounts for certain dwellings based on local circumstances 
such as second homes and long term empty dwellings.  Additional 
freedoms have been added by the Local Government Finance Act 2012 
(2012 Act): extending the range of discounts that can be awarded to 
second homes, allowing for an ‘empty home premium’, and allowing 
charging up to 100% Council Tax for some properties that were previously 
exempt.  It is recommended that some of these additional freedoms to 
raise the level of Council Tax on some properties are used in order to 
meet the additional cost of the local Council Tax Reduction Scheme.

1.2. The 2003 Act provided for three “prescribed classes” (A, B and C) of 
dwelling for which billing authorities may vary the discount awarded.  The 
2012 regulations expanded the range of discounts which may be given to 
these prescribed classes.

1.3. Prescribed classes A and B relate to unoccupied, furnished properties, i.e. 
second homes.  Between 2004/5, when the 2003 regulations came into 
force, and 2012/13, the Council set the discount for second homes at the 
minimum permissible i.e. 10%.  The discount was reduced to nil for 
2013/14.  At its meeting on 6 October 2015 Cabinet resolved to set the 
discount to nil for 2016/17 as the Council does not accept that there is a 
valid reason for treating second homes more favourably than first homes.  

1.4. Prescribed class C relates to unfurnished properties, which have been 
unoccupied for more than six months for which the discount may be 
between 50% and nil.  Since 2004/5 the Council has set the discount for 
these long term empty properties at nil and it is proposed to continue this.   
The old Class C exemption included vacant (unoccupied and substantially 
unfurnished) properties up to a maximum of 6 months which now fall into 
Prescribed class C and at its meeting on 6 October 2015 the Cabinet 
resolved that for the 2016/17 financial year a zero discount shall apply for 
unoccupied and unfurnished properties.  It is therefore proposed to set a 
discount of nil for the 2016/17 financial year, meaning full Council Tax will 
be payable, in order that owners are encouraged to bring their homes 
back into full occupancy as swiftly as possible. 

1.5. In addition to these local discounts, the 2012 Act gave Councils the power 
to impose an Empty Homes Premium on properties that have been vacant 
for more than 2 years. At its meeting on 3 June 2014 the Cabinet resolved 
that for the 2014/15 financial year the Empty Homes Premium should be 
levied on all eligible properties that had remained vacant for two years or 
more. Cabinet resolved to continue to charge a premium of 50% for the 
financial year 2016/17 at is meeting on 6 October 2015.  Bringing empty 
properties back into use forms part of the Council’s 2013-18 Housing 
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Taxbase 2016-17
Appendix 4

Strategy and the extra cost of an Empty Homes Premium may encourage 
owners of long term empty properties to bring them back into use.

1.6. A local discount of between nil and 100% replaced Class A exemptions, 
from 1 April 2013.  The old Class A exemption lasted for a maximum 
period of 12 months, included properties in need of or undergoing major 
repair to render them habitable or which were undergoing structural 
alterations, or less than six months had elapsed since the completion of 
such works.  At its meeting on 6 October 2015 Cabinet resolved to set this 
100% local discount for the 2016/17 financial year in order that owners are 
not discouraged from refurbishing properties in need of repair.

1.7. Section 13A(1) of the Local Government Finance Act 1992, as amended 
by the 2012 Act, allows the Council to set a class of person who will have 
their council tax reduced.  It is not recommended that any such classes 
should be set.
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Chichester District Council

CABINET                                       1 December 2015

Review of Street Trading controls in Chichester City Centre

1. Contacts

Report Author:
Laurence Foord, Licensing Manager 
Tel: 01243 534742 E-mail: lfoord@chichester.gov.uk

Cabinet Member:   
Roger Barrow, Cabinet Member for Environment
Tel: 01243 604243 E-mail: rbarrow@chichester.gov.uk

2. Recommendations 

2.1. That officers be authorised to undertake the necessary steps to vary the  
existing designation of Crane Street and part of St Martins Street, 
Chichester pursuant to Paragraph 2 of Schedule 4 of the Local 
Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982 from prohibited streets 
to consent streets; and

2.2. That following that process Council be requested to approve the re-
designation.

3. Background

3.1 The Council’s Licensing Team has received a formal request from the Chichester 
Business Improvement District (the ‘BID’) to review the existing street trading 
prohibitions in the City Centre (Appendix 1). In particular, the BID has requested 
that consideration be given to varying the existing designation of Crane Street and 
part of St Martins Street, Chichester from ‘prohibited streets’ to ‘consent streets’ 
under the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982 (the ‘Act’).

3.2 ‘Street Trading’ is prohibited within the City Centre of Chichester, other than the 
pedestrianised areas of East Street and North Street which are designated ‘consent 
streets’ under the Act. Prohibitions have been in place since 1991 and were last 
amended by Council in 2006 when approval was given for parts of East Street and 
North Street to become ‘consent streets’ to enable street trading to take part in 
those areas for a Farmers Market and occasional or charitable events.

3.3 A plan illustrating the extent of the current street trading prohibition/consent areas in 
the City Centre is shown at Appendix 2.  The locations of Crane Street and St 
Martins Street have been highlighted.  Both streets are within the current prohibited 
area. Therefore in order for street trading to occur at these locations the existing 
designation must be changed.
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3.4 In its simplest form ‘street trading’ means the selling or exposing, or offering for 
sale, of any article (including living things) in a street.  There are certain exemptions 
such as;

 Trading as a news vendor/selling periodicals such as ’The Big Issue’;
 Trading by a person acting as a pedlar who has a pedlars certificate granted 

by the Police, and
 Street collections or sales by charities with a Street Collection Permit.

3.5 Unless operating under one of these exemptions this means that persons wishing to 
sell items in East Street or North Street must obtain a Street Trading Consent from 
the Council.  Without such Consent trading is prohibited.  

3.6 The Act specifies that a Council shall not pass a resolution to designate a street or 
part of a street as a ‘consent street’ unless certain statutory steps have been taken. 
These include;

 The publication of a notice in a local newspaper setting out the Council’s 
intention to pass such a resolution;

 Serving a copy of the notice on the Chief Officer of Police for the area in which 
the street to be designated by the resolution is situated and on any highway 
authority for that street

 advertising the resolution for two consecutive weeks in the local press before 
any designation takes effect

4. Outcomes to be achieved

4.1 The purpose of the re-designation is to provide diversity in the shopping facility 
offered in the city centre whilst providing support for businesses particularly those in 
Crane Street and St Martin’s Street who have expressed their desire to this Council, 
via the BID, to increase trade and vibrancy into some of the side streets of 
Chichester City Centre.

4.2 Subject to the process outlined above that Officers report to Council to request a 
formal resolution seeking the potential variation of the designation of Crane Street 
and part of St Martins Street, Chichester from ‘prohibited streets’ to ‘consent streets’

5. Proposal

5.1 That officers proceed with the necessary actions to change the designation of 
Crane Street and part of St Martin’s street from prohibited to consent street, subject 
to the necessary process being completed.

6. Alternatives that have been considered

6.1 At its meeting on 3 March 2015 Cabinet considered various matters relating to 
markets and street trading within Chichester. One such outcome was for the 
General Licensing Committee to undertake a review of the current guidance in 
relation to street trading controls. 
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In conjunction with this report the General Licensing Committee, at its meeting on 
21 October 2015, agreed for officers to consider the following;

 Revision of the Street Trading Guidance to potentially permit street trading by 
smaller groups of stalls subject to the issue of a Street Trading Consent;

 Review of fees and delivery of service, and
 Consideration of introducing revised charges for future commercial markets held 

in the City Centre.

6.3 Do nothing – retain both Crane Street and St Martin’s Street as prohibited streets.

7. Resource and legal implications

7.1 Existing resource within Housing and Environment Services along with input from 
Legal Services will be required to undertake this exercise. 

8. Consultation

8.1 If approved the statutory process will be progressed including the placing of a public 
notice. Comments received will be reported to Council.

9. Community impact and corporate risks

9.1 Corporate and community risks are considered minimal albeit consideration must be 
given to the outcome of the consultation and the potential economic and wider 
impact on Chichester City Centre if the proposed areas are designated as ‘consent 
streets’.

10. Other Implications 

Crime & Disorder: No
Climate Change: No
Human Rights and Equality Impact: No
Safeguarding: No

11. Appendices

Appendix 1 Formal request from Chichester City Centre Partnership (the ‘BID’)

Appendix 2 Map illustrating current ‘Prohibited Streets’ and ‘Consent Streets’ in 
Chichester City Centre (along with location of Crane Street and St Martins 
Street) (printed in black and white, but available in colour on the website)

12. Background Papers

None
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APPENDIX 2
Current Chichester City Centre Prohibited/Consent areas with 

Crane Street and St Martin’s Street highlighted

CRANE STREET
ST MARTIN’S STREET
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 Chichester District Council

CABINET  1 December 2015

Methods of Income Collection

1. Contacts

Report Authors
Jane Dodsworth 
Tel: 01243 534729 ext 4729  E-mail: jdodsworth@chichester.gov.uk

Diane Kirkham
Tel: 01243 785166 E-mail dkirkham@chichester.gov.uk

Cabinet Member:   
Cllr Bruce Finch, Cabinet Member for Support Services 
Tel:  01243 351903 E-mail: bfinch@chichester.gov.uk
 

2. Recommendations 

2.1     To cease the option to pay for service by cheque, unless in exceptional 
circumstances, with effect from 1 April 2016.

2.2 To actively promote alternative methods of payment to customers currently 
paying by cheque. 

3. Background

3.1 In 2014-15 the Council received £134m in payment for services.  The table below 
sets out the payment methods available for customers, together with the number 
of payments made by each method:

Payment Method
No. of Transactions 
received annually

Direct Debit 396,170

Bank Transfer 50,830

Cash 6,380

Cheque 20,660

Web 28,490

Phone (Manual) 26,670

Phone (Touch-tone) 13,810

Allpay* 36,290

TOTAL 579,300

* Allpay is a payment card which allows payments to be made at Post Office or Paypoint outlets

 3.2 Since the closure of the cash office in 2004, only 1.1% of the Council’s receipts 
are made by cash.  Similarly, payment by cheque has seen a steady decline in 
the preceding five years with only 3.5% of payments being received by cheque.  
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This has been off-set by a significant rise in on-line card payments and since 
2012; automated telephone payments (see Appendix A). 

3.3 In response, the Council has increased the number of chargeable services 
available online and actively promotes payment by direct debit and the 
automated telephone system.  These methods enable customers to pay for 
services 24 hours a day, 7 days per week and are the most efficient way of 
processing payments for the Council.

3.4 This financial year will also see the introduction of a new online service for 
Revenues and Benefits customers enabling them to:

 View their account online e.g. amounts payable, transactions made, 
instalments due, benefit statements, payment dates, claim status and 
recovery notices

 Update their account e.g. change of name, address or contacts
 Register for E-billing 
 Apply for or cancel Single Person Discount
 Complete Direct debit instructions 

The service estimates this module will result in a reduction of between 10-20% of 
contacts in year 1 (10,000) whilst providing customers with access to their 
account and online service requests/payment 24 x 7.  

4. Outcomes to be achieved

4.1 To process those service requests previously paid by cheque, faster.

4.2 To reduce administrative processing of payments in order to free resources to 
deliver front facing services.

4.3 To encourage other, more effective and cheaper methods of payment 

4.4 To modernise the way in which the Council processes transactions and to deliver 
those transactions efficiently for the benefit of customers and the organisation.   

5. Proposal

5.1 In response to changing customer behaviour and the need to deliver services 
efficiently and innovatively, this proposal is to target those customers who 
regularly pay for repeat services by cheque and to migrate them to one of the 
other alternative methods of payment available.  Of the 20,660 cheques received 
11,300 (55%) are in payment of Business Rates, BID Levy and Council Tax.  All 
of these services are payable online, by the automated telephone system and, 
with the introduction of the new revenues and benefits module, Council Tax 
customers will be able to set up a direct debit online.  

5.2 Of the remaining 45% of customers paying by cheque (9,300), customers will be 
offered the following alternative methods of payment:

 Direct Debit
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 On-line card payment
 Automated telephone payment
 Chip and Pin payment; or
 Bank Transfer

5.3 This proposal has benefits for both the customer and the Council.  For customers 
paying by the above methods, the time taken to process their service request is 
reduced, whilst the time taken by staff to process a cheque for payment is also 
reduced, freeing up resources to deliver services.

5.4 It is recognised that there may be exceptional circumstances where it will be 
necessary to accept a cheque for the payment of a service, but this will be 
discouraged wherever possible.  

5.5 Those customers who pay for repeat chargeable services by cheque would be 
contacted to advise them of the alternative methods available prior to introducing 
this change in April 2016.

6 Alternatives that have been considered

6.1 The Council could continue to accept cheques; however cheques are the most 
time consuming of all payment methods, taking staff resources and delaying 
delivery of the service to the customer.  Continuing to accept cheques will not 
encourage the take up of more efficient means of payment.  As other payment 
methods have become available and are more popular and convenient for 
customers, the number of cheques has diminished significantly (see Appendix A). 

7 Resource and legal implications

7.1 In 2011 the Payments Council withdrew their plans to abolish cheques and 
undertook to maintain cheques indefinitely. Cheques (which are technically bills 
of exchange) are not included in the statutory definition of legal tender .There is 
therefore no legal obligation to accept a cheque as payment of a debt.

8 Consultation

8.1   Senior Managers have been consulted and are supportive of this proposal.

8.2 If supported by Cabinet, Managers will have three months to contact their 
customers regularly paying by cheque and to offer them an alternative payment 
method that best suits them. 

9 Community impact and corporate risks 

9.1 In recent years the Council has expanded the ways in which customers may pay 
for services and it is not the intention to discourage customers from using the 
Council’s services.  There is an acceptance that in exceptional circumstances 
there may be occasion when payment by cheque is the only option available and 
will be accepted, particularly in delivering critical services to more vulnerable 
members of the community.
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10. Other Implications 

Crime & Disorder: None
Climate Change: None
Human Rights and Equality Impact:  Paragraph 9.1 above confirms 
that where payment by cheque is the only option available to the customer, 
it will be accepted, particularly in delivering critical services to more 
vulnerable members of the community.

Yes

Safeguarding: None

11. Appendix

Appendix – Payment Trends 2010-2015

12. Background Papers

None
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Appendix A Payment Stream Trends
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Chichester District Council

CABINET 1 December 2015

Chichester Wellbeing

1. Contacts

Report Author:
Elaine Thomas, Community Wellbeing Manager, 
Tel: 01243 534588  E-mail: ethomas@chichester.gov.uk 

Cabinet Member:   
Eileen Lintill, Cabinet Member for Communities, 
Tel: 01798 342948 E-mail: elintill@chichester.gov.uk

2. Recommendation 

2.1. That funding of £51,253 from reserves is authorised, in order that the costs 
of the Wellbeing service for the period 1 April – 30 June 2016 are covered 
to ensure the continuation of the service until funding is confirmed by 
West Sussex County Council Public Health.

3. Background

3.1. The Council is funded by West Sussex County Council Public Health (WSCCPH) to 
provide a Wellbeing service. The service works with adults who live and work in the 
district to support them to reduce the risk factors associated with Heart Disease and 
Cancer through promoting positive lifestyle changes. The funding agreement with 
WSCCPH comes to an end on 31 March 2016.  During the contract review 
meetings WSCCPH have indicated that it is likely that they will be in a position to 
renew the funding agreements for 2016/17 and beyond.  However, they are unclear 
on the timescale for confirmation; it is largely out of their hands as they are subject 
to Public Health England timescales. 

3.2. It is likely that the District Council will have an informal notification of funding in 
December 2015 with final confirmation in February 2016 in line with the WSCC 
Cabinet approval process.  This tight timescale means that the Wellbeing staff will 
be put on notice of redundancy or redeployment early in the New Year.  They are all 
on fixed term contracts that cannot be renewed until we receive written confirmation 
of funding.

3.3. The service has successfully demonstrated positive outcomes through CDC’s own 
internal evaluation.  WSCCPH have undertaken their own evaluation of the county 
wide service with equally positive outcomes.  County Council Members are 
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impressed with the service and feel that District and Borough councils are best 
placed to continue.  WSCCPH have requested that we draw up business plans for 
2016/17, albeit modelling budget reductions of 10% and 20%, indicating reasonable 
confidence going forward.  Given the positive feedback and continued engagement, 
it is felt highly likely that WSCCPH will renew the funding agreements for the 
Wellbeing service. 

4. Outcomes to be achieved

4.1 The Wellbeing service has developed and improved its outcomes year on year 
during the period of the current agreement (see Appendix 1).

5. Proposal

5.1. It is proposed that the District Council underwrites the costs of delivering the CDC 
elements of the Wellbeing service for the period 1 April 2016 – 30 June 2016 while 
we wait for confirmation of future funding from WSCC.  This would allow time for 
WSCCPH to confirm their budgets going forward and avoid staff uncertainty during 
the process.  It would also reduce the risk of the quality of the service being 
impacted in the meantime.   

5.2. The externally commissioned projects will also come to an end in March 2016.  We 
will be undertaking the procurement process in advance of funding confirmation 
with the caveat that projects commence on 1 April subject to funding.  This will only 
affect a maximum of two projects. 

6. Alternatives that have been considered

6.2. The only remaining option is to wait for WSCCPH to confirm their funding intentions 
in February 2016 and place the current staff on notice of redundancy.

7. Resource and legal implications

7.1. The cost for quarter one for the Wellbeing service elements that are currently 
delivered ‘in house’ is £51,253. Funding is requested from reserves.

8. Consultation

8.1 No consultation has been undertaken at this time.

9. Community impact and corporate risks 

9.1. Risks 
 If the council does not receive funding for the Wellbeing service beyond March 2016 

the service will close with staff being made redundant. (NB: Funding for staff 
redundancy costs is in place). 
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 Without sight of the new funding agreement we are unable to assess at this stage if 
the council will agree to continue delivering the service.

 If staff leave the authority before the end of the current contract the service will 
operate at a reduced level and be potentially unable to meet targets or deliver 
agreed outcomes. (Contractually we would be unable to replace staff if this was the 
case).

 If staff leave the service now it would take time to recruit and train new members of 
the team should the funding be renewed, leaving the service operating at a reduced 
level and quality.

 Staff could become demotivated and the current high level of morale and 
commitment could be diminished leading to a reduction in outputs and quality of the 
service.

9.2. Benefits 
 The service will continue seamlessly if / when funding is confirmed
 The cost to the council will be zero if / when funding is confirmed
 Staff will feel reassured that they have time to wait for funding to be confirmed 

before seeking employment elsewhere.
 Staff will feel valued by this council for their continued commitment to the service. 
 If funding is not confirmed the council will have time to consider the future of the 

service and the potential for seeking funding elsewhere. 

10. Other Implications 

Yes No
Crime & Disorder: x
Climate Change: x
Human Rights and Equality Impact: x
Safeguarding and Early Help: 
The wellbeing service has identified safeguarding issues during the 
current year and is a resource for the Think Family and Early Help 
projects.

x

11. Appendix

11.1. Chichester Wellbeing review 2014/15

12. Background Papers 

None
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Appendix 

Chichester Wellbeing end of year 
summary 2014/15

Wellbeing Hub
The table below shows the number of new clients accessing the wellbeing service each quarter 
during the last three years for support and information. Clients are offered between one and three a 
1 to 1 appointments or have had a 30 minute MOT appointment after this they are signposted to 
appropriate services which suit their needs. 

Number of new 
clients 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Total 

2012/13 345 326 229 294 1,194
2013/14 580 396 268 336 1,580
2014/15 653 416 362 349 1,780
Total 4,554

Observations 
The number of new clients has increased steadily during the last three years with consistent 
seasonal peaks and troughs.

We have seen a 49% increase in the number of new clients accessing the service between 2012/13 
and 2014/15 our own target was to increase by 10% year on year.

We have recorded a steady increase in the number of referrals from GPs during the year with 107 
direct from a GP and 77 indirectly through the practices. This is due to a variety of ways we have 
communicated with them eg postcard referral for GPs, letters GPs have sent to patients and from 
speaking at strategic Clinical Commissioning Group meetings attends by GPs. 

Our target for 2014/15 was to increase the number of referrals from GPs by 10% which we have 
achieved. 

We are pleased that this means the GPs are becoming more familiar with our service and trust it 
enough to recommend it to patients. We are continuing with regular drop in sessions at key 
surgeries outside of the city centre at Midhurst, Petworth and Selsey where we are building good 
working relationships.

The majority of clients are women 1,026, men 546 but we work hard to promote the service to men 
through workplaces and ensuring the later times are available. 

Generally the ages ranges of clients we see most are 18-39 (546) and 40-54 (407). The numbers 
reduce with the older population. This is because there are other services better suited to this age 
group and many older people are referred directly into some of our commissioned projects. 
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Evaluation 
Evaluation phone calls are carried out 3 months after the client has used the wellbeing service. To 
ensure the maximum number of clients are contacted we are required to three attempts to contact 
clients. (NB there are a significant proportion of clients who are not contacted because it is not 
appropriate to do so, who do not answer the phone after three attempts or whose telephone 
number is incorrect). 

518 clients have been contacted during 2014/15 for evaluation. 
90% of people said they found the service useful or very useful
82% of people said they found the advice useful or very useful
97% said they would recommend the service to a friend

83% of people have made positive changes as a result of their contact with the wellbeing service.

Positive changes include;
90 people took action to lose weight
78 people had started a form of physical activity

Wellbeing Hub case study.
This is a straight forward and really common example of the types of clients who use the service and 
how small changes can make a big difference to their health and wellbeing. 

Referral: What were the reasons for it & where did it come from?

Referral by Diabetic nurse at Petworth Doctors Surgery 

What was the intervention at first session? How long was session?

Client attended for 30 minute MOT and advice.

Client Stats: Weight 10st 10lbs BMI 30.3 (just in the obese category) non-smoker, inactive

Other emerging issues explored in session?

Mrs C was referred by the diabetic nurse who was concerned that she was gaining weight and not 
controlling her blood sugars very well. Mrs C is a really lovely 77 year old who lives with her husband 
and has as far as she is concerned always eaten a healthy diet. We discussed portion size, hidden 
sugars, how to read the information on packets, how much physical activity it actually takes to burn 
the calories we eat. She attended all her appointment with her husband who listens attentively, but 
made it clear this was not about him. She on the other hand was really focus and wanted to learn 
how to do it right, mainly because she feared, the diabetic consequences, if she stayed the same or 
got worse.

Were follow on sessions required? How many? How long?
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Yes, Mrs C attended on a monthly basis at the Petworth surgery for a further 3 sessions and then 
attended just to get weighed for another two. She is now signed off but if at any time she wants to 
pop in for a weigh-in during my drop in sessions she would always be welcome.

Signposting / onward referral?

Sign posted to walking group in area.

What outcomes were met

Start Stats: Weight: 10st 10lbs Fat %: 38.7 Visceral fat: 12 BMI 30.3

End Stats: Weight 9st 1lbs Fat % 30.2 Visceral fat: 9 BMI 24.9

This represents a 15% weight loss, a healthy BMI/Fat %/visceral fat. A reduction in her risk of heart 
disease, diabetes, cancer etc 

Her diabetes nurse is really happy with the results and reports that all her checks are now healthy.

Do you have quotes, comments or pictures from the customer about the service?

Quote   ” I was really fearful about my future health and thought that at my age it would be 

impossible to change. Working together with the wellbeing service has shown me that it is never too 

late to make a change.”
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Additional commissioned / in-house projects

Wellbeing weight loss workshops
We have delivered 18 weight loss programmes during 2014/15 and have reached our target for the 
year. The programmes are delivered over a 12 week period with a different topic each week. Whilst 
people do get weighed and we measure their weight loss over the 12 week period, the most 
important factor is the information they take away to ensure they can maintain a healthy diet over 
time.  300 people attended the weight loss workshops during 2014/15.

2014/15

261 clients attended  a 12 week programme
123 (47%) of people taking part in the programme have reached the target of 5% weight loss (target 
30%)
193 (74%) of people taking part in the programme have reached the target of 3% weight loss (target 
60%)
95% report improved mental wellbeing. (Target 80%)
97% report increased physical activity levels. (Target 80%)
99% of clients are satisfied with the service. (Target 90%)

New for 2015/16 is a pre diabetes class for people who are at risk of developing type 2 diabetes. This 
is essential for supporting them to achieve a healthy weight and potentially stop the development of 
the disease. 
The existing weight management classes will continue during the coming year as demand is always 
there.

Family Weight Management
 14 families have engaged with the programme during 2014/15 
 75% children have stabilised their weight or lost weight. (Target 80%) the children that didn’t 

lose weight have grown.
 100% of children report improved self esteem / mental wellbeing. (Target 80%)
 100% report increased physical activity levels. (Target 80%)
 100% of the adult family members are engaged with other wellbeing services. (Target 50%)
The links with the Think Family programme are working well and consequently some of the families 
engaging with the service this year were highly complex cases. They required a lot of support to get 
to the point where they were able to put in place some of the changes required. 

Healthy workplaces
13 new businesses have engaged with the programme during 2014/15
12 of these are based in our targeted areas / groups including Think Family Neighbourhoods. 
44 businesses are working with the team to develop continued workplace health initiatives for their 
staff. These have engaged since the start of the project in 2012/13.
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Employees are signposted to engage with other wellbeing services which support their goals to 
improve their health and wellbeing.

Wellbeing Home (joint with Arun DC)
(Target 250 home visits (total for Arun & Chichester – 50% in each) to home owners or private rented tenants 
are carried out and clients are supported to heat their homes in the most economical way)

93 households in the district have received information and advice about home energy during the 
year to date. 

63 Referrals have been made to energy suppliers to help with changing tariffs or for funding to 
replace heating systems or boilers.

First Steps to Fitness
Target = to engage with 300 clients for an initial consultation and support to engage with the 
programme. (cumulative over the lifetime of the project 2012/13 – 2014/15)

 426 clients have had an initial consultation since the scheme began in July 2013, 25% men and 
75% women. 

 190 clients have completed the scheme, 63 are still engaged with the scheme. (Target 160 
clients)

 Of the clients that have completed the course, 57 have increased their physical activity levels to 
the recommended level of at least moderately active 150 minutes per week. (target 60 clients)

 124 have increased their activity levels to 180 minutes to the ‘active’ level.
 96 have taken the subsidised membership and so far 50 have signed up for a full DD 

membership. (target 40 Clients)
 99% of clients have reported improved mental and emotional wellbeing.

Active Older People 
NB: all targets and number are cumulative across the life of the project from 2013/14- 2014/15

Targeting older people aged 65+ in areas of deprivation and where we know there are high numbers 
of older people living alone or are Carers. Clients are contacted via direct mail or can self refer to the 
programme. Once they sign up people are directed to local activity sessions that they have shown an 
interest in and are likely to sustain. There has been a good result from the targeted mail out so far.

357 people have registered with the programme and contacted for support to be more active. 
People registering are assessed using the GP Physical Activity Questionnaire for their current level of 
activity and the target is for 300 people to move from inactive to moderately active (150 mins per 
week)or  active (180 mins per week).

53% of people accessing the service live in target areas including Think Family Neighbourhoods. 
(Target 50%)

Evaluation from 3 month follow up shows,
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59% have increased activity levels by at least half an hour each week working towards 5 times a 
week at 3 months. Clients also report improved mental and emotional wellbeing and reduced 
isolation. 
 Case study 1
Female - Age 60 - 65

Ward: Chichester  North

Activity level 1st sign up – 0 Activity level 3 months – 5 Activity level 6 months 5

Rating of service 3 months – 9

When this lady registered she wasn’t doing any official activity and was looking for a strengthening 
activity like Tai Chi. She enjoyed her week’s trial at the Leisure Centre, and attempted to do a 
different activity every day. She is now feeling a lot more active and is still more active at the 6 
month mark.  She walks most days of the week and at the moment she still works part-time. Her 
activity levels have increased from 0 to 5 sessions over 30 minutes per week, which is excellent.

WHO 5 mental wellbeing data indicates an improvement in most areas, as indicated with the 
responses below:

I have felt active and vigorous?

Sign up – Some of the time 3 months – All of the time 6 months – All of the time

I have felt calm and relaxed?

Sign up – Less than half of the time 3 months – All of the time 6 months – All of the time

Healthy Food for Life
Health Champions Training have delivered 13 cook and eat programmes and they are contracted to 
deliver 12.  

Courses have been delivered at the Foyer Chichester, Selsey. Chichester Food Bank, Petworth and 
with people leaving inpatient mental health services to reintegrate into the community.

All participants are dependent on a low income and all have demonstrated an increased 
understanding of a healthy diet, how to prepare healthy food and how to shop for food on a budget.

Clients also report improved confidence and skills in food preparation, understanding food labels 
and making healthy choices in the supermarket.

Emotional Wellbeing workshops for Choose Work clients 
Linked to the Choose work project a series of workshops have been delivered to support people 
looking for work with confidence and resilience in themselves to gain employment. Many people 
lack the basic confidence in themselves to apply for jobs and this course aims to build on that. 
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3 courses have been delivered in 2014/15 with 39 people attending. Often this client group can lead 
chaotic lives and find it difficult to attend regular appointment but 18 people completed the courses 
overall and others dipped in and out.

4 people found employment after doing the course and 1 applied for work experience. The others 
reported feeling more confident in applying for jobs. 

Plans for 2015/16

The Wellbeing Hub will continue as it is in the coming year. We will continue to promote the service 
particularly to GPs and now Pharmacists. We have a marketing / campaign plan for the year to 
ensure we continue to engage with new clients and encourage professionals to make referrals. 

The wrap around projects will continue for another year and will include a pre diabetes course and 
more focused weight management to target groups eg men and students.

We will be undertaking more evaluation of the projects we deliver in house so that we can 
demonstrate to WSX Public Health the positive outcomes we have achieved. 

The funding under the current agreement comes to an end in March 2016. All the signs are that 
West Sussex County Council see the hubs as a key service to deliver a wide range of health 
improvement work and we are confident the funding will continue into the next funding period. We 
should have early indications in the summer with confirmation by autumn 2015.

Elaine Thomas, Community Wellbeing Manager 
Contact: 01243 534588 ethomas@chichester.gov.uk
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Chichester District Council

CABINET 1 December 2015

Financial Monitoring 2015-16

1. Contacts

Report Author:
David Cooper, Group Accountant, 
Tel: 01243 534733  E-mail: dcooper@chichester.gov.uk

Cabinet Member:   
Philippa Hardwick, Cabinet for Finance 
Tel: 01428 6618664 E-mail: phardwick@chichester.gov.uk

2. Recommendation 

2.1. That the Cabinet considers the 2015-16 forecast revenue outturn position 
on the Council’s General Fund (Appendix 1);

2.2. That the Cabinet considers the progress made to date on the 2015-16 
capital projects and recommends actions as appropriate (Appendix 2)  

3. Background

3.1. The financial position of the Council will now to be reported on a regular basis to 
Cabinet. In the past this information was made available to council members via 
the Knowledge Hub.

3.2. As a result of the introduction of a new financial management system and the 
review of services provided by the council’s accountancy team, budget 
managers are now responsible for examining their own budgets and 
investigating unexpected variations.     

4. Outcomes to be achieved

4.1. The purpose of this report is to assist the Cabinet in monitoring its 2015-16 
revenue and capital budgets, and to take any necessary action in order to 
comply with the Council’s Financial Regulations.  
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5. Financial Monitoring

5.1. Revenue Monitoring

6.1.1 At its meeting in February, the Cabinet considered its budget spending plans for 
2015-16.  In order to monitor the Council’s base revenue budget, the 
accountants provide Heads of Service with a schedule of variations that is 
investigated by their service managers. If a variation is forecast to have a 
significant impact on the outturn position for the current financial year, the 
service manager is required to provide members with a detailed explanation of 
the reason for the difference.   

6.1.2 The major variations contained in the Revenue Monitoring Statement (Appendix 
1) have been detected during the course of these investigations as at 30 
September 2015 (the end of quarter 2). The statement currently identifies a 
potential underspend on the 2015-16 revenue budget of £1,157,500.    

5.2. Capital Monitoring

5.2.1 The appendix to this report is produced using the Covalent Performance 
Management software that tracks the progress and status of Performance 
Indicators and projects.  The use of Covalent ensures that all performance 
information is available in one place to all CDC officers, managers and members 
and eliminates the duplication of effort.  Covalent provides a straightforward 
analysis and reporting mechanism that is reflected in the attached appendices.

5.2.2 The information held by Covalent is reviewed on a regular basis by individual 
directorates. All major projects are monitored by the Senior Leadership Team.

5.2.3 To enable members to monitor these schemes more effectively, scheme 
progress is reflected using a traffic light status given to each project.  The status 
of a project can be:

o    GREEN   (project in progress) - The scheme is likely to be completed 
on time, within budget, and deliver its anticipated outcomes.

o    YELLOW (check progress, milestone approaching or past its due 
date) - The scheme may be delayed, or delivered over budget but within 
the tolerances contained within the Council’s Financial Regulations. 
There may also be a significant risk that the anticipated outcomes will not 
be achieved.

o    RED (project overdue) - There is a high risk that the scheme may 
not be completed on time or possibly stopped.  Anticipated outcomes 
may not be achieved.  Scheme is likely to be overspent by more than the 
tolerances contained within the Council’s Financial Regulations.

o    COMPLETED - The scheme has been implemented.  The appendix 
offers comments on the success of the scheme in delivering its 
objectives.
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5.2.4 To maintain the integrity of the information held on Covalent, lead project 
officers and the accountants are required to record on the system, on a monthly 
basis, an update regarding a project's progress and financial status.

5.2.5 To enable members to monitor these schemes effectively, the Appendix has an 
index grouped into individual cabinet responsibility area that highlights the 
scheme title and the status of each project.

5.2.6  Where a scheme has been identified as having a status of either amber, red or 
completed, further information including comments from the service manager 
responsible for the scheme is provided to members on the schedules included 
within the relevant appendix.

5.2.7 The Capital Monitoring Statement in Appendix 2 considers the progress being 
made on capital schemes within the current approved capital programme. The 
financial information provided represents the position as at 30 October 2015.

5.2.8 The Cabinet may wish to form a view about the necessity to proceed with 
schemes that have either an amber or red status and whether the money 
allocated should be returned to the Council’s reserves for re-allocation to 
current Corporate Plan priorities.   

6. Resource and legal implications

6.1. Section 151 of the Local Government Act 1972 requires every authority in 
England and Wales to "... make arrangements for the proper administration of 
their financial affairs and shall secure that one of their Officers has responsibility 
for the administration of those affairs”.  For Chichester, the Head of Finance and 
Governance Services acts as the Council’s ‘Responsible Financial Officer’ (also 
referred to as the Section 151 officer) in order to meet the requirements of this 
legislation.  

6.2. Each of the Council’s budgets are delegated to a designated budget manager. 
All budget managers must comply with the requirements of the Financial 
Regulations contained within the Council’s Constitution.

7. Community impact and corporate risks 

7.1. It is essential that the Council has a robust process for managing and monitoring 
its financial resources.  At the end of the financial year, as part of its audit of the 
Council’s financial statements, external auditors Ernst & Young are required to 
provide a conclusion on the Council’s arrangements for securing economy, 
efficiency and effectiveness in the use of its resources. 

8. Other Implications 

Crime & Disorder: None
Climate Change: None
Human Rights and Equality Impact: None
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Safeguarding: None

9. Appendices

9.1. Appendix 1   Revenue Monitoring Statement
9.2. Appendix 2   Projects and Capital Schemes Index 
9.3. Appendix 2a Projects and Capital Schemes (Amber Status)
9.4. Appendix 2b Projects and Capital Schemes (Red Status)
9.5. Appendix 2c Projects and Capital Schemes (Completed Status)

10. Background Papers

10.1. Budget Spending Plans 2015-16 – report submitted to Cabinet on 3 February 
2015

10.2. Section 4.8 Financial Regulations of the Council’s Constitution 
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Position as at 30th June 2015

Budget

 2015-16

Projected 

Outturn            

2015-16

Projected 

Variance

2015-16

Further 

Projected 

Variance 

2016-17

Service Managers Explanations

 £ £ £ £

Variations funded from Council Tax

All Services

 - Provision for Municipal Mutual Insurance Settlement claw back 0 50,000 50,000 0

Municipal Mutual Insurance Ltd (MMI), the Council’s previous insurer, was the predominant 

insurer of public sector bodies prior to ceasing its underwriting operations in September 1992 

having suffered substantial losses.  The Council and most of MMI’s public sector members 

elected to participate in a ‘Scheme of Arrangements’ effectively becoming ‘Scheme Creditors’, 

meaning they may have to pay back part of all claims for which they have received 

settlements since 1993 in the event of the Scheme of Arrangements being triggered.

The decision of the Supreme Court on 28 March 2012 on the ‘mesothelioma trigger litigation’ 

has placed additional financial pressures on the residual funds of MMI.  It also increased the 

potential for a claw-back on settlements the Council has received from MMI since 1993. On 13 

November 2012 the ‘Scheme of Arrangements’ was triggered. The Scheme provides that 

following the occurrence of a Trigger Event a Levy may be imposed on all Scheme Creditors.  

During 2013-14 the Council was required to make a Levy payment of £37,000 representing 

15% of the value of total claims payments carried forward at 31 March 2013. No Levy is raised 

on the first £50,000 of claims payments.

Recent communication from the Scheme Administrator has identified the potential for a 

second Levy.  This is as a result of the need to strengthen the provisions for future claims, 

particularly in relation to mesothelioma and child abuse.  Any Levy amount will follow the 

actual position at 31 March 2016, with collection from Scheme Creditors such as the Council 

in April 2016.      

For these reasons it is prudent for the Council to set aside a sum as a provision for any future 

Levy payments under this scheme.  

0 50,000 50,000 0

Finance & Governance Services

Accountancy Services

 - Accountancy services restructure 452,900 462,400 9,500 9,500 The Accountancy Services review identified the need to create a more fit for purpose service 

that would focus on areas that add value rather than administrative processes.  As a result of 

introducing this new service the savings generated by the review fell slightly short of the 

target. 

Housing Benefits

 - Benefits Staffing 643,400 523,400 -120,000 0  Service  carrying staff vacancies at present, planned restructure recently approved by SLT, 

will establish more robust budget requirements 

Projected Revenue Budget Variations 2015-16 & 2016-17
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Position as at 30th June 2015

Budget

 2015-16

Projected 

Outturn            

2015-16

Projected 

Variance

2015-16

Further 

Projected 

Variance 

2016-17

Service Managers Explanations

 £ £ £ £

Projected Revenue Budget Variations 2015-16 & 2016-17

 - Bad Debt Provision 100,000 200,000 100,000 0 We are experiencing a reduction in Housing Benefit (HB) expenditure as the government’s 

welfare reform changes impact on the amounts paid to HB recipients. Currently we are 

forecasting total HB payments for 2015-16 to be around £34.6m against an original budget 

estimate of £37.9m. This will result in a reduced amount of HB subsidy support being paid to 

the Council by the government. Therefore this reduction will have very little impact on the 

Council’s base budget position.                                                                                            

Unfortunately as a result of the Real Time Information Initiative that compares the records held 

by the Council to those held by HMRC, the Council has seen a significant increase in the 

value of identified HB overpayments.  Additional overpayments to the value of some £500,000 

have resulted as a consequence of this exercise alone.                                                                                                      

The Council has a bad debts provision of £1.7m for HB overpayments. Currently the value of 

HB overpayments stands at almost £3.15m (up from £2.8m at 31 March 2015). It would 

therefore be prudent to transfer a further £200,000 to the bad debts provision, £100,000 more 

than envisaged in the base budget.

1,196,300 1,185,800 -10,500 9,500

Contract Services

Waste, Cleansing and Recycling Services

 - Trade Waste income -1,253,400 -1,302,200 -48,800 -48,800 New income generation from trade business. 

-1,253,400 -1,302,200 -48,800 -48,800

Housing & Environment Services

Housing

 - Housing initiativesofficer vacancy 342,000 300,000 -42,000 0 Staff vacancy.  Consideration is being given to a minor re-organisation within the Team before 

filling the vacancy. This would be the full year effect. A carry forward will be requested to 

enable the contract of the Rural enabling officer to be extended.

 - Private rented sector officer / Tenancy Sustainability officer vacancy 60,400 49,400 -11,000 0 Two vacancies have arisen during the first two quarters.  One has been filled on a permanent 

basis and a temporary member of staff has been taken on whilst recruitment takes place for 

the second post.

 - Homeless Hostel Income -327,400 -409,400 -82,000 -40,000 Westward House operated at near capacity during the first quarter of the finacial year 

meaning that income is higher then anticipated. Budgeted 60% occupancy First two quarters 

average occupancy 75%. This would be a full year effect. Occupancy levels have been 

assumed at 67% for 2016-17.

 - Land Charges 0 -100,000 -100,000 0
During 2013-14 the Council set up a Land Charges New Burden (Revocation of the Personal 

Search Fee) Reserve to provide for any future settlement following a national litigation claim 

against local authorities relating to personal search fee element of the Land Charges Fee.  

The settlement figure relating to this claim has been fully funded by central government, 

therefore this resource is no longer required for this purpose and can be returned to the 

Council’s General Fund.

75,000 -160,000 -235,000 -40,000
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Position as at 30th June 2015

Budget

 2015-16

Projected 

Outturn            

2015-16

Projected 

Variance

2015-16

Further 

Projected 

Variance 

2016-17

Service Managers Explanations

 £ £ £ £

Projected Revenue Budget Variations 2015-16 & 2016-17

Planning Services

Development Management

 - Staffing 1,273,300 1,253,300 -20,000 198,300 Vacant posts will soon be filled.Underspend will be required to pay for advertising of the 

vacant posts, temporary staffing measures and the purchase of Exacom, a Community 

Infrastructure Levy management system. £39,000 to fund newly approved market premium 

allowances.  Approved carry forward of £47,300 from 2014-15 included in budgeted 

£1,273,300. 2016-17 Approved growth in staffing budgets, to be funded from increased 

income.

 - Advertising 52,000 114,000 62,000 0 Advertising is now being charged at the correct rate and a discount of 10% has been applied.  

Further work is to be undertaken to redesign adverts to reduce their cost.  A virement is to be 

completed in relation to the appeal costs and recovery of the overcharged advertising costs 

will enable the budget to be balanced at year end. However given the nature of the 

applications received and the need to advertise a greater number of applications in the local 

press, it is likely that before year end further funds will need to be identified  from other 

underspends or income.

 - Planning Application income -989,600 -1,125,700 -136,100 -170,000 The rise in the number of Major planning applications submitted in 2015/16 has lead to a 

significant increase in income. Major applications workload forecasting is being carried out to 

assess whether this trend is likely to continue in the short/medium term. 

Building Control

 - Building Control Income -451,300 -431,000 20,300 0 As per September Projected income monitoring, income is down by only £5,767at the end of 

September. Income is subject to monthly variation which is allowed for in the projection. And 

will be kept under close scrutiny.

-115,600 -189,400 -73,800 28,300

Business Improvement Services

ICT, Public Relations & Human Resources

 - IT Manager 0 64,000 64,000 0 ICT Manager post addition to the establishment. Currently reviewing ICT Structure

Customer Service Centre

 - Staff vacancy 441,200 431,200 -10,000 0 Vacancies within Customer Service Centre, post now appointed

Building & Facilities

 - Building Surveyor Vacancy 231,000 223,000 -8,000 0 Building Surveyor Post vacant from April to July 2015

672,200 718,200 46,000 0
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Position as at 30th June 2015

Budget

 2015-16

Projected 

Outturn            

2015-16

Projected 

Variance

2015-16

Further 

Projected 

Variance 

2016-17

Service Managers Explanations

 £ £ £ £

Projected Revenue Budget Variations 2015-16 & 2016-17

Commercial Services

Museums & TICs

 - Novium Staffing 290,200 248,400 -41,800 0 Turnover of a number of key staff. Recruitment in progress.

 - Novium trading account income -67,300 -42,200 25,100 0  lower than anticipated sales, staff turnover relating to front of house. recruitment of new 

retail/front of house officerr

 - Chichester TIC Trading Account -54,500 -34,500 20,000 0 Key staff vacancy- lower than anticipated sales recruitment of new retail/front of house officerr

Leisure Centres

 - Westgate cafe sales -262,300 -222,300 40,000 0 First half year underspend.The cafe conducted a 'route and branch' review of the menu at 

Westgate. This included changes to the food offered, how it was advertised and the pricing 

structure. This should lead to increased financial performance in the latter half of the year.

 - Westgate Chariots Staff 94,400 74,400 -20,000 0 First half of the year underspend.Some staff operating out of Westgate Chichester actually 

undertake part of their roles at other leisure centres. These costs are now being journalled to 

the other leisure centre cost centre. In addition, the budgets include a pay award increase 

which is paid (backdated to April) in October.

 - Westgate Premises Staff 246,600 176,600 -70,000 0 First half year underspend. Pay award pending which is due to be paid in October. In addition, 

some costs budgetted for here, are actually paid elsewere due to operational changes. 

 - Westgate Sports Hall Staff 149,200 91,200 -58,000 0 First half year underspend.Pay award pending which is due to be paid in October. In addition, 

some costs budgeted for here are actually paid eleswhere   due to operational changes.

 - Westgate Pool Staff 329,300 229,300 -100,000 0 First half year underspend.Pay award pending which is due to be paid in October. In addition, 

some costs budgeted for here are actually paid eleswhere   due to operational changes.

 - Grange Centre Cafe Sales -149,500 -134,500 15,000 0 First half year underspend.As with the cafe at Chichester, the Grange's cafe conducted a 

'route and branch' review of the menu which should lead to increased financial performance in 

the latter half of the year.

Car Parks & CCTV

 - Car Parks income projections -5,556,300 -5,941,300 -385,000 -385,000 Car Parks profiled monthly income projections

 - Car Park Smart Cards income 0 -40,000 -40,000 -40,000 Additional income generated unbudgeted for

Estates

 - Plot 12 Terminus Road income -28,600 -74,900 -46,300 -46,300 Unbudgeted income from new lettings and renewal of leases. Plot 12 lifespan extended 

beyond that expected so actual income above budget for the year

 - Chichester Market Trading -140,700 -110,000 30,700 30,700 Licence fee now agreed at £110,000 pa for traders market and boot sale.
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Position as at 30th June 2015

Budget

 2015-16

Projected 

Outturn            

2015-16

Projected 

Variance

2015-16

Further 

Projected 

Variance 

2016-17

Service Managers Explanations

 £ £ £ £

Projected Revenue Budget Variations 2015-16 & 2016-17

 - Midhurst Area office Income -33,100 -22,100 11,000 0 One office of the three is not let.  

 - Ridgeway Shopping parade income -129,600 -159,600 -30,000 -30,000 Lease renewals settled at higher than budgeted rents. 2016/17 budget to reflect adjusted rent 

settlements

 - Hardham Road Shopping Parade -49,500 -75,500 -26,000 -26,000 Lease renewals settled at higher than budgeted rents. 2016/17 budget to reflect adjusted rent 

settlements

 - Investment Property, Crane Street 0 -151,000 -151,000 -151,000 New Aquisition so not budgeted for.

 - Investment property woodruff centre 0 -32,300 -32,300 -32,300 New Aquisition so not budgeted for.

 - St James industrial estate Income -297,500 -316,300 -18,800 0 More units occupied than expected

-5,659,200 -6,536,600 -877,400 -679,900

Community Services

Health Promotion

 - Maternity Leave salary saving. 76,800 68,800 -8,000 0 Maternity leave salary saving, officer returns in November, so variance only for April - 

October. 

76,800 68,800 -8,000 0

-5,007,900 -6,165,400 -1,157,500 -730,900Total variations funded from Council Tax 2015-16
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Projects & Capital Schemes Index 
 

Generated on: 18 November 2015 

 

 

Action Status 

 
Cancelled 

 
Overdue; Neglected 

 
Unassigned; Check Progress 

 
Not Started; In Progress; Assigned 

 
Completed 

 

  

 

Rows are sorted by Status, Current Due Date 
 

Cabinet Member: Commercial Services 
 
Project Title Project Budget Cost To Date Due Date Status Icon 

Leisure Management Procurement / 
Jane Hotchkiss / Sarah Peyman 

£110,800.00 £35,471.00 01-Apr-2016  

Plot 21, Terminus Road - Demolition 
& Construction / Patrick Harrison 

£1,925,000.00 £28,347.00 30-Jun-2016  

Enterprise Gateway Development - 
Plot 12 Terminus Road / Peter Legood 

£6,245,900.00 £119,166.00 28-Feb-2018  

Tower Street: Overall Scheme - 
Defects period / Cathy Hakes 

£6,905,000.00 £6,778,361.00 31-Jan-2016  

Pay on exit system installed in the 
Avenue de Chartres car park and 

review / Tania Murphy 

£156,800.00 £157,031.00 03-Mar-2016  

A ‘Vision’ for Chichester City Centre / 
Steve Oates 

£50,000.00  £0.00 30-Jun-2016  

Develop a new Tourism Strategy / 
Steve Oates 

£65,000.00 £0.00  30-Jun-2016  

Bourne Leisure Centre - Spinning 
Bikes and Studio Refurbishment / 
Stuart Mills / John Bacon 

£23,000.00 £22,697.70 30-Nov-2014  

Leisure Options Appraisal / Jane 
Hotchkiss 

£19,200.00 £19,128.00 31-Jan-2015  

Investment Opportunity 2 £1,650,000.00 £1,618,042.00 30-Apr-2015  

Westgate Leisure - Water Play 
Features / Kevin McCoy 

£33,000.00 £31,156.21 30-Apr-2015  

Investment Opportunity 3 £1,600,000.00 £1,542,464.00 31-May-2015  

Midhurst Community and Leisure 
Centre - Phase 2 / Jane Hotchkiss / 
Sarah Peyman 

£8,270,400.00 £8,131,525.00 30-Sep-2015  

Asset Realisation and Development / 
Peter Legood 

£145,000.00 £57,758.00 30-Jun-2016  

Appendix 2 
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Cabinet Member: Commercial Services; Cabinet Member: Support Services 
 
Project Title Project Budget Cost To Date Due Date Status Icon 

Westgate Centre Carbon Trust 
Initiative - Defects period / John 
Bacon / Kevin McCoy 

£1,790,600.00 £1,751,073.00 31-May-2013  

Westgate Major Repair Programme / 
John Bacon 

£78,300.00 £75,710.00 31-Mar-2015  

Westgate Centre Carbon Trust - 
Engine Replacement and 
Supplementary Boiler Provision - 

Practical Completion / John Bacon 

£375,000.00 £177,595.00 31-Jul-2016  

 

Cabinet Member: Environment 
 

Project Title Project Budget Cost To Date Due Date Status Icon 

New Trade Waste Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) 
system / Bob Riley 

£28,900.00 £7,500.00 31-Mar-2016  

Beach Management Plan Works (EA 
Element) / David Lowsley 

£1,000,000.00 £815,873.00 31-Mar-2016  

Green Waste Vehicle and Expansion 
of Green Waste Service / Rod Darton 

£112,800.00 £112,826.00 31-Jul-2014  

Coast Protection at Lifeboat Way, 
Selsey / David Lowsley 

£175,000.00 £161,584.00 31-Oct-2014  

Southern Entrance to Oaklands Park / 
Andy Howard 

£17,900.00 £17,900.00 31-Mar-2015  

Emergency storm damage repairs to 
coast / Alison Stevens 

£150,000.00 £150,000.00 31-Mar-2015  

City Walls Project / Andy Howard £685,700.00 £685,691.00 31-Mar-2015  
 

Cabinet Member: Environment; Cabinet Member: Support Services 
 
Project Title Project Budget Cost To Date Due Date Status Icon 

Authorised Testing Facility (ATF) at 
Westhampnett Depot / John Bacon / 
Rod Darton 

£515,000.00 £11,338.00 31-Mar-2018  

 

Cabinet Member: Finance & Governance 
 

Project Title Project Budget Cost To Date Due Date Status Icon 

Financial Management System (FMS) 

Upgrade / John Ward / Helen 
Belenger 

£268,300.00 £195,873.00 31-Jan-2017  

Westgate Energy Efficiency – John 
Ward 

£32,800.00 £28,616.00 31-Mar-2016  

Members' IT provision - Electronic 

Devices / Philip Coleman 
£43,500.00 £26,449.00 31-Mar-2015  

Committee Management System / 

Bambi Jones 
£15,000.00 £0.00 01-Jun-2015  
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Cabinet Member: Housing & Planning 
 
Project Title Project Budget Cost To Date Due Date Status Icon 

Housing Condition Stock Modelling / 
Rob Dunmall 

£18,000.00 £17,980.00 30-Jun-2014  

Grants for Community Based Energy 
Efficiency Projects using remaining 
HECA funds to be allocated by the 
Grants and Concessions Panel (Low 

carbon chichester district grants)/ 
Tom Day 

£137,500.00 £93,468.00 31-Mar-2015  

Rural Housing fund / Linda Grange £1,500,000.00 £1,040,546.00 31-Mar-2015  

Discretionary Private Sector Renewal 
Housing Loans 2014-15 allocation / 
Rob Dunmall 

£150,000.00 £47,062.71 31-Mar-2016  

Disabled Facility Grants 2014-15 
allocation / Rob Dunmall 

£650,000.00 £492,874.81 31-Mar-2016  

Disabled Facility Grants 2015-16 
allocation / Rob Dunmall 

£750,000.00 £317,386.51 31-Mar-2016  

Rural Enabler Post (Homefinder 
Scheme) / Linda Grange 

£105,000.00 £52,514.00 31-Mar-2017  

Affordable Housing Delivery Fund / 
Linda Grange 

£3,108,000.00 £480,387.00 31-Mar-2019  

Under Occupied Hyde Martlet 
Properties / Liz Reed 

£66,000.00 £40,204.00 31-Mar-2019  

Parity Trust Equity Loans Scheme / 

Ian Owen 
£257,200.00 £4,322.02 31-Mar-2019  

Exacom Software / Andrew Frost £19,000.00 £0.00  31-Mar-2016  

Westward House Refurbishment and 

CCTV / John Bacon / Rob Dunmall 
£985,200.00 £911,160.00 31-Mar-2015  

Mortgage Rescue / Ian Owen £50,000.00 £7,359.00 31-Mar-2019  

Extensions and Conversions / Liz 

Reed 
£200,000.00 £42,677.00 31-Mar-2019  

 

Cabinet Member: Support Services 
 

Project Title Project Budget Cost To Date Due Date Status Icon 

WAN Project (Jane Dodsworth) 12/13 
IT02 

£36,100.00 £59,882.00 01-Aug-2014  

ARP Intranet Mapping Replacement 
13/14 - IT04 

£21,200.00 £19,014.00 30-Oct-2015  

Website Enhancements/Channel Shift 
(Lead Officer: Jane Dodsworth) 

Formally  10/11 IT04 

£114,700.00 £103,255.00 09-Nov-2015  

New Ways of Working - Wifi / Jane 
Dodsworth 

£41,000.00 £41,864.00 30-Nov-2015  

Upgrade of Heating and Ventilation 
Systems, SW, EPH – John Bacon 

£186,300.00 £8,700.00 30-Jun-2017  

Enterprise Software for Uniform – 
workflow’ 14/15 CP IT10 

£23,500.00 £23,500.00 27-Nov-2015  
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Project Title Project Budget Cost To Date Due Date Status Icon 

New Ways of Working - Electronic 
Document Management / Jane 
Dodsworth 

£38,000.00 £4,584.00 31-Mar-2016  

Multi-agency Agreement for the 
Management of Encampments across 
West Sussex and the Provision of a 
Transit Site / John Bacon 

£151,400.00 £43,615.00 30-Jun-2016  

Customer Relations Management 
Stage 2 Rollout / Jane Dodsworth 

£54,400.00 £17,764.00 31-Oct-2016  

CRM Stage 2 – Temporary IT Analyst 
Post / Jane Dodsworth 

£40,000.00 £10,872.00 31-Mar-2016  

NWOW - New Staff Lockers / John 
Bacon 

£11,200.00 £0.00  31-Mar-2016  

Network Infrastructure Stage 2b 
(Lead Officer: Karen Parsons) 

£121,000.00 £120,734.00 22-Sep-2014  

New Ways of Working - East Pallant 
House Building Alterations / John 
Bacon 

£136,600.00 £136,734.00 31-Mar-2015  

 

Cabinet Member: Wellbeing & Community Services 
 

Project Title Project Budget Cost To Date Due Date Status Icon 

Petworth Leisure Facilities (remaining 
funds to be used to develop a 
Skatepark) / Sarah Peyman 

£811,900.00 £761,940.00 30-Sep-2013  

Bracklesham Community Hall -  Use 
of S106 / Sarah Peyman 

£1,986,700.00 £1,931,946.00 31-Mar-2015  

Armed Forces Community Covenant 
Grants 2014/15 / David Hyland 

£27,800.00 £27,800.00 30-Jun-2015  

Grants Portal 2015/16 allocation / 
Steve Hansford 

£250,000.00 £87,229.00 31-Mar-2016  

New Homes Bonus Scheme Awards 
2013/14 allocation / Steve Hansford / 
David Hyland 

£400,000.00 £314,515.00 31-Mar-2019  

New Homes Bonus Scheme Awards 
2014/15 allocation / Steve Hansford / 
David Hyland 

£400,000.00 £280,660.00 31-Mar-2019  

New Homes Bonus Scheme Awards 
2015/16 allocation / Steve Hansford / 
David Hyland 

£400,000.00 £271,755.00 31-Mar-2019  

Grants Portal 2013/14 allocation / 
Steve Hansford 

£250,000.00 £197,944.00 31-Mar-2014  

Leisure Grants 2009-2010 / Steve 
Hansford 

£335,000.00 £297,782.00 31-Mar-2015  

Grants Portal 2014/15 allocation / 
Steve Hansford 

£250,000.00 £219,230.50 31-Mar-2015  
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Projects & Capital Scheme Monitoring (AMBER) 
 
 

 
 

Cabinet Member: Commercial Services 
 

Title Approval Date Project Budget Cost to date 
Expected 

Outturn 
Project Update 

Plot 21, Terminus Road - Demolition 
& Construction / Patrick Harrison 

02-Jun-2015 £1,925,000.00 £28,347.00 £1,925,000.00 
13-Nov-2015 The Planning Committee resolved on 11 
Nov 2015 to grant planning permission for 
development by way of up to 5 Industrial Units. 

 

Title Approval Date Project Budget Cost to date 
Expected 
Outturn 

Project Update 

Enterprise Gateway Development - 
Plot 12 Terminus Road / Peter 
Legood 

01-Apr-2014 £6,245,900.00 £119,166.00 £6,245,900.00 

22-Oct-2015 Cabinet approval - Consultant report & 
financial business plan Milestone date 05/01/16  
Obtain Council approval milestone date 04/04/16  
Appoint Architect Milestone date 09/10/15  

Publish OJEU tender for Enterprise Gateway operator 
Milestone date 13/02/15  
Appoint Operator Milestone date 08/07/15  
Appoint design and build contractor Milestone date 
24/02/15  
Obtain planning permission Milestone date 09/12/15  

Enabling works Milestone date 31/03/16  
Start construction Milestone 02/06/16  
Practical completion Milestone date 23/03/17  

Appendix 2A 
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Title Approval Date Project Budget Cost to date 
Expected 

Outturn 
Project Update 

Leisure Management Procurement / 
Jane Hotchkiss / Sarah Peyman 

09-Sep-2014 £110,800.00 £35,471.00 £110,800.00 

20-Oct-2015 First Competitive Dialogue session held 

on 13th October and a presentation to members of the 
task and finish group and SLT took place on Friday 
16th October.  Further dialogue session taking place on 
Friday 23rd October before issuing the Invitation to 
Submit Final Tender (ISFT) for completion.  

 

Cabinet Member: Commercial Services; Cabinet Member: Support Services 
 

Title Approval Date Project Budget Cost to date 
Expected 

Outturn 
Project Update 

Westgate Centre Carbon Trust - 
Engine Replacement and 
Supplementary Boiler Provision - 
Practical Completion / John Bacon 

24-Sep-2013 £375,000.00 £177,595.00 £375,000.00 

18-Nov-2015 The contract value and conditions of 

contract -for the replacement of the combined power 
units at Westgate has been agreed. The contract 
conditions include a two year warranty agreement to 
cover monitoring, servicing, planned overhauls, 
breakdown cover and parts. The contract 
documentation now requires authorisation by an 

approved signatory under the Council’s Constitution.  

The 7th March 2016 is confirmed in the contract as the 
completion date for the scheme.  

 

Cabinet Member: Environment 
 

Title Approval Date Project Budget Cost to date 
Expected 
Outturn 

Project Update 

New Trade Waste Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) 

system / Bob Riley 

07-Apr-2015 £28,900.00 £7,500.00 £28,900.00  

13-Nov-2015 Expected due date of 31 October not met 
as data import reviewed and returned by Bartec for 
further data cleansing. This has now been completed 

and is currently with Bartec to import for testing. 
Business Development Manager has raised with Head 

of Service that closer project management is required 
to ensure that the project does not continue to slip and 
resources have been allocated accordingly. Revised go 
live date now early December.  
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Cabinet Member: Environment; Cabinet Member: Support Services 
 

Title Approval Date Project Budget Cost to date 
Expected 
Outturn 

Project Update 

Authorised Testing Facility (ATF) at 
Westhampnett Depot / John Bacon / 
Rod Darton 

25-Feb-2014 £515,000.00 £11,338.00 £515,000.00 

17-Nov-2015 Provisional approval of the scheme has 
been received from the Driver and Vehicle Standards 
Agency (DVSA) and scheme plans and design 
statement and has now been submitted for Planning 
Consent. 
The design of the structure, fit-out and drainage 

schemes are now progressing. 
 

Cabinet Member: Finance & Governance 
 

Title Approval Date Project Budget Cost to date 
Expected 
Outturn 

Project Update 

Financial Management System (FMS) 
Upgrade / John Ward / Helen 

Belenger 

01-Apr-2011 £268,300.00 £195,873.00 £268,300.00 

16-Nov-2015 The timing of implementing the asset 
register module is currently being reviewed following 
the successful recruitment of staff to the new 
Accountancy Services structure. It is envisaged that 
existing temporary staff will be retained to provide the 

additional resource to implement this module in the 

coming 6 months along with the investigation for 
implementing the budget module in the next 9 months, 
ready for next year's budget cycle for service 
managers.  
Additional training for end users of the purchasing 

module will also be sourced in the next 3 months to 
address this outstanding training need for 
administrative staff.  
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Cabinet Member: Support Services 
 

Title Approval Date Project Budget Cost to date 
Expected 
Outturn 

Project Update 

Upgrade of Heating and Ventilation 

Systems, SW, EPH – John Bacon 
09-Sep-2015 £186,300.00 £8,700.00 £186,300.00  

18-Nov-2015 The details of the scheme have been 
submitted for Planning Consent. The application 
CC1503602 FUL is registered for validation and a fee 

has been paid.  
The mechanical and electrical consultants are now 
addressing planning validation queries in addition to 

finalising their pre tender design and specification. The 
details of which will be incorporated into the invitation 
to tender procurement documentation. Tenders will be 
invited via the procurement portal once the award of 

Planning Consent has been confirmed.  
 

Title Approval Date Project Budget Cost to date 
Expected 
Outturn 

Project Update 

New Ways of Working - Wifi / Jane 
Dodsworth 

05-Mar-2013 £41,000.00 £41,864.00 £41,000.00 
22-Oct-2015 Hardware fitted for guest access: Next 
stage configuration and testing  
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Projects & Capital Scheme Monitoring (RED) 
 
 

 
 

Cabinet Member: Commercial Services; Cabinet Member: Support Services 
 

Title Approval Date Project Budget Cost to date 
Expected 

Outturn 
Project Update 

Westgate Centre Carbon Trust 
Initiative - Defects period / John 
Bacon / Kevin McCoy 

10-Mar-2009 £1,790,600.00 £1,751,073.00 £1,790,600.00 
17-Nov-2015 No further action on post evaluation 
report. 

 

Title Approval Date Project Budget Cost to date 
Expected 
Outturn 

Project Update 

Westgate Major Repair Programme / 
John Bacon 

11-Mar-2008 £78,300.00 £75,710.00 £78,300.00 09-Oct-2015 No further action to date  

 

Cabinet Member: Housing & Planning 
 

Title Approval Date Project Budget Cost to date 
Expected 

Outturn 
Project Update 

Grants for Community Based Energy 

Efficiency Projects using remaining 
HECA funds to be allocated by the 
Grants and Concessions Panel (Low 
carbon chichester district grants)/ 
Tom Day 

05-Jul-2011 £137,500.00 £93,468.00 £137,500.00 

23-Oct-2015 see below. Proposal on the repurposing 
some of the Low Carbon Grants Funding to the Your 
Energy Sussex Programme to be reported to Cabinet in 
January 2016.  

 

Title Approval Date Project Budget Cost to date 
Expected 

Outturn 
Project Update 

Housing Condition Stock Modelling / 
Rob Dunmall 

10-Apr-2012 £18,000.00 £17,980.00 £18,000.00 
16-Oct-2015 See previous note indicating that the 
draft private sector renewal strategy will be considered 
by Cabinet in December 2015  
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Title Approval Date Project Budget Cost to date 
Expected 
Outturn 

Project Update 

Rural Housing fund / Linda Grange 01-Apr-2007 £1,500,000.00 £1,040,546.00 £1,500,000.00 

23-Oct-2015 Hyde are currently considering whether 
they will formally request CDC to compulsory purchase 
the access to the Birdham site so that they can build 
out the affordable housing.  

 

Cabinet Member: Support Services 
 

Title Approval Date Project Budget Cost to date 
Expected 

Outturn 
Project Update 

ARP Intranet Mapping Replacement 
13/14 - IT04 

02-Nov-2012 £21,200.00 £19,014.00 £21,200.00 
22-Oct-2015 Live and in use. User training sessions in 
progress.  

 

Title Approval Date Project Budget Cost to date 
Expected 

Outturn 
Project Update 

Website Enhancements/Channel 

Shift (Lead Officer: Jane Dodsworth) 
Formally  10/11 IT04 

06-Oct-2010 £114,700.00 £103,255.00 £114,700.00 
22-Oct-2015 Completion pending sign off of NDL from 
planning  

 

Title Approval Date Project Budget Cost to date 
Expected 

Outturn 
Project Update 

WAN Project (Jane Dodsworth) 
12/13 IT02 

03-Jul-2012 £36,100.00 £59,882.00 £36,100.00 
17-Nov-2015 Internet not delivered within appropriate 
timescales. CDC to source separately, backup lines to 

be delivered by Capita. Dates to be advised.  
 

Cabinet Member: Wellbeing & Community Services 
 

Title Approval Date Project Budget Cost to date 
Expected 
Outturn 

Project Update 

Petworth Leisure Facilities 
(remaining funds to be used to 

develop a Skatepark) / Sarah 
Peyman 

09-May-2006 £811,900.00 £761,940.00 £811,900.00 

20-Oct-2015 Petworth Town Council have advised us 
that they are collating the final information from their 

e-petition and will be submitting their full proposal to 
us by the end of October. 
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Title Approval Date Project Budget Cost to date 
Expected 

Outturn 
Project Update 

Bracklesham Community Hall -  Use 
of S106 / Sarah Peyman 

01-Apr-2005 £1,986,700.00 £1,931,946.00 £1,986,700.00 

20-Oct-2015 Still in discussion with parish and the 

local resident to resolve concerns over the location of 
the teen shelter. 

 

Title Approval Date Project Budget Cost to date 
Expected 
Outturn 

Project Update 

Armed Forces Community Covenant 

Grants 2014/15 / David Hyland 
23-Sep-2014 £27,800.00 £27,800.00 £27,800.00   
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Projects & Capital Scheme Monitoring (COMPLETED) 
 
 

 
 

Cabinet Member: Commercial Services 
 
Title Approval Date Completed Date Project Budget Final Outturn Project Update 

Bourne Leisure Centre - Spinning 
Bikes and Studio Refurbishment / 
Stuart Mills / John Bacon 

01-Jun-2014 17-Dec-2014 £23,000.00 £22,697.70 
17-Dec-2014 The spinning studio at Westgate 
Leisure Bourne opened on 24 November.  

 

Title Approval Date Completed Date Project Budget Final Outturn Project Update 

Investment Opportunity 2 04-Nov-2014 26-May-2015 £1,650,000.00 £1,618,042.00 
26-May-2015 Purchase completed on 27 February 
2015  

 
Title Approval Date Completed Date Project Budget Final Outturn Project Update 

Investment Opportunity 3 04-Nov-2014 26-May-2015 £1,600,000.00 £1,542,464.00 
26-May-2015 Purchase completed on 20 April 

2015  
 
Title Approval Date Completed Date Project Budget Final Outturn Project Update 

Midhurst Community and Leisure 
Centre - Phase 2 / Jane Hotchkiss 
/ Sarah Peyman 

08-Dec-2009 11-Nov-2015 £8,270,400.00 £8,131,525.00 
11-Nov-2015 Final payment for release of 

retention paid. 

 

Title Approval Date Completed Date Project Budget Final Outturn Project Update 

Asset Realisation and Development 
/ Peter Legood 

07-Jan-2014 26-Jun-2015 £145,000.00 £57,758.00 

26-Jun-2015 Commercial Property Board agreed 
that Estates post supporting this post to be added 
to establishment from April 2016, funded from 

additional rental income. Progress reported 
against individual projects.  
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Title Approval Date Completed Date Project Budget Final Outturn Project Update 

Westgate Leisure - Water Play 
Features / Kevin McCoy 

07-Jan-2014 12-Jun-2015 £33,000.00 £31,156.21 

23-Mar-2015 The outstanding snagging item has 
now been completed. The facility remains popular 

and during Easter a new tots class centred upon 
the play area will be launched - 
http://www.westgateleisure.co.uk/index.cfm?articl
eid=26012  

 

Title Approval Date Completed Date Project Budget Final Outturn Project Update 

Leisure Options Appraisal / Jane 
Hotchkiss 

01-Jan-2014 22-Sep-2014 £19,200.00 £19,128.00 

20-Aug-2015 Budget of £25,000 reduced to 

£19,200, with remaining £5,800 added to Leisure 
Management Procurement.  

 

Cabinet Member: Environment 
 
Title Approval Date Completed Date Project Budget Final Outturn Project Update 

Coast Protection at Lifeboat Way, 

Selsey / David Lowsley 
07-May-2013 17-Nov-2014 £175,000.00 £161,584.00 

17-Nov-2014 Works completed. Project won't be 
signed off until after the 52 week retention period 
from completion date  

 

Title Approval Date Completed Date Project Budget Final Outturn Project Update 

Green Waste Vehicle and 
Expansion of Green Waste Service 
/ Rod Darton 

05-Nov-2013 07-Jan-2015 £112,800.00 £112,826.00 
09-Sep-2014 Construction of garden waste round 
risk assessments in progress, should be completed 
mid to late Oct.  

 
Title Approval Date Completed Date Project Budget Final Outturn Project Update 

Southern Entrance to Oaklands 
Park / Andy Howard 

27-Feb-2014 09-Dec-2014 £17,900.00 £17,900.00 04-Nov-2014 All complete.  

 
Title Approval Date Completed Date Project Budget Final Outturn Project Update 

Emergency storm damage repairs 

to coast / Alison Stevens 
01-Jan-2014 08-Apr-2015 £150,000.00 £150,000.00 08-Apr-2015 Emergency works completed  
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Title Approval Date Completed Date Project Budget Final Outturn Project Update 

City Walls Project / Andy Howard 11-Mar-2008 10-Mar-2015 £685,700.00 £685,691.00 
10-Mar-2015 All that remains is for a final claim 
report to be sent to the HLF.  

 

Cabinet Member: Finance & Governance 
 

Title Approval Date Completed Date Project Budget Final Outturn Project Update 

Committee Management System / 

Bambi Jones 
09-Sep-2014 16-Nov-2015 £15,000.00 £0.00 

18-Dec-2014 Approved at September 2014 
Cabinet that officers be authorised to procure a 

committee management system up to a maximum 
cost of £15,000 to be funded from capital 
reserves.  

 

Title Approval Date Completed Date Project Budget Final Outturn Project Update 

Members' IT provision - Electronic 
Devices / Philip Coleman 

09-Sep-2014 16-Nov-2015 £43,500.00 £26,449.00 

16-Nov-2015 Devices have been purchased and 
allocated to members. All but three have taken up 
the offer. AQ questionnaire to members on 
induction and ICT arrangements will be issued 
shortly. 

 

Cabinet Member: Housing & Planning 
 

Title Approval Date Completed Date Project Budget Final Outturn Project Update 

Westward House Refurbishment 
and CCTV / John Bacon / Rob 

Dunmall 

01-Apr-2010 03-Mar-2015 £985,200.00 £911,160.00 
03-Mar-2015 Communities to prepare report on 
the delivery of the outcomes and CCTV scheme.  
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Title Approval Date Completed Date Project Budget Final Outturn Project Update 

Mortgage Rescue / Ian Owen 01-Apr-2006 27-Jul-2015 £50,000.00 £7,359.00 

16-Jan-2014 The Housing Strategy Capital 
Investment Plan was approved by Cabinet on 3rd 

September 2013. Appendix 2 of the report 
indicated that the budgets relating to:  
  
Home extensions & conversions  
Under-occupation fund  
Mortgage rescue  
  

will only be spent as required. If funds in any year 
remain unspent the underspend will be rolled 
forward and re-profiled to future years. The end 
date for these capital budgets has therefore been 
amended to relate to the end of the Housing 
Strategy period.  

 
Title Approval Date Completed Date Project Budget Final Outturn Project Update 

Extensions and Conversions / Liz 
Reed 

01-Apr-2006 27-Jul-2015 £200,000.00 £42,677.00 

03-Nov-2015 The large family we were previously 
dealing have now been rehoused to a larger, more 
suitable property so there will be no need to utilise 
this budget. 

 

Cabinet Member: Support Services 
 

Title Approval Date Completed Date Project Budget Final Outturn Project Update 

Network Infrastructure Stage 2b 

(Lead Officer: Karen Parsons) 
04-Jun-2008 17-Dec-2014 £121,000.00 £120,734.00 

03-Sep-2014 Car Parks - last remaining site to 

migrate - scheduled for w/c 8th Sept.  
 
Title Approval Date Completed Date Project Budget Final Outturn Project Update 

New Ways of Working - East 
Pallant House Building Alterations 

/ John Bacon 

05-Mar-2013 17-Nov-2015 £136,600.00 £136,734.00 10-Jul-2015 Completed  
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Cabinet Member: Wellbeing & Community Services 
 
Title Approval Date Completed Date Project Budget Final Outturn Project Update 

Leisure Grants 2009-2010 / Steve 
Hansford 

01-Apr-2008 05-Jun-2015 £335,000.00 £297,782.00 
05-Jun-2015 290515 All leisure grants o/s prior to 
April 2012 reconciled, underspends returned to 
the general pot  

 

Title Approval Date Completed Date Project Budget Final Outturn Project Update 

Grants Portal 2013/14 allocation / 

Steve Hansford 
01-Dec-2009 22-Aug-2014 £250,000.00 £197,944.00 

22-Aug-2014 Panel Meeting Jan 14 allocated 

remaining balance of funds for year. Payments to 
be made as claims received.  

 

Title Approval Date Completed Date Project Budget Final Outturn Project Update 

Grants Portal 2014/15 allocation / 

Steve Hansford 
01-Dec-2009 05-Jun-2015 £250,000.00 £219,230.50 

13-Apr-2015 Final panel held 26/3/15 - new call in 

procedures follows.  
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